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1990 MERRIMACKAN • Volume XL
WHAT IS THIS? .
It Is “A Bold New Look Into of momentum and vitality in
the Nineties.” A vision which
began on shaky grounds
and blossomed Into a book
off unprecedented
proportions. A project which
was largely a great
experiment. What you see,
the resulting product, was
achieved with hard work,
perseverance, and a great
amount of sacrifice. The
approach of this book has
been a pragmatic one. We
wanted to convey a sense
a time which seems to hold
promise in the world and
here on campus.
This is a book for the
future. It looks to the future
through optimistic eyes.
However, it takes people to
make visions come to
fruition. Proof of this theory is
In your hands. Hopefully you
will not only appreciate, but
also cherish this curiosity for
the rest of your life.






(Far L) Bob Simpson
and Mike Ehmnanntraut




(L.) Bob Simpson, Marion
Raifferty, Heather Fleming,
Shelley Bonert and Mike
Isotti take a break for
pizza after having begun
the 1st phase of the
office's renovations.
(Below) Mike Isotti takes
a moment to express his
dissatisfaction with the
progress of the job at
hand.
Starts With A Fresh Coat of Paint
And a Teohnological Breakthrough
Upon walking into the
yearbook offioe for the first
time, it became apparent
that the organization was in
need of a facelift. So, a
small band of dedicated
students proceeded to give
the office a look which
would reflect its future in the
month of April 1989. This
was followed by the
installation of a Macintosh
SE during the fall semester.
The utilization of this
computer would allow the
yeabook to enter a
pioneering age in yearbook
publication called Desk
Top Publishing. All of the
Black and White pages of
this book were created
using the software program
named Pagemaker. Next
year promises even better
results, as an experienced
staff returns and Pagemaker
4.0 gives us the power to




All ever The Campus
(Top L) Before the new windows. (Top R.) After the new windows were instailed in Monican Centre which
featured screens for those hot summerlike days in September. (L. Above) Commuters were abie to enjoy a
new color television in the Warriors Den. (L. Below) Part of the AT&T command center which has made inter
campus communication a breeze as well as saving students the aggravation of phone installation every






This year, we have all
noticed the construction of the
new Science and Engineering
building, due to be opened in
the fall '91. But that is just the
tip of the iceberg. The Science
and Engineering building is just
the first phase of a multimillion
dollar project called
"Merrimack 2,000" (Chairman:
Richard J. Santagoti, '65, of
Andover). Over the next ten
years, the college will undergo
a sort of "giant facelift" in
order to meet the demands of
the upcoming century. What
will happen?
In addition to the Science
and Engineering building,
there will be new academic
facilities, renovations of
Sullivan and Cushing Halls, a
bigger and better equipped
athletic/recreation complex
(including more athletic





new residence hall, and new
maintenance/receiving center
are also in the planning.
What is more, the changes
are not limited to construction
of new buildings and facilities
— there will also be
endowments for new
scholarships (for which many a
student and their parents will
give a cheer), academic
chairs, an honors program,
and the possibility of a masters
degree program especially in
education. As most of
"Merrimack 2,000" is still in its'
planning and organizational
phase, it will be exciting to
watch each step of the
program take form over the
upcoming years. The yearbook
would like to congratulate and
encourage the many alumni
and friends of Merrimack who
are all helping to make this
bold plan a reality.
— Brian J. Courtemanche
(Top) This is one of the new kiosks which were purchased to heip advertise coliege events and
provide directions to guests. (Middle) Everyone benefits from the new iights which were placed
from Austin to O'Reilly. As soon as the new building has been compieted these iights wiii be
instailed throughout the entire academic area. (Above) The new bus replaces the notorious purpie







addresses the importance of
Merrimack 2,000 and
announces a new program
called "Bright from the Start"
which will afford Lawrence
city children the opportunity
to attend Merrimack upon
graduation from high school.
V^ i
Begins With
I believe there are two aspects to this Science and
Engineering center — the tangible and the Intan-
gible. Certainly, the tangible aspect — including
sorely needed space, state of the art laboratories,
and offices designed for efficiency of operation —
generates a positive image to those who work and
visit this campus. The erection of this building states in
bold terms that Merrimack has a commitment to the
future generation of scientists and engineers who will
be trained within its walls. However, I believe the in-
tangible aspect of this building to be perhaps even
more significant. Not the concrete, not the steel, not
the bricks, not the equipment within — but like a
breeze from fhe sea — it offers a new environment in
which faculty, students and staff can renew their com-
mitment to the pursuit of educational excellence. It
generates a sense of pride — a pride resulting from persever-
ance in the molding of young lives. Over the years many of us
have dedicated ourselves to this cause. I salute each one! And
further, this building states to those who have labored in the past
— we stand on the foundation you laid, and we of the present
are willing to carry forward into the future. Most of all it speaks
loudly and clearly— Merrimack is on the move!! This ceremony
is an exciting event in the history of Merrimack College. May we
honor fhe past, May we cherish the present, and above all, may
we invision the future impact that this Science and Engineering
Center can have on the individual, on the Merrimack valley, on
our own State and yes, on our Country.




(Above L.) Dr. Ronald M. Pike is seen here giving his
stirring address on the importance of the new Science
and Engineering building. (Above) Father Deegan
uses the backhoe to officially begin the construction








Promises New Found Freedom And
Conoern For The Planet's Future
jusr^y
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Before the Eighties siowiy
dwindied away Chris Krako,
then Art Editor, worked
arduousiy to compiete a
murai depicting various events
throughout the decade. The
murai was commissioned in
order to bring character to the
office. After what seemed iike
hundreds of hours of hard
work, the murai was
compieted at the end of the
faii semester. Now a
permanent fixture in the office,
it wiii remind future students of
the coiorfui events of the 80 's.
Chris deserves special thanks
and words of praise for such
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way, go after them."
This quote is per-
fectly suited to repre-
sent the beliefs of Fa-
ther Fritz Cerullo, the
recipient of the 1 990
yearbook dedication.
Father Fritz has been
a member of the Au-
gustinian order for twenty five years, the last eight
spent here at Merrimack. Since his first task upon
arrival at Merrimack, greeting commencement
speaker Tip O'Neil, he has striven for excellence, for
both himself and his students.
Working for the Office of Institutional Advance-
ment by raising funds for the Merrimack Scholarship
Endowment, he sees dreams turn into reality. Father
Fritz asserts that "there is nothing more important than
helping someone achieve an education." as the
saying goes, "Knowledge is power." Fr. Fritz refused
to cite the one most important part of a college
education. "Although strict academics aid in the
process of critical thinking and decision making,
equally important are the classical elements of educa-
tion: intellectual, moral,
emotional and physi-
As we forge into
the new decade, Fr. Fritz
hopes that the quality o(
the curriculum will con-
tinue to improve. He
spoke of the importance
of renovation of the fa-
cilities, as well as the
constant need to in-
crease scholarship en-
dowments. Overall, he
hopes to see the needs of students continually responded
to. At the same time, he stresses the importance ol
Merrimack's smaller population, a factor that contributes
to the warm, special atmosphere of the school.
Fr. Fritz accepted the position as 1 990 class advi-
sor, seeing it as an opportunity to meet and spend time
with the students. He would like to thank the class of 1 990
for the remarkable presentation at the Baccalaureate
Dinner. "It's been a very rewarding experience to know
you and share your friendship. I know you will succeed
and achieve in whatever you do."
Thank You Fr. Fritz for all you have done for our
school. Your obvious love of students and support to their
quest for knowledge is greatly appreciated.
-Heather Fleming
1 8 Dedication
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Dear Members of the Class of 1 990:
It is a pleasure to have this opportunity to address you on the occasion of the publication of the 1 990 Yearbook. The theme of
the Yearbook: "A Bold New Look Into the 90's" is indeed apropos. Your doss marks the beginning of the lost decade of the 20th
Century. As we reflect upon the years of Merrimack's existence, it is essential that we take from this experience lessons that will
prepare us well for the new century. Your doss will be the leaders of the 2 1 st Century and I know that the education you hove received
here at Merrimack has prepared you well for this role.
We experienced radical and swift-moving changes in our world os we come to the end of the decade. The movement towards
I freedom and democracy in Eastern Europe is o sign of hope in the restoration of the concern for the individual and individual
freedoms. The cause of justice which will lead to peace is one that is at the heart of o Merrimack College education. During this
I lost decade of the century, we must renew our efforts to enhance the dignity of oil persons, and facilitate the work of justice and
peace not only in our own families and communities, but throughout our nation and the world.
Merrimack, in the 1 990's, will continue to undergo many changes. It is our hope that we will see new buildings for instruction
and for social and recreational purposes constructed on our campus. We look forward to the strengthening of the general education
in the arts and sciences which oil of our students will experience. We ore making plans for enhancing the quality of our faculty and
staff and diversifying our college population so that the rich values of many cultures will be on integral port of everyone's educa-
tional experience.
You graduates should be filled with great pride in the education that you hove received, and also excited about the many op-
portunities that ore yours os the decade of the 90's unfolds. Your olmo mater will continue to be o leader in quality education based
on the values and tradition of our Judoeo-Christion heritage. Merrimack College will also become o leader in addressing the
problems that confront our nation. The problems of homelessness, drugs, poverty; the problems of aging and loneliness and isolation;
the problems of quality for family life and constructive interpersonal relationships. In all of these areas you can be assured that
Merrimack will always be faithful to her mission of providing a values-sensitive education in an atmosphere that will allow her
students to grow as sensitive and caring men and women before God.
I salute you on your accomplishments and ask God to bless you in your future endeavors. I know that if you are faithful to the
values instituted by your parents and fostered by this institution of higher education, you will become leaders of the 21st Century
and, more importantly, responsible men and women who cherish the dignity of all before God. As did Saint Augustine, I urge you
to go forth on your restless journey always seeking truth which will lead you to wisdom which is God.
Sincerely,






























Anna Andriolo from Belmont, MA. earned a degree in Business Administration.
Her greatest
contribution to Merrimack has been through both Campus Ministry, working on the M.O.R.E.
Retreat
Program and the Orientation Committee.
After college, Anna will be working at a sales position in the hopes of managing her
own retail stor^
"1 admire my parents the most because they have been excellent role models and given me love and
support. I couldn't have gone as far as I have without them."
The obstacle which she faced was lack of time. "There is a lot to do and not enough
time to do it
in
"
Anna's advice to students is to get involved. "Once you get involved it leads to the
discovering of
new things. It's our job to change what we dislike at Merrimack or anywhere. Unfortunately,
the
administrators do not know what we want changed because they don't hear it from us. It's
our
responsibility to let them hear from us."
. i j •























































Belinda Brady graduated Summa Cum Laude with a degree in Accounting and is from Newton,
MA. Her greatest contribution to Merrimack is her work as President of the Accounting and Finance
Society. The Accounting and Finance Society seeks to bring students together, educate them on their
options and facilitate building networks and establishing contacts. Belinda helped to open the lines of com-
munication between business students and the business world and worked to get students more interested
in their careers. By doing this, she hopes she was able to fight some of the apathy on campus.
After graduation, Belinda will be entering the public accounting field and plans to get her CPA as
soon as possible. Long range goals include becoming a partner in her firm and teaching at the college
level.
Martin Luther King, Jr. is the world leader she most admires, particularly for his dedication and
persistence.
Although Belinda says that being a perfectionist is an obstacle for her, she says "It is not a negative
per se. It results in self imposed goals that make you reach higher. It is tough and stressful, but always




















































Belinda believes students should give one hundred and ten percent, not just one hundred percent.
She also says to work hard at what you do and to love what you do. She advises students to get
involved
and pursue and research career goals while at Merrimack. Belinda says, "Challenge yourself
constantly.
Seta goal of reaching your fullest potential. Never settle for less than your personal
best. Above all, enjoy
your four years at Merrimack. These are definitely some of the most important and memorable
years of
your life, and they go by all too quickly!"
"Thank You to my family and friends for your support, love and understanding over the past four
years. You all are an integral part of my past, present and future accomplishments and I could not have
made it without you!" Belinda would also like to thank her professors who inspired and encouraged
her






















































Diane Coughlin of York, Maine, graduated from Merrimack College with a degree in Finance. Diane
feels her major contribution was "having underclassmen look up to you." In the future, Diane hopes to
get into a good company with an excellent training program. She would also like to travel.
Although rules and regulations were often obstacles, hard work and determination were rewarded
with success. Diane's success came in both scholastic and athletic areas. She earned assorted awards
in Basketball and was, for "countless semesters", a Dean's List Student.
Diane warns underclassmen, "Get involved. Go to parties and events, meet people."







































































































Karen Discuillo is a Psychology major from Amherst, N.H. Her biggest contribution to Merrimack
was her involvement in the M.O.R.E. program in her Senior year. Karen was on team and feels that she
was able to "help people get in touch with themselves."
Karen wishes to attend Graduate school in Honolulu to study Counseling Psychology.
Being shy and lacking self confidence were obstacles that Karen hod to overcome. As o Freshman,
she hod o difficult time getting involved. Thus, her advice to fellow students is to get involved from day
one. You meet people and get o lot out of the Faculty and staff that way.






















































Lisa Fournier is a hard working Marketing major and Economics minor who hails from Danvers,
Ma. Facing the obstacle of the skyrocketing cost of education, Lisa entered the Co-op program. She feels
that her participation in this program was a definite contribution to the school. In a manner of speaking,
she was "like an ambassador." Her work habits helped to represent Merrimack students to the business
world.
Lisa hopes to become a manager in the Marketing Division of IBM.
She admires her mother a great deal. Although she never went to college, she served as an
excellent role model. Her mother offered constant encouragement, only wanting Lisa to do her best.
Lisa would like to thank Betsy Chisholm, her coordinator from the Co-op office. Not only did she
help Lisa get a job, she also helped her with her problems.







































































































John lannucillo from Lawrence, Massachusetts earned a double degree in Finance and Accounting.
He was the co-founder of the Merrimack Entrepreneurial Network and he helped to bring more students
to Alumni Resource Night. This night was held with the Alumni Office so that seniors can set up contacts
and possible jobs with alumni.
After college, John will be working with Arthur Anderson in the Small Business Division.
The leader he most admires is Ray Crock, the founder of McDonald's, because he founded the com-
pany at age fifty-five. "I hope to possess that kind of perseverance in my own life," said John.
One obstacle he faced at Merrimack was the school's bureaucracy. This made it hard to get what you
want done effectively and to be able to communicate your vision for the sake of your club. "It's difficult
to accomplish your goals when people don't understand you."
John's advice to students is to take part in everything and take it seriously whether it's for fun or for



























Senior Spot John lannuccillo
J. lannuccillo continued...
to do with your life. Moke friends with the faculty and establish as many contacts as you can before you
graduate. Do something good for Merrimack in order to reinvest what you took from the college."
John would like to personally thank Professor Stasio for all of his help forming the Merrimack En-
trepreneurial Network, Father Morgan for his guidance with the Alumni Resource night, Rae Terranova
and Bill Regan for placing him off campus and finally, all the faculty in the Business Department for all
their support.
John believes it would be a good idea to establish a breakfast club. Here graduates would be able
to get together and meet once every two months to discuss their lives and to try and help one another out





























Michael lannucillo from Lawrence, Massachusetts earned a double degree in Finance and Account-
ing. He was the co-founder of the Merrimack Entrepreneurial Network, which is dedicated to helping
students learn about entrepreneurs and how they succeeded in starting companies. It benefits students
by giving them a valuable reference, in today's tough business world.
After graduation, Michael will be working at Coopers and Lybrand in the Auditing Division.
His biggest obstacle at Merrimack was trying to juggle school, work and the Entrepreneurial
Network. Trying to do everything well and not being too spread out was sometimes very difficult.
A world leader most admired by Michael is Nelson Mandela.
Michael's advice to students is to concentrate on their grades. This way, when they graduate and
begin the process of seeking a job, they will have a good GPA to get them through the door. They can
improve their public speaking ability by working with as many clubs on campus as possible. If they can't
find a club that interests them, then they should start one.



















































Michael wishes to thank Professor Stosio for his help and guidance with the Merrimack Entrepre-
neurial Network, the Professors in Accounting and Finance for helping him through his classes and finally.
Dean Lonardo, Father Morgan, Rae Terranova, Bill Regan in the Placement Office and all those other
people who he may have inadvertently forgot.
He wishes all the seniors the best of luck and hopes that everyone stays in touch.
40 Seniors
Lisa JoaquinSenior
Lisa Joaquin, a Psychology major with o minor in Education, will be greatly missed at Merrimack.
This Scarborough, Maine resident contributed her talents in the entertainment world on campus. Whether
it be her acting, or singing with the Chorale, she learned a lot from her performances.
Like many students, Lisa was plagued with the problem of lack of time. Between the retreats, the
Onstagers and her books, time was limited. However, she did enjoy the challenge.
One leader that has captured her admiration is Soviet President Gorbachev. She feels that he "has
done a lot."
Lisa hopes to utilize her degree to obtain a high school teaching position. Her pearl of wisdom to
underclassmen is a simple one. "Get more involved! You get out what you put in."
Lisa thanks her parents for making it all possible.












































































































































































































Senior Sp Pamela Quinlan
A Sociology major with a minor in French, Pamela Quinlan hails from Billerica, MA. She has con-
tributed to Merrimack through her involvement in the Aids Education Program. As a Resident Assistant,
she sought to help students with their problems.
Pamela would like to work in an Aids Hospice. She also plans to obtain her Masters in Sociology.
She most admires Martin Luther King, Jr. Her grandparents, who overcame many obstacles when
they came to the United States, are also recipients of her admiration.
Pamela says that getting involved in programs will benefit you in the end. She also says that you
should take things one step at a time.









































































































Bob Tosi is on Accounting major from Arlington, Mo. His contributions to Merrimack included his
involvement in many organizations on campus. He served as Vice President of his Fraternity and played
Intramural Basketball and Flag Football. Bob was actively involved in Campus Ministry, where he was
on the Baccalaureate Mass Committee, the M.O.R.E. retreat program as a team leader, the Research
Committee for a new Campus Minister and served as a Eucharistic Minister. He is also on the Strategic
Advisory Committee that will meet over the summer and is a Town Meeting member in Arlington where
last year he was elected Chairman of his precinct.
Bob wants to tie his interest in politics together with his Accounting background to work in a Gov-
ernment Agency. He wants to help the elderly, perhaps as a lobbyist.
The person most admired by Bob is the man who stood in front of the tank in Tienanmen Square
in China last summer. His bravery had an enormous impact on Chinese citizens and the world.
An obstacle Bob had to overcome was his shyness. His leadership positions helped him to do just




























that. His advice to students is to
make the most out of Merri-
mack. Take advantage of the
Faculty and Administration and
be yourself.
Bob v/ould like to thank



























PJ Venturelli is an Accounting major from Arlington, MA. Her contributions to Merrimack include
both the time and effort that she has put into both the Student Government Association and Class Council.
Her work in these organizations has enabled her to make Merrimack better for students.
PJ is going to work for Bull HN Information Systems. In the future, she plans to develop her career
further by obtaining her Masters degree.
She feels that the Administration was sometimes difficult to deal with and was an obstacle in her
path to leadership.
Her advice to students is to get involved. By getting involved, you can make a difference.
PJ would like to thank the people here at Merrimack. The friends she has made are very important
to her. Looking back, PJ says that she wouldn't change anything.


























Melissa Walker is a Marketing major from Reading, MA. She will be attending Babson College
in the fall to continue her studies.
An obstacle she had to face was paying for school. Melissa had to transfer to ULowell for a semester
because she could no longer afford Merrimack's tuition. When she was hired permanently by IBM, she
was able to return to Merrimack because they paid for her tuition. After spending a semester at the rather
expansive ULowell, she came to appreciate the small size of Merrimack.
Melissa would like to thank Dr. Corbett for encouraging her when applying to Graduate school and
Fr. John Gavigan for making her see good in people - she wishes she could be more like him.
Her advice to fellow students is to make the most out of your college experience. She didn't really



























A Sociology major, Kelly Walters is from Fitchburg, Mo. She feels that her
greatest contributions to Merrimack have been her involvement with the Student
Government Association, Orientation Committee and her position as Photography
Editor of the Merrimackan. Kelly plans to pursue a career in College Admissions.
An obstacle on Kelly's path to leadership was time management.
Kelly advises fellow Merrimack students, "By choosing your clubs wisely,
rather than choosing many clubs and not giving one hundred percent, choose a few
clubs and give quality time. That way you get more rewarded."
Kelly would like to thank her parents and her sister Karen for all the love and
support they have given her.
Senior Greg Waters
Greg Waters from Unionville, CT. earned a degree in English with a concentration in Education.
Merrimack enjoyed a substantial contribution from Greg through his talents on the basketball court.
Greg took an additional step and reached out to the entire Merrimack Valley community by offering time
in community service.
After college he plans to become a high school teacher and basketball coach. He would like
eventually to become a College Professor.
A world leader most admired by Greg is Nelson Mandela. "He has endured a great amount of
oppression. Even though he has been in prison for over twenty years his reputation and goals were still
carried out by people who believed in him. I feel he will help South Africa and the world."
One obstacle he faced was the decision whether or not to go into Education, a profession with little
monetary reward and often a lack of prestige. "I had a hard time learning how to give myself to others.
Once I passed that, teaching became one of the most rewarding paths to get into."
Greg's advice to students is to take advantage of everything Merrimack has to offer. There's a lot
out there but it is up to the students to take advantage of it. "I look back on my four years of college
and even though I was busy, I wish I could have done so much more."
I would like to thank Coach Bert Hammel, Coach Greg Horrenda, and Tom Herrion for having faith
in me. Thank you Father Deegan for making my four years enjoyable. Thank you Dr. Lee for being there
when times got rough. Lastly, a special thanks goes to my teammates for being such great friends.
Greg learned the art of discipline from his basketball experience. This enabled him to manage his
time better. Along with the rest of the team, he spent many hours striving to be the best.
He expresses concern over what he believes is the overshadowing of the team by the Hockey team,
even though they are just as talented. He points out that they won their first ECAC Championship last
year. In addition, he points to the many Community service projects the Basketball team participates
in, such as the Lawrence Boys Club and the program Read with the Warriors, a program aimed at
motivating elementary school children to stay in school.
"Along with winning the ECAC championship, all the community service was just as memorable















Rob Carco Sean Flaherty
John Hoff Jim Norton
This tree is dedicated to them in
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proud of you son. We've
loved being part of all your
academic and athletic accom-
plishments. Thanks for all







To express our feelings of
how proud we are we need






You are truly a wonderful
daughter. We love you and
we're so proud of you. Our
wish for you is good health,





70 Ads to Grads
Congratulations!
B.T. AKA Broomhilda
We wish to tell you how
proud you hove made us
and how much we love you.
Your P.U.
P.S. A message from Bill
the Cat - "AAKKK"
To Peter Landry:
You are the good kind.








"If you have faith as big as
a mastoid seed, you could
say to this mulberry tree,
'Pull yourself up by the roots
and plant yourself in the sea'





We love you and hope you'll
always be happy. Your pos-
itive attitude and ready smile
will take you a long way. We




We are all proud of you





You have always brought
much joy to our family.
We are proud of you and
what you have achieved.











From this precious little girl,
you have grown into a lovely
young woman. We are very
proud of your accomplish-
ments. You will always have




Ads to Grads 71
Congratulations Darling!
Words alone cannot describe
how very proud we are -
today and always. May all
you've learned take you
through life with ease and








We're proud of you!
God Bless You and God
Speed!








V. J V. J
72 Ads to Grads
I
s
Tonka trucks in the 70's
The real backhoe in the 80's
Your Civil Engineering Degree
in 1990
Congratulations Jim!
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r
To our delightful daughter
Lisa -
Congratulations to our 1 990
E.E. graduate. You persevered
as we knew you would.
Love Mom & Dad
V. J
74 Ads to Grads
Ads to Grads 75
Knsti
proudWe re very
of you for the many things
you have achieved. Also
we are very proud of the
wonderful, caring adult you
have become. Wishing you





You sure have come a
long way just by being
yourself. You did it,
achieving your goal at
Merrimack College. Don't
ever change. You're the
best.






succeed in life and be the
best person possible has
made us all very proud of
our Mr. Merrimack. To know
you is to love you.
Love your Family
This kid decided one day
that dirt and grease would
give him a fit. He bested
those friends who shunted
this man by graduating this




76 Ads to Grads
CONGRATULATIONS
MARYANN-IT HAS BEEN
A LOT OF HARD WORK AND
SACRIFICES FOR 4 YEARS.
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF
YOU AND WE KNOW THAT





Congratulations! We are so
proud of all your accomplish-
ments at Merrimack both
athletically and academically.
But watching you mature as a
person has been especially re-
warding. Always follow your
dreams and never change
your attitude and drive.
We love you!
Love Mom and Dad
Paul,
We have watched you grow
and mature into a caring
responsible adult.
We want to congratulate you
on your achievements and
tell you how very proud we
are of you. May your future
be even more successful and
fulfilling than your past.
Love
Mom & Dad
Congratulations to you Heidi
on your successful 4 years
at Merrimack. We love you
very much and we foresee this
step blossoming into a fruit-
ful life for you.
With Love & happiness
Mom, Dad & Bruce
You finally made it,
words cannot explain
how proud we are of you.
You have a wonderful life
ahead and you know we
are always here to support
you. We love you.
Mom, Dad and Sandy
Liz,
You've come a long way
since Barbie dolls and bubble-
gum. You've worked hard to
reach your goal and we're so
proud of you.
Thank you for being such an




You did it! We are so
very proud to have you as
our daughter. We know you
will be successful in whatever
you choose to do. You always
seem to make that "right"
decision. The future is yours.
Love,
Joey, You have reached an
important milestone. As
proud parents we wish you
continued success and
happiness much like you have
always given us. Walk proud
into the 90's and your future.
We love you- Mom, Dad
and Roberta







You made it! Your hard work and effort
paid off. i
Always remember fondly these college years i
especially the happy moments and special i
friendships. We're proud of you. Continued
success in the 'real' world. s
Love,




Congratulations on a successful four years
and much happiness in the future.
Love,
Mom and Dad
J Is for the jobs that helped you receive your
education.
Is for your obsessions and
determinations.
Is for the hard work and
qualifications.





CONGRATULATIONS BUFFYI - We are very
proud of you. You have accomplished a task
worthy of praise. Wishing you happiness and





Congratulations and Best Wishes! We are so very
proud of you and all that you have accomplished.
We wish you successs and happiness and remember
we will always be here for you.
With love always.
Mum, Dad, Jennifer, Tom, Natalie,
Stephanie & Chibi
Congratulations Lisa Venezia!
We are so very proud of you. Your determination
for four years has gotten you where you are today -
a graduate of Merrimack College Class of 1 990!
We hope all your dreams for the future come true.
Love & Good Luck,
Mom & Dad
78 Ads to Grads




m Congratulations Kim -
Wi. Merrimack College 1 990 - We are proud of you!
il":
You bring us love and laughter. Just remember in
9'
w' the winter far beneath the snow, lies the seed
i.'4, that with the sun's love in the spring becomes the
rose.
I- Love,





The Senior Week Tradition
Kicks off at Chevy’S

















The Day Has _
Ar.vec.Po, Graduation
... It seems like only yesterday that they
packed themselves into cars and arrived
on the Merrimack College campus. For the
next four or five years ofTheir lives, the "little
school on Turnpike Street" would be home.
It was their first stop on the road toward
success. Battles would be fought, prob-
lems would be encountered, but at the
end it would be worthwhile ... on that
memorable day when diplomas are dis-
tributed . .
.
On May 20, the Voipe Complex was in-
vaded by the graduating class of 1990,
faculty members, family and friends. Guest
speaker. Reverend Joseph A. Duffey,
O.S.A. gave a dynamic speech using var-
ious bases of history to prove the obvious.
His speech began by explaining why
1990 would go down in history, "Your Senior
Year in college will long be remembered
as the year when the indomitable human
spirit rose in triumph in Eastern Europe. " He
continued by discussing the various strug-
gles for freedom in countries including Po-
land, Romania and Lithuania. From this
standpoint, he moved toward the theme of
his speech, a sense of self. Mentioning the
resounding message of the acclaimed
film, "My Left Foot" helped to convey his
point. "Believe in yourself. Believe in your
own potential — regardless of the odds
against you."
From his words of encouragement, he
moved towards words of warning. "Most of
you will soon launch careers in a society
where celebrated cases of dishonesty,
greed and exploitation have cast a far
reaching shadow." He urged graduates to
remember that "ambition, even great suc-
cess without personal integrity is degrad-
ing, demeaning and dehumanizing."
His closing remarks succeeded in sum-
marizing the point of his speech. By know-
ing what "in our lives is negotiable and
what is not negotiable," we are develop-
ing our own sense of morals. Reverend
Duffey urged graduates to stay true to
themselves. In their quest for success, he
hopes all senses of human decency are
not lost.
Eric Labbe's valedictory address was
equally as moving, but for different
reasons. From early on in his speech, it was
evident that he was taking a more per-
sonal approach, bringing his audience to
the p<^ium with him. He expressed his un-
certainty regarding the creation of a
commencement speech. He asked many
people for guidance, wanting the "rules of
the game" and hoping to "get all of the
right pieces." He was told to "address the
new found freedom in Eastern Europe, the
future of this country, what he thought was
the most important aspect of his coiiege
career and what the ciass of 1990 would
bring to the world." He was told to be
"forceful, emotional, concise, insightful
and inspiring, and most of all, more impor-
tant than subject matter," he was told to
have a "catch phrase."
Although Eric's speech continued to
voice many words of encouragement and
express fears in regards to the state of the
economy, specifically the tax situation, his
best creative efforts were evident early on.
In a subtle fashion, Eric succeeded in prov-
ing the point that students must retain their
individuality. In a world of conformists, we
must break free and become open to
change. With an almost cynical style, he
succeeds In making intelligent insights into
society.
Like a graduation should be, it was an
extremely memorable event. The alma
mater song was sung beautifully by Seniors
Lisa Joaquin and Sue Rudd. The ceremony
was officially closed with President John
Deegan's charge to the graduates and a
closing prayer from the class advisor.
Reverend Francis Cerullo.
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ou are traveling into a
new dimension, a dimension
without time or space, a dimen-
sion void of reality...
It's summer, 1 989, the
beginning of the Merrimack
College school year. It's time
for orientation, it's the time of
the freshman. Timid and scared
they arrived to enter into the
unexpected grandeur of Merri-
mack College. The latest induc-
tees to the Merrimack College
family evoked interesting and
diverse reactions to their unfa-
miliar new living quarters. For
example, "I'm living in this
closet sized prison with HOW
many other people?" Another
comment implied early signs of
homesickness, "Maybe Dad
was right. Mom isn't such a bad
cook after all..." A more comi-
cal reaction, displaying the of-
ten onesided mentality of the in-
coming freshmen would be the
comment regarding community
showers. "Are you KIDDING?
All of these people are really
waiting ahead of me just for a
SHOWER?" Isn'torientation an
eyeopener?
It is during this weekend
that some lifetime bonds begin
to form. Many activities to aid in
this task occur. For more than a
decade, Russ Burgess has been
entertaining incoming fresh-
men with amazing acts of ESP
and hypnosis. Few students that
attend forget the hysterical sight
of hypnotized subjects racing
towards the stage warning stu-
dents of the threatening snow-
storm in August. Another high-
light of the weekend is the luau.
What could possibly be a better
place to meet students than this
panoramic setting? Casino
night was also one of the week-
end's features. Adrenelin was
high as the competitiveness of
human nature was roomwide.
Not to be forgotten were both
Sports Day and Carnival Day.
The orientation was full of
events to ease freshmen into the
collegiate atmosphere. We
wish them luck in all they en-
counter!
Heather Fleming
/ L) U y
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Xhe class of 1993's first experience in
the Merrimack community began at
Camp Lincoln. This gave Freshmen the
opportunity to meet fellow classmates
and speak to Orientation Committee
members in an informal and relaxing
setting. Simon Sez is seen here getting





Saturday, August 26th 1989 marks the first day of college
life for approximately 600 hundred students. Those students
who will reside on campus ore met by Orientation Committee
members who help move in the necessities of life. Commuter
students ore also invited to spend the next three days on
campus.




New Students and their Parents meet in the afternoon at
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M onday was filled with
more fun and games as new
students were treated to a bar-
becue by the Orientation Com-
mittee. Volleyball, football,
softball and the world famous
crab scoccer were among the
sports that students competed
in. As evening rolled around, it
was time for the hilarious an-
tics of the Russ Burgess show
which always makes everyone
laugh.
1 jiwwi
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(Right ) clockwise upper L corner: Mark
DeVyIder, Mike Callahan, Matt Mozzer,
Rob Burt, Brian Desautels, Tim Burns,
Steve Ehrmanntraut. (Belowl counter-
clockwise lower L. hand corner: Rick
DiChiaka, Scott Lubin, Jessica Johnsan,
Jennifer Slosek, Craig Wood, Amy
Harper, John Weston.
(Right) L-R. Bridget Funkhouser,
David Alger and Ted Dansen thought
orientatation was long but enjoyed
most of the activities.
•All photos Ehrmanntraut
108 Freshman Orientation
(Left) lower left counter clockwise
Mary Gallagher, Michelle Page,
Janeen Paghera, Keara McCor-
mack, Doreen Lemay and Susan
lannelli. (Below) Sarah French,
Paula Reale, Kim Ryan, Monica
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The Orientation Banquet is a chance to thank
all the upperclass students who volunteered
their time and services to make Freshmen
Orientation a success.
-All photos Walters




















(Above) Jeanne Paghera, Janeen Paghera, Frank Paghera, Jennifer Dwyer,
Eileen Dwyer. (L.) Vialith MacLeod, Robert MacLeod, Don MacLeod, Nancy
MacLeod.
Alt photos Ehrmonnfraut
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(Above Right) Capturing the camera's eye is
the McGurIc family and their "recently
adopted daughters." Wayne and Mary's
willingness to include daughter Allison's
friends, Stephanie and Karen, in the days fes-
tivities proves the closeness of the students, a
trait suggested as one of the school's most
admirable. An additional characteristic
praised by the family includes the small size,
which encourages students to be free spirited
individuals. (Right) Striking a pose for the
camera are the Allen's, Fritz Cerullo O.S.A.,
and Patrick McStravog O.S.A. As a transfer
student from UMASS Amherst, neither Tom
nor his family had much to say about the
school itself. They found the campus beauti-
ful. Like the rest of the group, they enjoyed
the mass and the brunch very much.
(Right) Kerry Arsenault, Tom, Janice and Jason Dalessio
are a few of the people who braved the elements to attend
the sophomore/junior parent's weekend.
- Copy by Heather Fleming
1 1 2 Sophomore/Junior Weekend
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(Above) As brunch is over, members of the
Provenzono family, the Bellissimo family
and the Blanchard family are ready to
meet the camera with radiant smiles.
Mike, Phil and Marc grew close as broth-
ers in the Nu Phi Kappa Fraternity, one of
the many organizations at the school that
fosters the powerful relationships
boasted about by the family members.
(Left) Resident assitant Jennifer McCor-
mack gets a well-earned break from duty.
As brunch is winding down for the family,
we asked them what they liked most
about Merrimack. Like many others in the
room, they spoke highly of the school's
tight- knit family atmosphere. Addition-
ally, they were encouraged by the outgo-
ing personalities displayed throughout
the campus.
I






The Accounting & Finance Department: Prof. Elliott Puretz, Chair, Prof. John
Slipkowsky, Prof. Philip Lee, Richard Del Gaudio, Donald Hanson, Philip
Moody, Donald Nelson, John Purisky, Frances Quinn, Julia Tiernan, Nancy
Austin.
Chemistry
The Chemistry Department: Rita Fragala, Dr. Carolyn Werman, Dr. J.
Davis, Dr. Ronald Pike, Catherine Festa. Missing: Dr. Stephen Leone, Dr.
Dianne Rigos, Dr. Mono Singh, Dr. Zvi Szafran, Chair.
Civil
Engineering
The Civil Engineering Department: Prof David Westerling, Chair, Prof.
Anthony DeLuzio, Pat Enright, John Philbrook. Missing: Dr. Kim
Hazarvartian, Dr. Vincent Turano.
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Education
The Education Department: Prof. William Russell, Chair, Maria Nicolaisen,




The Electrical and Computer Engineering Department: Dr. Daniel Farmer,
Chair, Prof. William Kennedy, Dr. Tak-Goa Tsuei, Prof. John Sifferlen, Prof.




tional. These are the words
that the English Department is
steering away from as they
head into the nineties. Accord-
ing to Dr. Caine, who is head of
the English Department, old
teaching methods do not work
any more. Therefore, we can-
not expect to see the same
kinds of abilities in the new
generation of students.
Steps are being taken to
help students move into their
bold new look. The English De-
partment has set up a writing
center. Dr. Caine states , "The
Writing Center promotes a new
philosophy of education." She
added further that the writer
must take control of his or her
own writing. The writing center
works with all levels of the writ-
ing process to try and help the
writer do just that. Tutors, who
1 1 6 Faculty & Administration
Management
David, Breyer, Philip Hurdle, Michael Kandra, David Kapelner, Salah
Khelfaoui, John Koziell, Ramesh Pant, Susan Pariseau, Annie Puciloski,
Kathy Stevens, James Stewart, Kevin Wall, Fred Willett, Carole Cronin,
Marlene Oullette.
History
The History Department: Dr. Clarisse Poirier, Dr. Phillip Naylor, Sally
Bradley, Dr. David Knepper, Dr. Peter Ford.
Jesus Christ. Julius Cae-
sar. Marco Polo. George
Washington. J.D. Rockefellor.
J.F. Kennedy. Jesse Jackson.
The History Department
is set to odd more names into
this list os they plunge into the
new decade. In recent days,
the department is fortunate to
be enjoying far more majors in
this area than in the past. The
department offers a seminar
study in which the students are
issued one universal theme,
and must select a subtopic to
research. After completing an
in depth study on this topic.
they must develop an extensive
research paper. Dr. Ford is
proud to say that the program is
enjoying healthy numbers, as it
contains 23 participants so
early in its development. Dr.
Ford fears that there has been a
large change in the education
of students today. Students
tend to be less read, which
"denies them the opportunity
"of learning history. Looking
ahead, he would like to be able
to offer more courses with a
larger staff to help prepare for
the new generation. -K. Smith
The English Departmenf: Kathleen Cain, Mike
Rossi, Albert DeCiccio, Robert Keohan, MaryKay
Mahoney, Kathryn Douglass, Luanne Kirv/in,
Catherine Murphy. Kevin Plunkett, Joan Rossi,
Brenda Hajec, Geraldine Branca, Martha Heinz.
include students and faculty,
help writers get on track with
their writing by listening, giving
support, and ideas.
The Writing Center encour-
ages writers, "not to write in
isolation," and, "to take owner-
ship of your own writing",
states Dr. Caine. The Writing
Center also would like students
to adapt what they learn at the




The Fine Arts Department: Prof.
David Raymond, Dr. Ellen
Longsworth, Prof. Albert Brenner,
Dr. David Sears, Cheryl Lanzoni.
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Math
Perhaps, out of oil the depart-
ments, the moth department is
preparing for the nineties the
most. A new Science and Engi-
neering Building is on its way that
will include not only more space,
but better, and updated equip-
ment. This new building, which
held its groundbreaking in Octo-
ber, will allow students greater
access to a variety of equipment.
Dr. Bradley, head of the math
department, hopes the updated
equipment will be better able to
capture the television generation.
He sees a real difference in the
education of the new generation.
"Students are more prepared in
computers, but in math skills the
opposite is true," states
Dr. Bradley. The cause, again, is
the generation that is fascinated by
visual learning, but when rote
learning is involved, students are
just not interested. The depart-
ment, therefore, is including equip-
ment that will demonstrate learn-
ing concepts that will hold student's
interests.
The math department has also
developed a math center to help
students who have problems with
their homework or answer any
questions the student might have.
Tutors, who include students and
teachers, try to relay a message to
the student that it is important to
learn math, and the facility cares
whether they do or not. This, per-
haps, is the key to a bold,
fresh, and great new look as we
head into the nineties, -k Smith
The Math/ Computer Science Department: Michael Bradley, A. Gaylon
Cook, Pat Ducharme, Jeffrey Ibbotson, Donald Kearns, Chong Rae Kim,
Walter Maxey, Ennis Montella, Mary Noonan, Joseph Pavelcak, John
Royal, Michael St. Vincent, Shwu-Huey Yen, Paula Cardane.
Political Science The political sciencedepartment at Merrimack
looks brightly to the future and
what the 90's may hold for
them. Under the guidance of
chairman Dr. Curtis Martin
they feel the department is
ready to step into the next
decade.
Dr. Martin would
like to see the continued sup-
port of the strong faculty of the
department coupled with
strong programs that would be
more able to cater to student
needs. Among these needs
would be the involvement in
internships and practicums.
In the 90's, Dr. Mar-
tin would like to see a continu-
ally growing staff for his de-
partment. Hopefully, an in-
crease in staff members would
create a lighter workload for
professors. This would yield
more time for staff members to
have more individual contact
with students.
Dr. Martin has no
doubts that the political science
department, as well as the en-
tire Merrimack College commu-
nity, will embrace the coming
decade with open arms.
‘ Paula Picarillo
The Political Science Department: Curtis Martin, Harry Wessel, Marguerite
Kane, Bruce Stronach. Missing: Eugene Declercq, Diana Reynolds.
Religious Studies
Our number one objec-
tive not just for the next aca-
demic year, or for the next
decade, but for all subsequent
years is to provide excellence
in teaching. The study of reli-
gion at Merrimack College is
designed to provide an intel-
lectual grasp of certain funda-
mental beliefs and values of
the Judeo-Christian heritage
and to promote an understand-
ing of religion as an influential
force in world history, it is
crucial that our graduates have
an appreciation of these com-
ponents.
We are excited about the
possibility of offering interdisci-
plinary courses. Our first ven-
ture into this area will begin in
academic year 1990-1991
with a course which will be
team taught by a member of the
religious studies department
and a member of the fine arts
department.
Lack of enough class-
rooms always causes schedul-
ing problems. An otherwise ex-
cellent course might have to be
canceled because it had to be
offered in the late afternoon in
time slots which are not popular
because so many of our stu-
dents have to work in order to
earn their tuition. Finances,
too, are always a problem- as
they are on every college cam-
pus- especially if a department
needs to replace a professor
who has been released to team
teach.
Three years ago our de-
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The Psychology Department: Patricia Bowman-Skeffington, Dr. Nicholas
Buehler, Dr. Carol Ann Dalto, Dr. Willliam Gutowski, Dr. Michael Kanner-
Mascolo, Dr. Dennis McLaughlin, Dr. Carol Reichenthal, Dr. David Walsh.
Psychology
Sociology
Dr. John Dolphin looks
at the increase in Sociology
majors with great enthusiasm,
for it reflects a change in stu-
dents interests. Students are
more interested in social issues
such as apartheid, the environ-
ment, and homelessness. Dr.
Dolphin believes that students
are slowly abandoning the
greed of the Reagan era to
focus upon the various prob-
lems in society.
Dr. Dolphin feels the
Department has improved
greatly in recent years. Not
only has the curriculum im-
proved, but the department is
enjoying the innovative perks,
such as VCR's and computers.
He is very pleased with his fac-
ulty, boasting of their qualifica-
tions, four out of six having
PH.D's, the devotion to teach-
ing, and various participants of
scholarly research.
Dr. Dolphin encourages
students to consider this major.
It offers a wide range of possi-
bilities. Finally, it provides
helpful background in areas
such as marketing and man-
agement.
- Down Sinsigalli
The Sociology Department: Dr. Raymond Dorney, Dr. David Levinson, Dr.
John Dolphin, Dr. Ronald McCarthy, Prof. Paul Shea, Prof. Frederick Peterson.l
The Religious Studies Department: Gail Farmer, Dr. Elaine Huber, Joan
DeLano, Dr. Padraic O'Hare, Rev. Dr. Richard Martin, Rev. Edward Enright,
OSA, Rev. Kevin Dwyer, OSA, Rabbi Dr. Samuel Fox, Dr. George Hoynacki.
partment was permitted to hire pedagogical enterprise,
another full time professor. This - Rev. Dwyer
obviated the need to hire ad-
juncts semester after semester-
a practice which, at times, is
viewed unfavorably by visiting
accreditation teams.
Every one of our profes-
sors is worthy of tremendous
praise. Each brings special tal-
ents and unique gifts to the





Cooperative Education: Martha Wright, Neil Wilson, Elizabeth Chisholm,
Donna Rudek
Marriott Food Services: Student Manager, Nancy McMillan, David May,
Tom Duquett, Barbara Rullo, Student Manager.
Brenner College Services: Patricia Byrne, Manager, and staff
Campus Ministry: Patty McAndrev/s, Bobbe Maloney, Dr. Joseph Kelley,
Bernadine Kensinger, and Patty's dog.
mino To
impus?
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Student Activities: Margaret Higgins, Bruce Perry, Carat Taylar.
't
Carol Taylor and friend.
Student Activities
Post Office
Post office: Donna Croteau, Pat Higgins, Student Employee, Paul
Dearborn, Stephen Mancusi
Publications






Media Center: David Grace, Michael Gerelek, Kevin O'Brien, Kevin
Salemme, Peter Kupic.
Placement Office: Rae Terranova
Security Police
Director of Security Richard Cain and Captain Herbert Hurley
Right:
Top: Wayne & Kelly prepare for their nightly patrol.
Left: "Merrimack College, Betty Reilly speaking..."
Officer George Bodenrader dances to the sounds of Young M.C.
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Leh to Right: Natalie Rondeau, Ellie Mandell, Charlene Mahoney,
Alice Ronsivalli Fisher, Christine Bouchard.
Computer
Center
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Admissions Academic
Affairs
Left to Right: Joseph P. Sheehan Jr., Dennis P. Farrell,
Mary Keleher
Left to Right: Dr. Francis Griggs Jr., V. P./ Dean of College





Left to Right: Kathy Harkins, Jude Jennings, Tillie Evangelista
1st Row: Donna Couture, Kathy Goodwin, Rusty Meadows (Accounts
Payable) 2nd Row: Joseph Luszcz (Bursar), John Palmucci (V.P. Fiscal
Affairs), Bert Ouellette (Asst, to V.P.)
Fiscal
Affairs
General Council: Earl V. Brown, Jackie McLeod
General
Council
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Institutional
Advancement
L-R: Debbie Pucci, Peg Murphy, Joline Duncan, Pat Botte,
Paula Picarillo, Phil Manning, Gael Gang!
Registrar





Left to Right: Prof. Lawrence Looney, Dr. Evangelos Charos,
Dr. Jack Amariglio, Linda Trimble
Economics
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(Above)Maclab monitorMike Wen-
gol welcomes students into the room
with a smile. With pencil in hand,
Mike is diligently working to copy
over his History notes. Alas, his ef-
forts ore useless as he faces redun-
dant endless streams of questions...
"Do I have to have my ID?" "What
does it mean, printer not found?" and
finally the most aggravating asser-
tion, "You can't close now, MYpaper
isn't done!"
(Below) Alex Cain holds the fortatthe
circulation desk of the library. Sur-
prisingly, Alex keeps his composure
as he searches for that special book in
the vast collection of reserves.
s the costs of education continue to skyrocket, many students find themselves
holding jobs. Although many find employment off campus, plenty do hold jobs
here at Merrimack. Aside from the Post Office, the Computer Center, the Library
and Resident Life jobs, students are employed in the Publications Office, the
Admissions Office, the Security Office, the Writing Center, the Math Center,
Marriot Food Services and various other stations on campus.
(Above) Working in Resident Life is
definately not a dream come true, but
Cheryl Leveille still keeps smiling. In
the hectic office, there is never a dull
moment. Commuters inquire about
becoming residents, residents com-
plain about their roommates and ev-
eryone stresses about room selec-
tion!
(L.) Merrimack "playboy" Chris
Donato checks out the first book of a
sizeable pile. Working for the li-
brary, Chris performs various tasks.
He checks out books, answers
phones and aids students with any
questions theymay ask. (Below) Pal
Higgins cruises the campus in one of
the EZ-Gos that so many students
would love to drive. Working for the
Post Office, Pat delivers the mail to
assorted offices on campus.
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ne Cost that continues to burden college students is that of the texts. Paying
an average of $200.00 for books each semester, many students question the
legitimacy of their prices. Naturally, for every agitated student voicing complaints








went on to say that
"You sell them
back and they give










take a moment to




the worst part of
the job was, both
I
answered, "the
cash register on a






are. " They were
quick to remind us
that they don't
price them and
reap any profits for
themselves. After





















books for one of
their classes As
roommates, this
will save the stu-
dents money.





Xo an American, visiting
England for the first time can be
reminiscent of the third world.
Americans become very used to
central heating, pulsating
shower heads and the like. The
all important television became
nonexistent as well as the VCR.
Radio was not much better, with
a meager four channels on the
dial, only three of which play
music. The exchange rate rapes
ones' wallet of practically all of
its' contents and to add insult to
injury, items in London are al-
most twice as expensive as the
United States.
Overcoming my initial
xenophobia took a couple of
weeks. I soon realized however
there was more to England than
rainy Mondays...and Tuesdays
and Wednesdays... It is a land
rich in history and tradition. To
see a country that has existed for
hundreds of years without any
documented constitution ap-
proaches the unbelievable.
Walking into castles that had
been built hundreds of years ago
links one with the past in a way
not possible in a classroom envi-
ronment. It is especially signifi-
cant to someone coming from a
country which is a mere infant in
comparison. In fact I had just
recently walked around the cor-
ner from my dorm and noticed a
plaque stating, "T.S. Eliot lived
and died here." Now, I'm not a
big T.S. Eliot fan, but there is
something about it, almost like a
posthumous brush with great-
ness.
It is also a country rich in
monarchy. Americans find it
difficult to see the the big to do
about the Queen and royalty in
general. I would say it is very
similar to the way we feel about
our flag. The people here have
a fierce loyalty to the Queen, it is
what brings them together. I
wish we had a respect for our
flag as they have a respect for
the Queen. I do not think one
would find many people here
who would like to set fire to
Queen Elizabeth II.
My visit here is one I
won't soon forget. I've met a lot
of people and done a lot of
things, some of which I'd rather
not share with you. Qverall
however I've had a great time
and I'd definitely recommend it
to anyone even remotely inter-
ested in studying abroad for a
semester. It is something that
brings a whole new perspective
to being an American, and the
1 8 year drinking age seems to
be resoundingly popular with
the under 21 group studying
here too!




Inset- London Bridge. Top- The heart of Britain is here where Beg Ben towers over the Parlaiment Building in
London. Middle- An Englishman trys to gather an audience in "Speakers Corner" next to Hyde Park. Above- The
famed Oxford University.
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X his spring 25 Merrimack students went with Professor Rich
Duval to Brussels, Netherlands and France. The purpose of the
trip was for Merrimack's International Business students to garner
an understanding of foreign business practices. The trip was not
limited to only International Business students. The students toured
European manufacturing centers including a major brewery.
Meetings conducted by the corporations provided an inside look
at the differences between the European and American methods
of marketing
,
management and production. With the coming
changes in the European economic community, Merrimack stu-
dents will have a better understanding of the change.
Top- A picturesque view of the English countryside. Middle L- London's City Hall. Middle R.- Dominique Spina and
Michelle Chaput are seen here with a friend they met while studying in London during the Fall Semester. Both said
that Europe is great, but it felt good being back in America. Above- One of many stately castles across Europe.
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(Above L.) These Merrimack students bid their friends goodbye as they wave to
the camera. (Below L) Mike Hart, Dennis Thornton, Jason Deschaine, Teal
Fowler, Mike Donaghey, Goldie DeBruyn and Jason Lawton have a lot of work
to do to clean their rooms before their journey home.
(Above R.) John Santarpio, Steve Graniero and David Butterfield ask
R.A.Chuck Moran "How much is it going to cost?" (Below R.) Steve Kinsley
checks out Nancy McDermott as her mother comments, "The fun is about to
begin.
"
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(Top L L-R) Merrimackan Editor Bob Simpson cap-
tures Uncle Chuck Owen '84, Grandma, Scott
MacLeod, Kristen Hoyt and her mother before they
leave the Merrimack campus. (Below R.j Karen
Tangney and Denise Guttenberg move the closet to
unplug their alarm clock. (Middle L.j Jim Pelletier
performs one of his many tasks as an R.A., the
infamous checking residents out of their rooms.
(Middle R.) Senior English major Sue Dion comments,
"It's been fun at Merrimack. " She expressed a desire
to become a Greenwich Village hippie poet.
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Nice Job Bob!!Hey lotos! Boys, 366 was real,
retreat, Kenny O., Co-op, Cross
Country, CAVE, NPK, Provey,
Blanch, Georgy C., LL Bean.
More good times have been
ordered. Philly B.
To Dominique and Dianna:
Weren't we just the Three Mus-
keteers!!
Dominique- It's been great and I
don't think our room resembled
a love palace - maybe a
smoking palace!!
Digger and Pete - Congratula-
tions for all the partying since
Freshman year!!
Love Ya, Michelle
Lisa, Heidi and Dominique -
Who's scooping?
Who's Sh@!tting?
Who's no where to be found?
3 Cheers to the Three Musket-
eers! MC - DS - DD
Michelle and Dominique - Don't
forget about sunning at the Bog.
- Dianna
Chaput - Best of Luck at the
Limited. Watch out world here
she comes. Love, Dianna.
Pete, Digger, Michelle, Jackie
and Trish - Keep on Partying
Don't ever change.
Mitchell Oh Yeah!
Pie Doc & Mitcha live on!
Michelle C. Always remember
the good times. Esp. the Landing,
Oxford and the common room!!
Friends forever. Love Ya, Dom-
inique.
Congrats Michelle! Good Luck at
the Limited. Miss you. Love,
Marion
MR#2 ILYFE MR#1
R.M. I'm a nice person, you're a
nice person M.E.
Joanne, you're a loser but I love
you anyways. M.E.
Karen D., California here we
come!! Luv, Melissa E.
Lisa, I have a lot to say but this
sums it up, "If I could reach up
and hold a star each time you
made me smile, an entire
evening's sky would be in the
palm of my hand." R. Hoskins.
I Love You. George.
Forever. I'll always be there for
you. The Irish will prevail!
Buena Suerta Mi Amiga! Love,
Kathy.
Becca, Oh my God I can't
believe we've been in school
together for 16 years- St. Mike's,
NAHS & Merrimack. Remember
all the good times and friends.
We've been through a lot
together (1988 especially) and I
hope we stay close.
Jim Boone you made it! You are
the best friend in the world. I
love you and I'm going to miss
you. This summer will be great.
Congrats Lymme Pilat!! You're
the best sister a brother could
have. Good Luck with Account-
ing. Love, Brian.
Congratulations PTE sisters! We
love you and we'll miss you.
Remeber ... "Once a sister
always a sister."
Becca - Congratulations! Best of
Luck! I'll miss you. Thanks for
everything. Love, Krisan.
To Steve C. and Bob T. for the
great times we had at the GB
and Alexes. Dave M.
Ma - Thanks for all your help
and patience over the five years.
David Scott.
Steven - Thank you for all your
support and confidence you
have given to me during the
difficult times. Love, Pamela.
Greg- Thanks for all your help
with Pascal. -Marion
Nicole, win all your games.
Cliff.
To all MC girls: I Love You.
To My Devoted Smart Food
Group: I cannot say what I'd
like to say but here is a clue: the
first word is "go forth and
multiply" and the second word is
"YOU"!!
Jim K, Chris B, Brad F, Thank
You for all the laughs. Good
Luck with all you do. Love, Jodi.
PS - Nothing left 2 do but smile
smile smile!!
Congratulations Kev !! Good
Luck at Coopers! Miss you-
Love, Marion
Shelly, Karen, Greg, Marilyn,
Squeaky Clean Inc. cranked!
You guys are the best! Love, ME
To all Senior SGA Reps: Good
Luck in the future and thanks for
a job well done.
To my Brothers in TKE, friends
from retreat, O.C., Co-op and
SGA: Thanks for all the good
times! To Dan, Rich, Kevin,
Steve, Jim, Debbie, Cindy and
John for being such great friends
along with Tim andGerry who
have been there all five years!
To all My friends old and new, I
wish you the best! Keep in
Touch! Bob Tosi.
To Dare, Gonzo and Thorp - You
guys were great roommates!
Best of Luck. Love, Jo.
To my SR. Week roomies: Let
the good times roll! I had a
blast! Love, Hides.
Mom and Dad - Thanks for your
support and love. Forever, Deb.
Mom and Dad- Thanks for your
support and love. Love, Pamela.
To the Co-op crew of '90: I'll
always remember: Nites,
Murray, Line Dancing, Dress for
success and all the rest! Thanx
for the memories. Love ya,
Donna D.
To Deb C. - Thanks for being a
great girlfriend and I Love You.
Dave M.
Shelley - Are you cereal when
you say you want to make me
sneeze? LV - Mike.
Belinda - Congratulations and
Good Luck at PW!! Love,
Marion.
Mooka Pini Nora McKillop
Slinger, etc... what a year. We
are halfway gone halfway there.
You are the most bestest friends
ever. Love You! JAM PS KD
We miss you... Hangin in the
haze, Fla, I got you babe, etc.
Trish - Anyone intersting out
there? Congratulations and Best
of Luck. - Marion
To my sisters in PTE, thanks for
many great years! Melissa.
MRG: Thanks for all the great
times, looking forward for many
more with you. Luv, DMS.
With a great deal of heartfelt
gratitude I thank all the people
who have made this experience
possible: Mom, Dad Staff,
Faculty, Family and Friends.
Love, George Tetreault
To the Co-op Gang: It's been a
long five years and I'm all the
better for knowing you all.
You're the best! Love, Paula E.
Peter Crowell. Always remem-
ber, and I'll never forget. You
deserve the best, so now is your
time to go out and find it. Good
Luck. I'll miss you. Love, Jodi,
ex oh ex oh.
Alias "Snugglebunny" - You're a
great friend and I care a lot
about you. Best of Luck next
year. Love always, Jim.
We must continue to live not
only for our own existence, but
so that others may live as well.
Without this, our lives will be
without purpose. G. Tetreault
To the Gang and Dave: I'll love
you always. To Butch, thanks
for being my number one cheer-
leader. Love, Debbie
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(Above) Joe Hajjor is the only bachelor willing to "ham it up. " When Sandy
Dorta expresses her love of poetry and asks to be sung to, Joe is the only one
that complies. He sings, "You, you got what I need.
"
(Above) MaryEllen Corkhum responds to Marc Blanchard's inquiry, "Wht
you're not busy with school, what do you like to do?" A varsity athlete in Vc
leyball, MaryEllen 's answer reflects her love for sports. (Below) The Warriors Dt
starts to fill with students wating to be bedazzled by the humorous and eve
popular Dating Game.
(Above) Marc Blanchard appears to be lost in another world as he reflects upon
one of the bachelorette's responses. When Marc asked, "If I went babysitting
with you and the kids' parents returned, where would we be and what would
we be doing?" Liz Hamp responded, "We wouldn't be doing ANYTHING, I'm















boat. I'd feed you
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T he crowd waited, totally mesmerized by the rocking
crate. What would the next creature be? Analligator? Acrocodile?
A helomonster? Or was it a snake? Eventually all of these reptiles
would creep and crawl out of their boxes.
Sponsored by the Program board for its second year, the
Reptile World, the Reptile World came to Merrimack to entertain and
educate students from Merrimack, and a nearby Haverhill elemen-
ii tary school. An albino turtle started the evening by nudging his head
I out to reach for a banana. For the remaining time, this little, wrinkled
i fellow roamed the area visiting the awe-stricken onlookers. Next,
people would be entranced by the not so vicious helomonster.
! Suddenly, the crowd heard an ominous hiss emitted from Tex, the
; loveable alligator. It was obvious that Tex sought freedom from
, captivity. Having very little to say, the crocodile proved to be more
L subdued than the feisty alligator. The audience received their final
' thrill from the snakes. The creatures were frightening and definitely
generated degrees of fear in the eyes of the onlookers.
Wewould like to thank George Miskimon for bringing the
i exciting world of reptiles to our campus.
.Heartier Fleming
World
(Top L.j This alligator is looking to shake hands with anyone willing. (Middle L.) This lizard is small compared to its parents. (Middle R.) Although this
python is only 5 feet long it can swallow an animal the size of a cat. (Left) Snapping turtles can take off a persons finger, fortunately for our daring host
nothing like that occurred this time.. (Right) A bite from this rattlesnake can kill a person in 5 hours if medical attention is not received in time.
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The Program Board sponsors a
number of Comedy Nights each
semester. Local comics come to
Merrimack and perform in The
Warrior's Den or Murray Lounge.
The events are always a big suc-









to watch the amazing
"Frontiers" video which
won the $100.00 prize
for the best display! (R.)
Jim Boone says, "Why
would anyone not want
to pledge TKE?" (Below)
TOE sisters Michelle
Veech , Christine
O'Reilly, Ann Sears, Ra-
chelle Napier, Suzanne
Jensen, Katie Finnegan,
Colleen Long, Patty Kelly
and Lisa Walsh gather
around the table to rep-
resent their sorority.
(Top) Alex Cain, a com-
mited Council member
and Sean Quinn sit at




"MMM. This is what we
came for!" Kieran Mur-
ray and Stella Pa-
pafagos enjoy a sundae
at the Student Activities
Fair. (L.) Greg Potamis
poses for a picture in
front of the Frontiers
Promo. Greg is was a































for a picture after
receiving their
awards.
(Above) These students were honored at the Leadership Banquet for being named to Who's Who among American Colleges
and
Universities. JodyAnderson, Michael Bartlett, Belinda Brady, Paul Brandley, Tricia Butler, Daniel Chasse,
George Clement, Olina Colarusso,
Dayna D'ltria, Maria Dalmau, Karen DiSciullo, William Fahey, James Gillon, David Grace, Scott Green, Alice
Grunbeck, James Henderson,
Marina lannalfo, John lannucillo, Michael lannucillo, Lisa Joaquin, Michelle Keller, Stephen Kinsley, Nancy Kjellerstedt,
Susan Lacerie,
Lisa Lee, Julie Maciel, Philip Manning, Christine Marcy, Claire Margan, Michael Pacheco, Michael
Peterson, Karen Popp, Michelle Pucillo,
Gordon Roberts, Lorraine Rossi, Susan Rudd, Rhonda Russell, Kristen Salines, Robert Simpson, Darline
Thorp, Peter Tropeano, Kelly
Wolters, Laurie Welenc, Craig Winskowicz, Paul Zahornasky.
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(Top L] Front L-R: Fr. Fritz, Russ Langill, Eileen Miquelon,
Kristen Breen. Back L-R: Chuck Moran, Maria Dalmau. (Tap
R.) Claude Maillet and Darcy O'Cannor. (Middle L.) Kelly
Walters with her parents. (Middle R.j Mike Peterson with his
family. (Bottom L.) Mr. Scott gleans with pride as his daughter




(Top L.) The Student Government
Assoclaltion presents Dr. Lee with a
gift in appreciation for his work.
(Top R.j Julie Maciol, Fr. Deegan,
Melissa Walker and Mike Bartlett
(Recipient of the President's
Award). (Above) Christine DeSilva
and her parents. (Middle) Bob Tosi,
Sue Lacerte and Kevin Freeman.
(Bottom) Phil Egan, Melissa Manga-
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Both commuters and residents hang out in the Warrior's Den.
Students gather to eat, catch up on some homework, listen to
music and comedians or just to socialize.
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What kind of young adults come to Merrimack? There are many factors to
consider when we decide upon which college
to attend. One major factor in the decision making process? Geographical
distribution.
, , ^ ^
At the present time, 93 percent of Merrimack's full time students come from
New England. (77 percent of these students ai
Massachusetts residents) Tracy Bubencik, a freshman from Wollaston,
Massachusetts, states her reasons for staying so close to
home. "I'm close enough to home to stay near my family, yet I'm far enough that I'm
away."
Some students, like Karen Walters of Fitchburg, wanted to go further away from
home. "I was hoping to go further awa
but I liked Merrimack, so distance was no longer a factor." . .u u * t
Most people who are here despite the close proximity of the school to their home, are here
because they get the best ot
both worlds. They have a chance to be independent, and grow and mature,
but there is always a mother to run to in a pinch.
Although there aren't many students that have strayed far from their homelands, they do
exist. Merrimack enpys a smo
number of students from Oregon, Minnesota, Maryland, Florida, and other far away states.
We even have students representir
foreign countries such as Kuwait, Lebanon, France, Equador, and Switzerland.
Jen Reilly, from Tampa Florida states. The norl
had better colleges to choose from. I also wanted to see if I could succeed
on my own far away from home.
Merrimack satisfies the needs for many types of students. Hopefully, the Mack will keep
advancing and offering bold ne
programs in the 90's!
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""fi SEASONS
The Seasons seem to
pass right on by the
student’s eyes as
they attend to their
studies throughout
the year. However if
you have never taken
a moment to see
their beauty, here is
your chance to gaze!
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n November 1 4, selected
members of Merrimack alumni
visited the campus to share
words of wisdom to the students
that hope to follow their footsteps
down the strenuous road to suc-
cess.
Alumni resource night
enables students to partake in
personal conversations with
successful members of numer-
ous fields, and to obtain first-
hand knowledge of responsibili-
ties and expectations soon to be
faced. The interaction with these
professionals is expected to in-
still upperclassmen with valu-
able insights on future interviews
and potential career choices.
Upon their return to their
alma mater, we thought it would
be interesting to gather their
opinions of Merrimack College
as it forges into the 90's. While
circulating throughout the room,
we posed the following ques-
tions; 1 . What is the most
progressive change you have
seen Merrimack institute in the
past year? 2. What future
changes do you think that Merri-
mack would benefit by? 3. How
has your Merrimack education
served you? 4. If you had one bit
of advice to offer Merrimack
students, what would it be?
Basically, the responses to
the first two questions were simi-
lar. The alumni were excited
about the new Science and
Engineering building. Although
the alumni were excited about
the momentum of the Co-op
Program, they voiced concern
that the program needs to be ex-
panded to include areas other
than business and engineering.
Students need additional prepa-
ration of how their education will
be applied in the work force.
Colorful responses were spoken
by Ray Cabula and Jeanne
Kane. Mr. Cabula suggested
that the development of a new
auditorium facility may spark
some additional school spirit.
We must keep in tune with the
times. Jeanne Kane asserts that
the school must institute a Mas-
ters program in Education. As
requirements in the field of edu-
cation change so radically,
Merrimack must prepare stu-
to get involved because it was so
small." Perhaps, the responses
to the final questions help dis-
cern what type of individual
Merrimack produces. Dr.
Gemmell urges, "Be true to you r-
self-pursue individual interests.
Be happy in what you do. If you
do these things you'll be success-
ful." Ray Cebula insists, "Make
sure you take it seriously. There
is so much of a social life that it's
ciation to the director of Alumr
Relations, Reverend George
Morgan O.S.A., forthetimeanc
effort that he put into this event
Additionally, credit must be
given to John and Michael Ian
nuccillo, two students tho'
helped to organize the even
after the positive impression the)
were left with after last year's
Alumni Resource night..
"Heather Fleminr
Above: Mike Pacheco, Ray Cebula {78} and Brendan Shea Above: Paul Fleming tells Dawn Sinsigalli about the
(82) all agree that the College experience needs to be taken rigors of being a high school Principal.
more seriously. -all photos by Robert Simpson
dents to the fullest extent pos-
sible.
Due to the nature of the
second two questions, responses
tended to be more personal. Dr.
Gemmell, a dentist in North
Andover, told us, "Merrimack
provided me with a terrific foun-
dation in Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences. The value system
matched my own, so my values
were reinforced. Overall, it
gave me the courage to be my
own person." Raymond Cebula,
a graduate of the history depart-
ment, cited advantages of the
small size. He told us, "Person-
ally, the small size helped me.
You weren't lost, and it was easy
easy to lose sight of studies."
We'll conclude comments with
Kevin Sullivan's inspirational
suggestion, "Work hard-harder
than the person next to you."
Overall, the evening was
an educational and inspira-
tional experience that was en-
joyed by all that took part. Be-
tween the refreshments and
enlightening conversation the
setting proved to be both com-
fortable and relaxing. When
events such as this one are or-
ganized and executed so suc-
cessfully, a word of congratula-
tions and thanks must be spoken
to the masterminds behind the
plan. We must voice our appre-
Above: Tricia Butler and John Ian-
nucillo survey the vast field ofexpe-
rienced Merrimack alumni.
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FIRE ALARMS:
Monican Hall is reporting
another Fire Alarm
It's 3:00 in the morning.
Your placid dream of white sand
and sun is suddenly shattered by
the drone of the Monican fire
alarm. A similar scene is oc-
curing at Andover's Central and
Ballardvale fire stations, as the
equally tired firefighters are ar-
roused from their sleep. Merri-
mack College is reporting an-
other fire alarm.
Of the 82 alarm activ-
izations during the period from
July 1, 1989 to February 23,
1990; 33 were malfunctions in
the alarm itself, 24 were acci-
dental, 23 were malicious false
alarms, and 2 were actual fires
or smoke. The actual fires were
caused by smoke from a toaster
in one incident, and a trash can
fire of unknown origin. Acci-
dental alarms run the gamut
from shower steam to insects
crawling around inside the de-
tector. The most serious problem
is the malicious false alarm. This
is where somebody either pulls
an alarm or discharges an extin-
guisher near an alarm. "False
alarms are dangerous, some-
body could need our help while
we are investigating a false
alarm," said one concerned fire-
fighter. The bottom line is that
fire alarms are not looked for-
ward to by anybody, yet they are
definitely an unpredictable part
of Merrimack life. -Michael Ehrmanntraut
(Above LI Five Merrimack students (Above R.j Carrie Girouard, Katey
discuss the latest sports news while Finnegan, and Maryellen Corkham
waiting for the all clear signal. wait patiently to return to their
rooms.
(Above L) At least these students view of student life. (Above R.)
had nice weather for their alarm. Anxious students obstruct the en-
Not all students are this lucky. trance to Monican.
(L): These parents recieved a rare (All photos by Michael Ehrmonntroutl
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Warm summer
days fade into the
crisp days of
Autumn and the
start of a new
academic year.
The last suitcase was
packed in the car. The
night before I had said
goodbye to all of my
friends, and the great
times that had ac-
companied the summer.
Though a part of me
wanted the hot sticky
summer days to linger
for ever, I was definitely
looking forward to being
back at school. I longed
to enjoy the cool, com-
fortable nights, the vi-
vacious palet of falling
leaves, and all of the
fragrances associated
with the fall.
The campus was lined
with trees blanketed




were the boys found
sporadically on the
grounds tossing a foot-
ball or playing lacrosse.
As usual, the girls had
dragged out the couches
to preserve the tans
they had worked sum-
mer long to develop.
Most were chatting
about their summer ex-
periences, or filling in
one other on the perti-
nent gossip.
Reaching the apart-
ments, I unloaded my
bags and was hit by the
never-ending gossip of
my roommates. Once,
we finally calmed down,
we sat outside our
window on the fresh-
fallen leaves, not believ-
ing that fall was here,
and summer was gone.
Into the A j
Colors of Autumn
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(Far L.) L./R. — Leeann
Carney, Sandy Hughes, Car-
melo Caruso, Joyce Kritikos.
(Near L.) L./R. — Julie Fedele,
Paul Brennan, Steve Hunt,
Angie Hills.
The Autumn Interlude
(L.) First Row L./R. — Rick
Souza, Elise DelGaudio, Lisa
O’Saro, Mike Lloyd, John
Haley, Janine Munsill. Second
Row — Anthony Ferrara,
Kearna Funck, Tony Velardo,
Rose Ann Matteo, Deana
Staffieri, David Gardiner.
(Below) L./R. — John Crosby,
Anne Marie Kilimartin, Jodie




the campus, peering into win-
dows of the various dungeons,
the prisoner seeks a means of es-
cape
Endless hours are spent trudg-
ing through Anthologies in
O'Reilly, battling with complex
chemistry formulas in Cushing,
and engaging in heated political
debates in Sullivan. Stress be-
comes an overpowering factor
as the student waits breathlessly
fora release. Where should they
go? What can they do?..
Wait!! In the distance, what is
that light that keeps enticing fel-
low students towards its cente?
Laughter and happiness seem
omnipresent as the abundance
of activity acts as a magnet to
draw you in closer to this myste-
rious power
By now you wonder, where is
this fabulous place? Welcome to
the McQuade Library. On the
surface, the building appears a
normal, mundane library.
Come inside, and look around.
Do you still agree?
You are welcomed aboard by
the bright smiling faces hiding
behind the main desk. Occa-
sionally, the smiles are dark-
ened by that obnoxious student
who has just started tomorrow's
term paper, a paper on a man-
datory topic of which all of the
sources are charged out. Or,
that student that does not know
how to use the library, and
couldn't find his way out of a
shoebox. Usually, the attendant
will look up atyou from his or her
work and help you at a moments
notice.
Moving into the reference
room, we see the diverse nature
of the school. Students sit at the
computers, hoping that their
topic will have ample references.
At the tables, students sit in
groups studying for that exam,
or working on that life-threaten-
ing presentation. Naturally,
there are some students that are
here to hide from friends, and
problems, in search of the im-
possible, QUIET! There is al-
ways at least one Romeo and
Juliet couple, lingering in the
corner, whispering sweet noth-
ings into one another's ears.
Usually, this is the best place to
come if serious work must be
accomplished.
As we journey to the second
floor of this enchanting building,
we sense an unexplicable pres-
ence. Roaming from desk to
Above far L: Mike Isotti takes a break. Below L: John Spooner takes a short
Above: The stress of cramming. Below nap. Below R: Adria Zilonis tackles
L: Marion Rafferty & Kieran Murray. her evening work.
desk are the social butterflies.
They have plenty of work to do,
but they have to find out who is
doing what to whom, how,
when, why, and for how long.
There are a few serious students,
sporadically located, quietly
suggesting, "SSHHH!" Natu-
rally, you can find the occas-
sional product of study burnout,
face down on the desk, taking
that essential snooze.
Behold, the abundance of stu-
dents, BEHIND CLOSED
DOORS. What are they doing?
They are brewing over the
Macintoshes, IBMs, andtheVAX
system. It is obvious that this is
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old hat for many of them, as they
sit alone, with Walkman's blar-
ing, lost in their own world, the
music and the machine. One
can't help but pity the poor souls
that sit over the personal com-
puters, typing that ten page
paper, but only using one finger.
It's going to be a long night!!
Equally humorous are the stu-
dents battling programming
assignments in areas such as
Pascal and Fortran. May-be
someday they will realize that
swearing at the computer will
not ease the torture. Of course,
we must not forget to mention
the monitors, daily facing ques-
tions like, "Can you fix the
printer? What's a system disk?
How come my document will not
open? and What does this error
message mean?" Yet sanity
remains.
Alas, there is one more floor
that we must venture through.
they end up gazing out the win-
dows, or losing the battle with
sleep. Prison-like cubicles are
located at various corners of the
building. Supposedly, this seclu-
sion will allow students to focus
all of their attention on their
books. In most cases, if develops
their artistic abilities as they
decorate the premises.
Last, but not least are the Math
Center and the Writing Center.
Students that are not totally
image conscious visit these loca-
tions in search of help. Must they
wait until the night before the test
to visit the Math Center? Don't
they realize that doing the home-
work would prove helpful?
Similar problems exist regard-
ing the Writing Center. If the
paper is due tomorrow, how
successful will they be in its crea-
tion? If a student has notread the
book they must report on, isn't
there going to be a problem?
Above R: PatfyDowley concentrates amid the gossiping roar. Far R: James
Henderson takes a stretch. Near R: Gearge 'Ducky' Clement panders
McQuade's vast resources.
Above: Edward 'Floyd' Greenwood Right: Checkin ' out the scene, this stu-
hgures out his tutoring profits. dent questions the need to continue
his nightly studies.
Dn these upper levels, we see
lumerous students gazing in-
ently to the second floor. "He's
vith HER? Who's she, she's
HOT!" Some students prefer to
Dottle their studies in a window
ieot. Hopefully, their friends
ivon t see them, so they can get
vorkdone. More often than not.
The day nears an end, the light
fades away, and the library is
closing.
Story by Heather Fleming.
Photography by Michael
Ehrmanntraut and Marion Rafferty
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SNOW!!!
I was enjoying a good
conversation with some
flakes of mine one day
when the clouds decided
they wanted a rumble
. . . I was on my way
down!! I wasn’t in the
mood, but when the all
powerful mother nature
hits, there’s no stopping
her! I was 500 feet from




Other flakes had often
reminisced about
wonderful things that
had happened to them
on the campus at Mer-
rimack College. I landed
smoothly and quickly
glanced around. This
place was GREAT! . .
.
but wait ... I saw size
twelve boots heading
right for me. Luckily, . .
I was not a victim.
Hanging around for
about an hour or so, I
soon grew quite bored.
What about those
great stories? Mer-
rimack was supposed to
be exciting, one of the
most talked about spots
by me fellow flakes!
Wait! ... I had opened
my mouth much too
soon. Before I realized
what was happening, I
was being tossed about
by two students! Then, I
had to put on my photo-
graphic face, as my pic-
ture was being taken!
That was definitely the
fun part. My luck took a
turn for the worst as I
was suddenly crushed
by a piece of unidentifi-
able foreign debris!
Thank God Sunny
come up the next day.
Considering the days
events, I had lots of fun,
but everything is to me,
after all, . . . I’m a flake!
c..d“ WINTER
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(R.) Chris Belskis and Jim
Keane get an early start on
the digging out process while
it still snows. (Below) this
student is one of the many
students who unfortunately
found their cars snow
covered, weekend after
weekend. It was the winter
of the snowy weekend.
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Cooperative Education
Cooperative Education is a
challenging program that gives
students the unique opportunity
to put their ideas to work while
they earn their college degrees.
Students enrolled in co-op inte-
grate their formal academic
study with actual work experi-
ence by alternating semesters of
school and semesters of work.
Co-ops can choose from a
small or large work environ-
ment. Some of the companies
currently involved in Merri-
mack's co-op program include:
The Boston Company, The Bos-
ton Globe, Contact East, IBM,
Raytheon, and Walt Disney.
Co-op experience develops
confidence, poise, professional
skills, and a career direction.
Co-ops, as well as professors.
firmly believe that learning does
not stop in the classroom. When
co-op students return to the
classroom after a work term,
they are excited, enthusiastic,
and can relate better to their
topics of study.
Classroom instruction and
on-the-job training is a dynamic
combination which assists stu-
dents in identifying and refining
career goals before leaving the
security of Merrimack College
life. Co-op graduates aren't just
ready to begin work, but be-
cause of their acquired work ex-
perience, self-confidence, and
business sense, are prepared
and willing to meet and exceed
the bold new challenges they
(above) Jeff Smith feels he is getting
great experience as a marketing assis-
tant at Contact East.
(Above) Mike DeBurro, a fourth year Finance major at Contact East, is hard at
work processing a credit check.
I
(Left) Reading the paper is a part
understanding the final product
Dan Smith, a second year market:
student at the Boston Globe.
(right) Elie Farhat, a
fourth year co-op,
enjoys working at the
Boston Company in
Medford
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Above) Students Dan Smith, Mark Oliveri and Tony Brooks
:an answer "yes" to the question proposed on the wall. They
;ee the Globe every day on their co-op jobs.
Working up the Co-op
Steps of Success
(Above) The attire is casual, but the
work is serious for Mark Oliveri who
has spent several semesters at the
Boston Globe in the advertising de-
partment.
ight) Tony Brooks, a second year
nance major feels he is developing
'eat contacts at his job at the Boston
lobe
(left) Prospective co-ops
signing up to start in the
summer are Kirk Fagan,
Kim Kelly, and Michael
McAllister
Continued on page 174 ...
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(Above) Working together at the Boston Company are J.P.




(Above R.) Santa Claus
makes a surprise visit to
annual lighting of the pine
B trees in front of the
Collegiate Church of Christ
the Teacher. (R.) Joe Tracey
enjoys a veritable feast of
pasta. (Below) Marriot
provides a festive
atmosphere for the students
as they decorate the
cafeteria during a special




(Above L.) Unfortunately the
dance floor is not too packed





Bonert make the most of the
night. Although attendance
was down, everyone had a
great time. (Below) Father
Deegan greets parishioners
and members of the college
at a reception following the
lighting of the trees at the
Colle^ate Church of Christ
the Teacher.
...Continued from page 171
^^1 don't understand why
anyone would not want to
join co-op."
This is a common state-
ment heard when speaking with
cooperative education students
about their thoughts concerning
the program. Granted, the co-
op program does not guarantee
a corner office in a multinational
company with a take home pay
that would make Donald Trump
green with envy, but neither
does a college diploma.
Co-ops will agree that
their co-op experience is well
worth the extra year it takes to
complete the program. A co-op
job can be a positive learning
experience where one can not
only learn about a chosen ca-
reer but about oneself. Co-op
jobs develop technical as well as
communication skills. But like
other jobs, co-op jobs can have
their negative aspects such as :
bad days, a hectic and pressure
driven work environment, unco-
operative co-workers, too much
or too little responsibility, un-
sympathetic supervisors, and
long hours. These positive and
negative aspects contribute to
the learning experience that
cannot be taught in a classroom,
the learning experience of life.
(Above) Job postings are a familiar
forefront which every co-op must face.
Angela Calzetta, Donna DeVelis and Vinnie Laiosa, members of the Co-op Cc
are hard at work mailing the Warrior to off-campus working co-ops to keep
informed.
I
(left) The "Co-op Couple" Dt
Cisto and Dave McMahon are
fifth year accounting co-ops.
Chris Glenn and Paula
Essick, members of the
Co-op Council are
assisting in the distri-
bution of the Warrior
.
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(Above) "New Horizon" was the name of this senior business policy group during
the summer composed of Diane Burgess, Bob Tosi, Carolyn Camel, Laurie Pilla
and Steve Curran. This picture was taken after their formal presentation.
(Above) Co-ops executives Donna DeVelis, Paula Essick, Dave Kubick, and
Angela Colzetta known as the "Strategic Advantage" by their policy class
presented their formal case CML Group in the Arundel Room.
(right) Enjoying a bite to eat are
Laurie Pilla and Angela Calzetta
at a cookout ran by the Co-op
Council during the summer.
(left) Bob Tosi and Dave Gorman
are trying to enjoy some of the
haze of the summer at a cookout
ran at the end of the first week of
summer session.
Hazy and Crazy Days of Summer
' the song said, "rollout
|iose lazy, hazy, crazy days of
ummer". Unfortunately, for
lose of us business co-ops who
pent the summer in school, only
|ie last two adjectives domi-
|ated our summer.
I
As most students would
hi nk, one would have to be
razy to be anywhere near
Merrimack College in the hazy
ays of summer. Joining co-op
'as the decision we all had
lade and that decision meant
Dending two summers in class.
There was no time to be
lazy with courses such as Busi-
ness Policy or Productions on our
mind. Our summer was broken
into two six week sessions. Each
session was composed of either
two or three courses. Each
course was held every morning
during its six week duration.
Due to the lack of course choices,
we were pre-registered with a
heavy course load of business
and major requirements leaving
little or no room for electives.
Some pressure-driven
students had thei r best academ ic
semester during the summer,
while others just melted in the
summer's heat. Although, a
sense of strong camaraderie
and friendship developed, espe-
cially between fourth year stu-
dents. Phrases such as, "I made
it" turned into "We made it!"
The sacrifice of our two
summers, most of us feel, was
well worth the benefits we de-
rived from co-op. But as the tem-
perature rose above ninety and
the fans blared on the fourth
floor of O'Reilly, we couldn't
help daydreaming of fun-filled
days, while our throats longed
for "days of soda, pretzels, and
beer".
All stories and all other photos by Paula Essick.
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Spring
Diversions
DAMN ALARM! There I
was on a Thursday morning
with no where to go, but out of
bed for an eight o’clock class.
Sensing the beads of sweat
upon my body, I quickly rolled
over to turn down the electric
blanket. God, it was hot in
here! I contemplated pressing
the snooze button for the
eleventh time, when I stole a
peak outside. Unbelievable,
look at those rays! They were
incredible! I jumped out of bed
to take it all in! It was a tough
decision, but I knew what had
to be done. Should I do it! I dug
my shorts out of the bottom of
the closet, called my friends
across the hall, took a shower,
and grabbed the car keys. We
were out of the door like a
flash headed for Hampton
Beach, so much for Philos-
ophy! I decided to take the
book with me, but whether or
not I would open it was an-
other story. I’ll leave the deci-
sion to your imagination! —
Kristen Smith
Into the 013r>TXTr^
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Association for Computing Machinery
is Merrimack's
student chapter of the Associa-
tion for Computing Machinery,
an international society of pro-
fessionals and students inter-
ested in a number of areas in the
field of information processing.
Our chapter organizes several
interesting activities. Members
run a high school programming
contest, attend programming
contests at other universities,
sponsor lectures by profession-
als and can attend ACM na-
tional conferences.
This year, the Merri-
mack Chapter of ACM sent
three students to the national
conference in Washington
D.C. and held another successful
programing contest.
Above Left: Ron Ostiguy takes a much needed break while Above Right: The Turing Award Lecture at the ACM
\
exploring the Museum of Natural History in Washington D.C. National Computer Science Conference.
-photos by James Henderson
Above Front L-R: James Henderson, Tom Frugala, John Haley, Susan Lacerte, Michael D. Gerelek, David Onzilers,
Edward 'Floyd' Greenwood, Kathy Memont, Professor P. Ducharme, Gregory Potamis .photo by Edward Crowley
Left: A bored ACM conference goer settles down for a long winters nap. -photo by Jomes Henderson
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The Alternative Voice is
the newest student run publica-
tion at Merrimack College. In
our first semester, during an
SGA probationary period, we
put out two issues of the maga-
zine, advertised extensively on
campus for staff and submis-
sions, and met often as a group
to work out the direction we
wanted the magazine to take
once it was recognized by SGA.
Some of the highlights from the
firstsemesterwerea pileofgreat
poetry by Matt, Janine, Eileen
tower.) We discovered that
there was a need for a literary
magazine on campus and that
there were plenty of great writers
at Merrimack waiting to be
heard. At the end of the first
semester, we were officially rec-
ognized by SGA and were
granted a supplemental budget
to help publish three more issues
in the Spring. All in all. The
Voice got off to a strong start
here at Merrimack this year and
you can expect to be seeing it for
a long time to come.
T he English Club continued
its resurgence as a force to be
reckoned with on the Merrimack
College Campus this year.
Under the leadership of Paul
Sullivan, Eric Labbe, Cinde Vei-
not and Kelly Leighton, the Club
sponsored a lot of great activities
over the course of the year in an
effort to sponsor an appreciation
of literature, fine wine, good
dance music and the general
overthrow of middle class values
wherever they may be found.
Over the course of both
raising poem "The Veneration."
The end of the first semester was
capped by a Christmas party at
DiBurro's in Haverhill where
everyone ate, drank and danced
the night away to music pro-
vided by Paul and his eclectic
music collection.
Second semester was
highlighted by a trip into Boston
to see Kathleen Turner in "Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof," a highly intellec-
tual time was had by everyone
but the men.
We would like to thank
Left: The Alternative Voice is: Back L-R: Brandon Sullivan, Cinde Veinot, Kelly Leighton, Karen Guarino, Maria Bernieri, Janine Van Patten
Front L-R: Chris Perdigao, Angela Hills, and Eric Labbe
Right: The English Club is: Back L-R: Mary Mahoney, Chris Perdigao, Angela Hills, Kelley Leighton, Janine Van Patten, Maria Bernieri, Julie Allard, Middle:
Kathy Cain, Cinde Veinot, Eric Labbe, Front: Julie Fedele, Brandon Sullivan, and Karen Guarino. -photos by Robert Simpson
and Ben Costa, a photo essay by
Joseph Cardello, fiction by Tim
Prisbyand a satirical poke at the
administration by Eric Labbe.
The response we re-
ceived from students was over-
whelming: both from those who
sent in their writing to be pub-
lished and those who read the
new magazine for the first time.
(Response from the administra-
tion amounted to a few clandes-
tine phone calls and memos by a
certain Dean to ascertain the
origin of this new threat to the
We would also like to
take the time here to thank every-
body who submitted their work;
we couldn't have done it without
them. We would also like to
thank our advisor, Al DeCiccio
and Kathy Cain, Director of the
Writing Center, for their col-
laborative support; the Printing
Center for their help in produc-
tion and printing; and every-
body in SGA and Student Activi-
ties for their advice and support.
Thanks for a great year.
semesters. The English Club held
a number of symposiums for all
students and faculty who may
have written something which
they wanted to share with
people. A large group of fac-
ulty, students and alumni read
and listened to some of the best
writing to be found anywhere on
campus (most of which mysteri-
ously made its way to the pages
of The Alternative Voice). The
highlight of the first symposium
was a dramatic reading by Matt
Kraunelis of his temperature
Kathy Cain for being our advisor
and showing us the proper way
to act in any difficult situation.
The English Club had fallen on
hard times for a while but is now
back with a vengeance ready to
deconstruct anyone who crosses
its path for many years to come.
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Front Row L-R: Sheila Kavanagh (Secretary), Liz Ryan, Tracy Qualters, Allison Whittredge, Tania Guimond (President)
Back Row L-R: Tom Clancy (Vice President), Brian Callaghan, Chris McDermott (Treasurer), Chris Cullen
X he Co-op Council is con-
cerned with unifying co-opera-
tive education students by pro-
viding a representative body
through which co-op concerns,
grievances and opinions can be
aired. One of the major con-
cerns of the council is to keep co-
op students who are working in-
formed about college activities
and an active part of campus
life.
A major accomplishment of
the council this academic year is
the recognition of co-op students
at graduation. The traditional
graduation ceremony will have
a new twist when co-ops will sit
in a special co-op section within
their major. This type of recog-
nition has been long sought by
co-ops, and due to the devoted
Co-op Council it has become a
reality.
Back Raw L-R: Steve Curran, Dave
McMahon, Dave Abbott, Scott Bri-
damour, Chris Glenn, Phil Man-
ning, Vinnie Laiasa
FrontRow L-R: Donna Rudek, Debra
Cisto, Monica Poirier, Donna De-
Velis, Angela Calzetta, Paula Es-
sick.
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T he Biology Club has
been a functioning organization
at Merrimack since the 1 950's.
The club serves to acquaint its
members with the various fields
of the Biological Sciences
through the use of speakers from
biological professions,
attendance of seminars, and
trips throughout the New
England Area. Membership in
the club is open to students of the
Biology department as well as
any students of the Merrimack
campus holding interests in the
Natural Sciences.
The Biology Club
plays an active role in the aid of
the underclassmen of the college
in that it acts to help new students
in their adjustment to the college
,as well as the regimen of the
Biology Department. As part of
this service, the Biology club
offers free tutorial services to any
members of the student body
enrolled in science courses.
Activities sponsored
by the club which have been
successful in the recent semesters
'cover numerous fields of the
sciences. Among these trips
have been tours of Woods Hole
:Oceanographic Institute, the
organization responsible for the
recent discovery of the Titanic,
iday-long hikes in New
Hampshire's White Mountain
region which took the club
through natural glacial gorges
as well as to the top of Mount
Monadnock, and visits to area
Science Museums for exhibits
and film presentations.
A future goal of the
Biology Club is to instill a
seminar system in the Biology
department which would allow
fhe students to present their own
research findings to their peers,
3s well as attending
presentations by a set schedule
of area speakers.
Front L-R: Mary Fleming, Linda Fleming Back Row L-R: Anita Ballakur, Dottie Haverty, Matt Stafier, Rob
Bombard, and Flarry Williamson.
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X he goal of the Account-
ing and Finance Society is to
acquaint the students with the
numerous options available to
them in these fields. As the
public, private, and government
sectors continue to evolve, we
strive to organize events and
provide information that will
address current trends and is-
sues. We enthusiastically sup-
port the belief that it is never too
soon to begin investigating po-
tential career paths.
Among the highlights
of 1 989 - 90 was our affiliation
with the National Association of
Accountants. The charter,
granted in November of 1989,
was made possible through the
collective effort and encourage-
ment of Professor John N.
Slipkowsky, Maurice J. Labine,
President North Shore Chapter
and the Society. This is a liaison
that will strengthen our link with
the business community, provide
students with further opportuni-
ties to establish contacts and
place the society in a better
position to provide students with
valuable information on the pri-
vate sector. Thus far, we have
had a "Corporate Night," fea-
turing five speakers from private
industry and a film dealing with
ethical issues that a managerial
accountant may confront.
During Fall recruiting,
we hosted "Big Six Night," as
well as several individual recep-
tions for public accounting firms
and the students selected for
interviews. On oneoccasion, six
Merrimack alumni currently with
Arthur Anderson & Company
came to speak about their expe-
riences and the recruiting proc-
ess. Instead of dark suits in the
Arundel Room, it was jeans and
sweatshirts in Sullivan Hall!
These hours of informal talk,
questions and answers proved
to be relaxing, informative and
fun.
The Society also as-
sisted the Office of Institutional
Advancement, Cooperative
Education and Business Division
Faculty in planning a trip to New
York City for March 1 -2. The
highlights of the trip include a
dinner/reception with Merri-
mack Alumni currently working
in New York and a tour of the
New York Stock Exchange.
As of this writing, all
five of the student business or-
ganizations are planning for the
15th Annual Business Banqu(
It is an evening of dinner, dan
ing and recognition for all Bu;
ness Division professors ar
students. We intend to make tf
year's the best yeti. „ ,' '
'Belinda Bro<
First Row L-R: Maryellen Corkham, Kevin, Belinda Brady. Second Row L-R: Caroline Girourard, Maura, Rochelle
Napier, Melissa Elia, Brian Robinson, Alice.
Third Row L-R: Kerri, Marilyn Whitaker, Steve Gostowski.
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The Benzene Ring
Society is the chemistry club on
campus. We are one of the
oldest student organizations,
established back in 1951 . Our
club involves itself in extracur-
ricular and interdepartmental
activities. We have academic
and social events throughout the
semesters to encourage both
riendship and personal growth.
The main goals are to enjoy
academics, both as students and
as friends, and to achieve an
awareness of the importance of
icience in today's society. Both
an and off campus, we establish
aonds with faculty, staff, and
tudents that continue beyond
aur Merrimack years.
The Chemistry de-
aartment offers a rigorous de-
)ree with innovative laborato-
ies. There is a total dedication
a teaching excellence. The
trength of our Chemistry de-
)artment is best measured by the
ichievements of our graduates.
Ve are extremely proud of their
iroven success as they continue
a achieve their goals.
Class Officers 1 989/90
resident: Mark Johnston
'ice President: Jeff Silva
reasurer: Betty lannuccilli
ecretary: Matthew Staffier
Back Row L-R: Dr. Mohan Singh, Dr. Rigos, Lance Boyfon. Middle Row L-R: Dr. Leone, Greg Potamis, Mark
Gelinas, Dr Szafran. Front Row L-R: Malt Staffier and Jeff Silva.
Above L: Dr. Davis sicks his invis-
ible attack dog on the ususpecting
Mark Gelinas at the annual BRS
Banquet.
Above R: Mark Johnston distracts
Dr. Davis as John Bosco attempts to
I
steal the answers to the big chemis-
try test.
Right: Betty lanucelli tackles tough
problems in the Benzene Ring
Room.
I
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1990 Cl%%il
We finally made it! It's all towards Graduation day. If we
over guys! No more meetings, all display these same leader
no more elections and no more ship qualities throughout life, we
hassles! It wasn't all that bad will be a definite success. We
though. We put on some great were a team, the best team there
events. We were quoted as ever was. Good Luck Guys!
being the best Class Council that
ever came through Merrimack
College, (what fool said that?)
We provided some great times
for the Class of 1990. From
breakfast in bed as freshmen to
senior week. Remember the
Patriots game? The class cook
out? Alumni night? Junior week?
Trips to Fanuel Hall? And Senior
week? We put in a lot of time,
hard work and dedication. We
all deserve a pat on the back.
The senior class would not be the
same without us leading them
Back Row L-R: Michelle StAmand, Kelley Walters, Amy Moran, Darline
Thorpe, Mike Peterson, PJ Venturelli, Eileen Miavelon.
Front Row L-R: Tim Kane, Pam Koney, Fr. Fritz Cerullo, Peter Landry,
Russell Langill.
1991 CliMcil
He 1991 Class Council's
main job throughout the year
was planning and preparing for
our Junior Week. A great
amount of time, hard work and
dedication from everyone was
necessary to carry out this re-
sponsibility. Hopefully the week,
which includes a Luau, Russ
Burgess, Comedy/Band Imper-
sonation Night and the Junior
Ball will be a great success.
During theyearwe took
part in and ran activities for the
class such as the school carnival
and the Night of '91 Party.
Although it was a very
busyyear, itwasa lotof fun. This
year holds a lot of great memo-
ries.
President- Derek Williams
Vice President- Linda Annese
Treasurer- J.D. McNiff
Secretary - Dayna D'ltria
SGA Representatives:
Beth Harrison
Class Council 1991 (Front L-R.) - Linda Annese, Beth Harrison, Derek
Williams, Cheryl Wake, Carol Taylor, Lesley Hill. (Back) - Craig
Winskowicz, Chuck Moran, J. D. McNiff
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C lassouncil
1 The Class Council of Executive Board:
1992 is working hard to repre- Christine Amato - President
sent it's members and fellow Allison Golcyewski - Vice Presi-
j students. We try to create and dent
! follow through with activities that Allison Taylor - Secretary
will reflect the needs and wants
[of our class. In order to get a
1 clear idea of what these needs
.'and wants are, we are currently
I'junderway in establishing an
['open meeting once a month for
j ‘all members of the Class of 1 992
; to attend. By all working to-
I
gether we can truly prove that
the Class of 1 992 is "Striving for
' Excellence."
Back Row L-R: Lesa Breen, Christina Longden, Jeanne Sarno, Missy
Kennedy, Carol DiConza, Christina Amato, Rob Wilson.
Front Row L-R: Allison Colzewski
1993 C lil! 1
I
T he Class of 1 993 has
I
itarted off their college experi-
ence with super ideas. They are
I
n the process of working in
:ommittees to form a newsletter,
:ollege directory and spirit pro-
I
noting events. Having these
"future plans already proves their
aspiring qualities as a class and
lopefully will progress through
he next four years.
President - Joe Major
Vice President - Phil Egan
Treasurer - Ellen O'Connor









Class Council 1993 (Front L. - R.) - Ellen O'Connor, Allison Whittredge,
Joseph Hajar, Tony Velardo, Philip Egan. (Back) - Kirk Fagan, Frank
photo by Kelley Walters
Buchonon, Moryonne Tierny, Michelle Manganaro, Karen Walters, James
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American Society of
Civil Engineers
The student chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engi-
neers at Merrimack College is an
affiliate of the ASCE National
chapter. Its members are not
only members of the student
chapter, but are members of the
national chapter, and continue
to be when they graduate.
ASCE provides its mem-
bers a means to develop profes-
sionally, as well as mentally, in
the field of civil engineering. The
organization prides itself on its
ability to organize and complete
various community projects. The
Student Chapter of ASCE has
completed projects such as: a
handicapped ramp for the Fidel-
ity House in Andover, the foot-
bridge over the wetlands be-
tween the St. Annes Apt. Com-
plex and the adjoining parking
lot. We presently have in the
works the refabrication and re-
installment of a 125 year
wrought iron bridge which was
located over the Southern Canal
in Lawrence.
Other activities include:
Civil Engineering related field
trips, professional lectures on
Engineering topics, and ongo-
ing relations with other student
chapters.
Back Row L-R: Professor D. Westerling, Roger Alcott, Craig Rachupta, Mik
McHale, Jim Keane, Jim Scanlon, Dr. Griggs.
Front Row L-R: Sue Negrelli, Kara Dowe, Rich Raiche, Phil Beagerelli, Mik(
Dannemiller
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The Commuter Council is
the student organization that
helps commuters. The council is
committed to helping resolve the
problems and concerns of all
students who commute toand
from Merrimack. We provide
acitivities to help commuters get
involved and keep them in-
formed about what is going on
around campus. The members
perform varying public services
and special events, including a
voluntary toll to aid victims of
Hurricane Hugo, an annual trip
to New York City and the Dating
Game. Back Row L-R: Alex Cain, Linda Hachey, Patricia Novelli, Tom Trepainer
Middle Row L-R: Donna Kallagonair, Mike Reynolds, Brian Pilat, Jim
Wagner, Tersa Rebello, Mary Ellen Hunter, Ken Farmer
.
Front Row L-R: Julie Filippo, Christine Marcy, Sean Quinn, Paul Zahornasky,
Michelle Pucillo
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X he College Demo-
crats of Merrimack College was
ounded in 1 988 to promote
[Democratic ideals at Merri-
nack. The 1989-1990 aca-
demic year was our first year as
3 recognized and funded or-
pnization on campus. Dur-
ng the Fall Semester Merri-
nack's CD's helped educate the
:ollege community about Am-
)esty International's fight for
luman rights, by holding a col-
oquium on Amnesty during
’eace and Social Justice Aware-
less Week. The colloquim fo-
used on Amnesty International
ind the Massacre of the Chinese
tudents in Beijing last spring,
he CD's also showed the movie
~RY FREEDOM, a movie about
outh African Black Rights
^ader Stephen Biko, during the
&SJ week.
In the spring se-
lester the CD's involved Merri-
lack in Earth Day 1 990, a big
nvironmental event which oc-
jred on Sunday April 22nd.
\errimack's CD's planted a
, ee, to help realize Earth Day's
,
,oal of planting a million trees.
' he CD's planned their biggest
ent during this semester. We
eld a forum between the 1 990
emocratic Gubinatorial candi-
ates, which was very success-
il.
The future for Mer-
mack's CD's looks very promis-
ig. It is our hope that the Col-
ge Democrats will grow not
fily in size, strength and impor-
ince but also as a means of
creasing political awareness
nd participation on campus.
Back Row L-R: Bob Simpson, Chris Belskis, Matt Kraunellis, Rob Wilson
Front Row L-R: Mike Pacheco, Sue Gorham, TIa Donahue.
, , , ,
-photo by Sue Jensen
Above Right: For Earth day 1 990, The College Democrats
planted this beautiful crabapple tree by O'Reilly Hall. May
it bloom and beautify the Merrimack campus for many
decades.
The Diligent Donkee, ever ready
fighter for democratic values.
photo by Bob Simpson
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T he Merrimack Marketing Association
has become one of the hottest, most talked
about student organizations on campus.
With a membership all time high of 100
members, our club is the one to join! Our
club objective is to have active members that
participate in various activities helping us to
achieve our goals. Our activities include
fundraisers, social functions, helping the
needy, supporting less-fortunate children,
trips to Penn State, and trips to New Orleans.
Our membership consists of all majors,
not only Marketing majors. This diversity of
interests goes hand in hand with the success
of our events.












Adopt a child Colloquia




1 989 Eastern Regional Conference
The Onstagers
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the threshhold of a
Dold new look, the Common-
veolth of Massachusetts is
jearing up for the 1 991 Gu-
)ernatorial race, and the CR's
vill be there to offer their
upport. Under the leadership




itate Rep Stephen Skoczolek
ind the every helpful advise-
lement of David May, the
]R's took time to help the Re-
•ublican candidates in their
ursuit of office. Our hands
n work in various campaigns
How us to gain valuable cam-
aign experience. Our work
n campus includes participa-
on in the annual Peace and
ocial Justice Colloqium, and
inner meetings which foster
ebate among members on
jrrent political events. Mem-
ers represent a cross section of
'll majors who believe that con-
jrvative rule have led this coun-
/ to the place where it
slongs- the top.
Above: Chris Kralco, Shelley Bonert, Bill Squires,and Above: Steve Skoczolek, Jim
Steve Skoczolek show their support for the President at Antonio, and Scott Carpenter discuss
Phillips Academy. politics on the way back from Phillips
-photos by Mike Ehrmanntraut
Bock Row L-R: David May, Stephen J. Skoczolek, Paul Connell, James Henderson, Bill Squires, Michael Ehrmanntraut,
Christopher Adonis' Krako, Marc Gonthier, Steven Ehrmanntraut, John Gemmell
Front Row L-R: Claude Cormier, Alexander R. Veras, James Murphy, Shelley Bonert, Thomas McDonald
-photo by Bob Simpson
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T he Economic Society was
reestablished in the Fall of 1 989
due to pressure from students
who felt the need for an arena in
which various economic issues
could be discussed and events
planned to increase the student
body's awareness of the fat-




ros coordinated the reorganiza-
tion and election of officers: Lynn
Freedman, Scott Bashaw and
Steven Cataluchi to accomplish
the club's objectives for the 1 989
- 90 academic year. One high-
light of the year was a panel
discussion on Socialism and the
condition of State and Federal
deficits which helped to clarifiy
the complex factors surrounding
these issues. The club sponsored
Rand Wilson, the organizer of
the NYNEX strike, to discuss the
positive and negative aspects of
unions. Lastly, the economic
Society proceeded with the nec-
essary steps in order to affiliate
our school with Omicron Delta
Epsilon, a prestigious economic
honor society. The first Merri-
mack students were indue
during the spring semester c
dinner held in their honor.
Below left: "It takes a steady hand-on-chin to sort out
Massachusetts economic conditions", says Tom McDonald.
Below Right: The recipients of the Omirron Delta Epsilon honor
society award.
Above: The Economics Society dem-
onstrates the Maximum Propensity to
photograph
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T he History Club has en-
oyed a resurgence of popularity
Dver the past two years. This is
due to an energetic membership
Df students from all majors.
Presently, our membership
•anges from business to the sci-
jnces, and a majority of history
3nd political science. Many of
pur members have been in-
ducted into Phi Alpha Theta, and
he International Historical
[donor Society. Contrary to
j)opular belief, we do not sit
jiround and discuss the history of
jnankind. Some of our annual
ktivities include a trip to the
jAuseum of Fine Arts in Boston,
is well as walking the Freedom
rail. Periodically, we have
hown films with historical sig-
jificance such as "Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure", "Danger-
us Liasons", and "Monty Py-
don and the Holy Grail."
' Over the past year we have
een honored with several guest
Deakers whom have given their
me to present new ideas to the
dub, and the Merrimack Col-
!ge community. Dr. Arthur
jdoux, from our Philosophy
epartment, spoke on his expe-
ences living and teaching in Sri
inka. As part of Campus Min-
try's Peace and Social Justice
wareness Week, Dr. James
icCann of Boston University's
frican Studies Department,
3ve a Colloquia concerning the
iportance of understanding
frican refugees. Dr. Thomas
achey of Marquette University,
'SO have a colloquia on Irish
iistory. Both appeared on the
|ble program "World Cultural
’ews", hosted by the Club's




Top: Chris Krako and Alex Cain give Mumenshanz a Top: The recipients of the Phi Alpha Theta historical honor
run for their money at the MFA. Above: Mike Isotti society award. -photos by Mike Ehrmonntroui
explains ancient tribal hand signals to Chris Krako. Above: The real Dr. Naylor lectures the History Club.
Vice President: George Clement
Secretary/Treasurer: Kim
Winer
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Phillip
Naylor
Front L-R: Lisa Lee, George Clement, Kim Winer, Jennifer Williams
Middle Row L-R: Mike Issoti, Nancy Kjellerstedt, Karen Smith, Missy Kennedy
Back Row L-R: James Henderson, Brian Sindoni
, , ^
-photo by Eileen Connolly
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The dawn of a new decade is
upon us, and Frontiers is there!
Frontiers is Merrimack's science
appreciation society. Frontiers
embodies all aspects of science,
from the latest in laser technol-
ogy to far out science fiction.
Frontiers prescribes to a bold
new look in campus leadership.
All executive board members
have equal power, and are
called High Councilors.
"Live long and Prosper"
Left: Front L.-R: Bob Simpson and
Brian Courtemanche. Back row:
Paula Grogan, Anthony Gregory
Michael Dudzic, Jackie Wormaid,
Michael Ehrmanntraut, Marion
Rafferty, Steven J. Ehrmanntraut.
*photo by Michelle Chaput
Even though Frontiers is new
on campus, we have been kept
very busy. We completed our
first in house science fiction tele-
vision commercial to advertise
our club.We held a 24 hour
science fiction movie marathon
in Monican Hall, ran two suc-
cessful assassination games on
campus, and co-sponsored a
trip to the Boston Museum of Sci-
ence's Laserium exposition
"Summer of 69".
Plans for the 90's include full
production of a science fiction
movie, science orientated
speakers, and more fun filled
trips to exotic places.





Far Left: Chris Kincaid and M
Gerlek on their way to donate
their bodies to science.
Below: It was a cold snowy
evening .The students boarded
luxury motor coach, looking
forward to a fun filled evening
the laser show. Little did they
know it would turn out to be tl
bus ride from bell!
photos by Mike Ehrmanntri
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The Merrimack En-
'epreneurial Network is an
rganization composed of Mer-
imack College students, faculty,
usiness professionals and
racticing entrepreneurs dedi-
3ted to promoting the opportu-
ities, that Entrepreneurship of-
irs providing a medium for the
<change of ideas information
nd inspiration. By addressing
e needs of our members, we
3ve designed programs that
ill bring our members together
I foster an environment where
iendships and contacts can be
ade, while at the same time
fering valuable learning op-
srtunities. Our events include,
jt are not limited to, meetings
id seminars with entrepre-
;urs, conferences such as The
iterprise Forum which we co-
lonsored, meetings at the best
jsiness organizations in the
nston area, company tours and
(r the future, business plan fo-
ims where entrepreneurs will
hve the opportunity to present
Isir business plans before a
pnel of experts and an audi-
sice of students and profession-
[C*>. In addition to our events, we
fovide our members with var-
id services including listings of
cntacts at various organiza-
t'ns and companies and a cal-
:dar of the major events di-
fcted toward entrepreneurs by
tj business organizations in the
Sweater Boston area.
We feel that the benefit
: our organization is in our
: ility to contact and meet suc-
:ssful entrepreneurs who
I luld be unapproachable to the
:erage person or organiza-
,in. One of our favorite accom-
^hments this fall was the corn-
el
pany tour of Octocom Systems
Inc., the Small Business of the
Year and the seminar of starting
a company by its founder and
CEO, Ian R. Davison. Mr. Davi-
son, who has started over eight
jor executives in this growing
firm whose average age was
twenty eight..
'John lannuccillo
Back Row L-R: Neil, Michael lannuccillo, Mike, Adam Nappi, John Vaccaro, John lannuccillo, Elie Farhat, Paul Flynn.
Front Row L-R: Peter Landry, Gayle Grattan, Scott Taber, Julie Arloro, Todd Delvecchio.
-photo by Ann Sears
companies in his thirty nine
years, gave a spectacular slide
show and presentation on what
it takes to start a company in the
global marketplace. The faculty
and students who attended had
the opportunity to meet the ma-
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The Law Society brings
students with an interest in the
law profession together with the
hope of advising them and
aiding their quest as they
prepare to enter Law School.
Overall, the Society was started
with the intentions of helping
students to prepare for the
LSAT's. Additionally, it was
created to increase the
oppurtunities for potential
lawyers by holding activities
which would enable them to
become acquainted with various
professionals in the field. The
Law Society welcomes students
of all majors. The Society
sponsored a guest speaking
appearance of Paul Tsongas,
and sponsors trips to the New
England Law School Forum.
Above L-R: Lisa D'ellesandro, Susan Curran, Dan Chasse, Kevin Freemc
yjjjJ Jjj ^jJ
5pfing Break, a time when
many college students head for
the sun and warm beaches a
small band of Merrimack
students head for the woods and
the (hopefully) warm wood
stove. A time honored tradition,
the "Spring Trip" is the piece de
resistance of MERRIMACTION,
a student organization under the
auspices of The Campus
Ministry Center. Students and
other members of the college
community spend the week
working for a cooperative of low
income people in rural Maine.
We build homes, work in the
woods and do what is needed
while we are there.
Other activities include
participation in the Peace and
Social Justice activities, fast day
for hunger relief and other
projects throughout the year.
Having fun while helping
others! MERRIMACTION!
-Patty McAndrews
Top Row L-R: Paul Zahornasky, Mike "Swamp Thing" Kinsella, Karen
Baby Jimmy. Craund L-R: Jose, Ellen, Colleen Long, Janine VanPatfen i
Karen Popp, Patty McAndrews, Alice Grunbech, Jahn Hallee, Steve Elston,
Kennedy, Margaret "Flash" Higgins, Mike Gaunthier, Dawn Sinsigall
Butler, Kim Winer, John "THE MAN" Spooner.
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The Merrimack Out-
Reacb Experience (M.O.R.E.)
retreat program is a student run
organization in conjunction with
the office of Campus Ministry
designed to create an outlet for
students and other members of
the Merrimack College
Community. Five to six times
each academic year, M.O.R.E.
sponsors weekend retreats for
interested students and faculty,
rhe goals of the program are
many. We attempt to help
Jevelop awareness and security
vith respect to ourselves, our
riends, our family and to God.
\bove these concepts the
vA.O.R.E. program is an
excellent method of getting
3way from the hustle and bustle
)f our everyday lives while
j
making new friendships,
strengthening old ones and
having fun. We try to give
participants a feeling of self
confidence that will enable them
to confront the adversities which
each one of us faces every day.
Whether the retreat travels north
to the mountains or south to the
beaches of Cape Cod, it will be
an out-reaching experience that
will live within you forever.
-Jim Gillon
Left: The new M.O.R.E. council are
going to be cooking up all sorts of
great retreats for the future. L-R: Phil
Bellissimo, Cheryl Leveille, Gerald
Major, Claire Morgan.
Below Right: Warm fuzziest Anna
Andriolo and Brian Sindoni share a
special moment on their retreat.
j
,onf Row L-R: Claire Morgan, Beth Gulley, Rene Pearl, Rob Wilson, Bonnie Watson, Bob Simpson, Tracey McKenna, Karie. Second Row: Jim Gillon, Karen Smith,
i.
pren Coogan, Sharon Griffin, Sheila Kavanaugh, Vicki Cavanaugh, John Haley, Nick Damon, Bob Tosi, Gerald Major, Fr. Patrick McStauog. Third Row: Erin Butler,
j
|(ssy Kennedy, Kim Winer, Dawn Sinsigalli, Brian Robinson, Brian Sindoni, Walter Maganzini, Monica Rulman, Erin McGuirk, Cheryl Venza, Pat Higgins, Paula
storino, Danice Gutenburg, Allison Whittredge, Cheryl Leveille. Back Row: Phil Bellissimo, Mike Peterson, Sue Connolly, Poul Grenham, John Spooner, Dave
ahoney, Anna O'Dea, Vic Former, Matt Gada.
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Be the Magic of
Merrimack
Freshman Orientation '89
was a memorable weekend for
all. From an exhausting move -
in day to casino night, band
impersonation and an amazing
hypnosis show the 1989
orientation committee gave it its
all. 1 989 saw one of the most
spirited orientation committees
The 1 989 Orientation Committee:
First Row L-R: Jeannie, Danielle DeMauro, Chrissy Sommers, Beth Gulley, Allison Lemieue, Karen Coogan, Carolyn Widgren, Renee Pearl, K-T Bryan, Chri
Amato, Kelley Walters, Cheryl Leveille, Tammy Macauley, Elizabeth Hamp.
Second Row L-R: Advisor Margaret Higgins, Claire Morgan, Chris Marcy, Erin McGuirk, Patty Roth, Karen, Maureen Kelledy, Walter "House" Maganzini, Mr.
Bibilos, Anne Joyce.
Third Row L-R: Dawn Sinsigalli, Melinda White, Mike Peterson, Allison Golezewski, Robert Simpson, James "Henway" Henderson, Bill Squires, Gerry "W
Gary" Vincent, Phil "the Doctor" Manning, Scott "Shmay" Carpenter.
Fourth Row L-R: Karen Smith, Monica Rulman, Missy Kennedy, Nicole Romano, Christopher "Hey Guys" Donato, Lisa, Sheryl, Shawn Kelly, Leslie, Bob "tl
Dessert King " Tosi, Brian Sindoni, Kim Winer, Mark Johnson, Lisa Lee, Jim Connel.
Orientation Coordinaters:
Front : Jim Gillon.
Middle L-R: Olma, Paula Pistarmo, Steve Kinsley, Michele Pucillo, Karen Popp.
Below Left: K-T Bryan remenices about her O.C. experience
the Orientation Committee banquet.
Below Right: Michele Pucillo and Lisa Lanzone look forwan
climbing three flights of stairs with a car load of baggage.
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T he Merrimack College
dramatic Society is one of the
:losest knit organizations at
v^errimack College. New
riendships are started as we
vork together - friendships that
stand grow as you learn about
he world of the theater.
Being "On-Stage" isn't
he only capacity of our
nembers, for students have filled





/elcome at any time for there is
ilways somewhere that you can
elp.
Every year, each
Vganization loses its Seniors to
graduation, it is at this time we
would like to extend our deepest
appreciation and best of wishes
in the future to John Bosco,
Dianna Defeo, Jim Gillon, Linda
Hachey, Lisa Joaquin, Sue Rudd
and Becca Sullivan.
' Dianna DeFeo
Front to back: David Klinch, Patrick
Higgins, Rob McManus, Susan
Rudd, Tina Riscassi, Simone Kent,
Karen Coogan, Nicole Romano,
Dianna Defeo, Lisa Joaquin, Jim
Gillon, Karen Walters and Becca
Sullivan
! X he Psychology Club
bonsored two events in the Fall
jmester:
An Eating Disorders




eatment. Maureen Hickey, an
at Hampstead Hospital,
)oke.
• An Aids Seminar where
e had two speakers. Michael
ooke, a counselor at
ampstead Hospital spoke
Dout the Aids virus - causes,
i'mptoms
,
risks etc. Dr. Gerald
'ugal. Director of the Hamel
ealth and Counseling Center
)oke about Merrimack's policy
on Aids.





Many popular topics in the field
of Psychology were discussed.
This semester we hope
to have more speakers and more
field trips, as we hope to expand
our knowledge of Psychology.
Executive Board:
Tricia Butler - President
Karen DiSciullo - Vice President
Darcy O'Connor - Secretary
Greg Bond - Treasurer
Marguerite Katis - Publicity
Officer
Front L-R: Sara Torra, Donna Evon, Karen DiSciulla, Marguerite Katis, Sandy
Dorta. Middle L-R: Jeff Jacques, Anne Kannan, Leslie Aznoian, Cathy Slinger,
Michelle Costanza, Kim Rhinesmith, Alisa Rulli, Linda Pomerleau, Tricia Butler,
Darcy O'Conner, Greg Bond. Back L-R: Julie Jeffrey, Dianne Ludwig, Renee
Arriao, Devony MacIntyre, Michael Brown.
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Hi! We're the Program
Board. We're an organization
to entertain. We do that by
having a great time and by
gaining experience. It's an
organization where you gain
friendships that last forever.
We have a great
semester planned. We've
introduced the "One Night
Stand" series including comedy
and a variety of other
entertainment done a bit more
professionally. Included in this
series is this year's "Dating
Game" hosted by Bill Costa and
co-sponsored by The Commuter
Council. Also we've introduced
Sunday Night Movie Classics
every Sunday Night, besides our
regular unreleased reel to reels.
In addition to all this,
the Program Board handles
Spring Week. This year we'll
have Club Coca Cola Video
Dance Party, a laser light show
and a variety of smaller activities
such as "StarTrax," a recording
booth where you can record
yourself singing to your favorite
songs.
The Program Board in general
is a ball, it is everything positive
besides its tendency to look great
on a resume. Bonnie Wolson
Front Row L-R: Dan Neri, Anne-Marie Kilmartin, Stephanie Hubech, Maureen Kelledy. Middle Row L-R: Kevin Kerrig
Bonnie Watson, Donna, Mireil Ouellette, Brenda Difrenza, Paul Zahornasky, Kevin Yetman, Anthony Gregory Mid
Dudzic. Back Row L-R: Advisor Bruce Perry, Ron Ostiguy, Dianna Defeo, Julie Arloro, Linda Hachey, Vicky Larson, J
Gemmei.
Below: A.Gregory Dudzic assists in
stretching a snake at Reptile World.
Far Right: Bruce Perry and Miriel
Oulette tear up the dance floor at the
Christmas reception.
Right: Bonnie Watson jokes around
with Bill Costa at the Dating Game.
phofos by Mike Ehrmanntraut & Eileen Connolly
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Society for Advancement of
Management
Th e Society for
^dvancement of Management
S.A.M.) is an organization that
s open to all majors. It is a
professional organization that
pffers students an opportunity to
neet new people and help them
0 gain more knowledge in the
pusiness field. At the present
ime our organization is
elatively small, but it has the





hajor events, including: our
\nnual Crafts Fair, the Business
anquet and the Case
Competition. Throughout the
ear we also have fund raisers
nd many other events. The
Jational Case Competition is
'here S.A.M. clubs from
• olleges and universities across
' jie country present a given case
a panel of judges. Last year
le competition was held in St.
.ugustine, Florida on the
eekend of March 29th. This
p is both an excellent learning
<perience as well as a fun
acation. The Merrimack
A.M. club has won the
pmpetition for the previous two
Jars and achieved second
ace to a team of graduate
udents the year before,
jcause of its' successes the
errimack team is well
r Cognized and respected by the
'her colleges and universities
'tending the competition.
I
S.A.M. also has various
wards on both the national and
igional levels. These being: the
<utstanding Student of S.A.M.
(vard and the Outstanding
'
jdent of Management award,
ludents from Merrimack in
fevious years have been
iiminated for and won these
Front Row L-R: Nancy Naddoff, Stella Papafagos, Allison Colesworthy, Laurie Pilla, Donna Develis. Middle Row L-R:
Belinda Brady, Laurie Bardoe, John Vaccaro, Julie Allard, Sue Curran, Heather Britnell, Angela Calzetta, Lynn Monaghan.
Back Row L-R: Darren Jorzese, Mike Bartlett, Jim Gillon, Mike Gonthier, David Allen Marinelli, Chris Lagasse, Marianne
Navetta.
awards.
Professor Jim Stewart has
been the advisor of S.A.M. for
the past nine years. Through his
support and expertise he has
contributed valuable insight in
leading S.A.M. and without his
support S.A.M. would not be
where it is today. Professor
Stewart is also recognized as the
Vice-President of Programs on




is recognized for serving on the
International Board of Directors
for S.A.M. organizations
around the world. He was also
elected for the position of Vice-
President of Special Projects.
Executive Board of the
Merrimack chapter:
Allison Colesworthy - President
Laurie Pilla - Vice President
Nancy Nadaff - Asst. Vice
President
Donna Develis - Treasurer
Jim Hammerstedt - Asst.
Treasurer
Stella Papafagos - Secretary
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eight standing committees have
been working hard for student
rights. We created a few special
committees in the Autumn to help
deal with specific problems and
activities.
The first semester of the
year, SGA had two open forums
as opposed to the traditional one
open forum. The first was for
students only, allowing students
to speak freely and allow SGA to
organize the problems into
formal complaints. The second
was open to all: students, faculty
and administration. Both forums
were very successful.
The second annual
Chris tmas in the Quad,
November 29, 1 989, was also a
great success. We offered food,
drink and entertainment. Some
of the events included: Christmas
caroling, hay rides, movies, free
pictures with Rudolph and the
lighting of the quad. This year
families from the surrounding
towns, faculty, administration
and (of course) students helped
make the Christmas in the Quad
quite a special event. In addition
to the fun, SGA was able to
collect gifts from student
organizations on campus.
These gifts were donated to
some of the less fortunate
children in the area.
Qur future appears to
be brighter than ever, as Student
Government prepares itself for
the 1 990's. Each year we are
able to take on more tasks and
help improve student life. Qur
involvement and commitment
with and for the students grows
greater each year. We will all
miss the Class of 1 990 and
would like to wish you all the best
First Row L-R: Leslie Hill, Eileen MiQuelen, Michelle St.Amand, Chuck Moran, Mike Peterson. Second Row: Amy Mo
Pam Koenig, Darline Thorpe, P.J.Venterelli, Kelley Walters, Beth Harrison, Cheryl Wake, Lesa Breen. Third Row:
Murphy, Kirk Fagan, Tony Velardo, Christina Longden, Dan Neri, Carol Taylor. Fourth Row: Jennifer Sacco, All
Whittredge, Michelle Maganaro, Karen Walters, Craig Winskowicz, Maryanne, Carol DiConza, Missy Kennedy, C
Morgan, Jeanne Sarno, Bob Tosi, Margaret Higgins, Rob Wilson.
of luck.
Rob Wilson Above Left: Michelle St. Amand Above Right: Cheerful stu>
hands the covetedSGA gavel over to government represenatives Mid
incoming President Rob Wilson Karen, Tony and Dan keep the sc
running smoothly.
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tudents. We strive to offer the
est skiing possible atthe lowest
rices. Through the experience
nd numerous contacts of the
xecutive board we are able to
btain the best prices possible
t the most popular and
hallenging ski resorts.
This year we were able to
jn several very successful ski
ips. Over Christmas break, a
eek long trip to Killington was
njoyed by nearly thirty
udents. In March an
iternational experience was
ijoyed by fifty students for a
eekend in Quebec City at the
It. St. Anne resort. Successful
3y trips were also run to
annon Mountain and Sunday
:ver in February and April
jispectively.
' Often times during the
Sar the club sells promotional
othing to members of the club
id to all Merrimack students,
lis year skiing t-shirts were
lid and in the past we have
:old Shell jackets and
hampion ski sweatshirts. The




Front Row L-R: Jim Gillon, Scott Green, Kevin O'Brien, Phil Egan, Nancy Kjellerstedt, Marty Middelmann.
Middle Row L-R: Mike Bartlett, Walter Maganzini, Joanne Manning.
Back Row L-R: Diane Bartlett, Mike Dannemiller, Rick FokI, Albert, Jeff Estella, Doug Russell.
Mike Bartlett and Jim Gillon model the Ski Clubs'
fashionable sweatshirts.
Mike Dannemiller takes a much
needed rest after a day's skiing at
Mt. St. Anne, Quebec
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The Townhouse Council
sponsored a Christmas party in
the Apartment Community
Room at which there were
movies, food and a lot of fun.
The Spring brought the band
"Pandora's Box" to a cookouton
the townhouse lawn.
The members of the
Townhouse Council would like tc
wish the graduating class the
best of luck in the future.
Above L-R: Marianne Carino (President), Vanessa llardi (Secretary), Pam Quinlan (Advisor), Joe DeVingo (Advist
Stephanie Naughton, Ryan Clark, Sara Torra (Vice President), Donna Evon (Treasurer), John Wait, Dave Barton, Mi
Crowe, Jen Curtis.
The Intercultural Club:
Front Row L-R: Dana Bondos, Maria
Dalman, Jose Cuartero, Nelly
Cuevas.
Back Row L-R: Joyce Kieitikos, Jorge
O' Connor, Cindy Crosthwaite, Jorge
Montenegro, Tania Guimond, Denise
Guttenberg.
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The Inter Fraternity/
Drority Council is the governing
Dcly of Greek Organizations at
lerrimack College. Each Greek
tapter elects two brothers or
sters to serve as IFSC
presentatives. These IFSC reps
ork together to foster
ommunication and
operation within the Greek
stem, as well as representing
eir individual chapters.
The IFSC is responsible for
irious programs and activities
hich involve the Greek
lapters. IFSC sponsors
Jucational workshops on
ipics such as hazing,
ndraising, budgeting, and
gal liability, while also serving
. a resource on any other issue
jrtaining to Greek life. In
ddition, IFSC organizes
creational competitions for the
reek chapter to participate in,
ch as the Fall Greek Games,
id IFSC plans social events for
I Greeks, such as Greek week,
lich is held each spring.
One of the main goals of
9 IFSC is to strengthen the
jnds of friendship and
loperation between the
Terent Greek chapters so the
tire Greek system is active,
hesive, positive, and strong.
Executive Board: Edward Satkowski (President), Allison Goiczewski (Vice President), Ryan Clark (Secretary), Walter
Maganzini (Treasurer). IFSC: Chuck "Booger" Cullen, Chuck Trombly, Chris McLaughlin, Bob MacKliesh, Mike "The
Undertaker' Levesque, Jim Lemon, Beth Gulley, Karry Arsenault, Lenny Duffy, Bob Tosi, Matt Kraunelis.
photo by Bob Simpson
Above Left: The Greek Games. A day long event
full of activities which demonstrates greek
pride, in good fun. The determination to win can
be seen on this TKE brothers' face.
Abave Right: Jeanne Passant enjoys a
day of sun and fun at the IFSC
sponsored Greek Games.
photos by Scott Carpenter
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The brothers of ADG: Anthony Veilleux, i
Kraunelis,RobRoselli, Bill Halloran, Steve Gostkowski,
"Downtown" Brown, Robert Fleming, Russ "Bull" Langill,
"Who" Brew, Paul Sullivan, Paul "Facedown" Teritico, 7
"Big T" Terry, Sean Quinn, Simon Coley, Joe Masaitis.
u j'lJ ^j£jjjJlJ
We sure don't know
what we're going for, but
we're going to go for it for
sure
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gma Beta Kappa is:
ris Lane, Mike Gaodwin, John
jcCarthy, Tom Vaislow, Brian
jilivan, Jason Voorhees, Dean
Ibaresi, Scott Ragusa, Will
'Shea, Dave Hardcastle, Barry
ibb, Weina (special guest), Greg
leva, Mike "Red" Crowe, Dana
jahn, Mike Kirby, Ryan Clark,
)y Smith.
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N u Phi Kappa - founded
in 1 962 - is one of Merrimack's
oldest, largest and most active
student organizations. We are
primarily a social organization
but we are also very active in our
local community. Each
semester, Nu Phi Kappa
sponsors a blood drive with the
local chapter of the American
Red Cross; bowls with mentally
retarded citizens from The
Fidelity House each Monday
afternoon; helps with clean up
work for the Lazarus House
homeless shelter in Lawrence;
and sponsors a needy child
named Eric. We also hold
organized, open campus parties
each semester and we extend a
free Spring Break trip for two in
our annual raffle.
Members of our
fraternity are actively involved
or instrumental in various clubs
and organizations on campus





athletic teams, intramurals, etc.
Many of the Nu Phi Kappa
members hold leadership or
high ranking positions among
their respective clubs and
organizations.
Nu Phi Kappa currently
has over fifty active members,
twenty five hundred alumni and
over twenty seven years of




First Row L-R: Steve Prefontaine, Jim Gillon, Mike Bartlett, Al Rizzo. Second Row: Kevin Pacht, Paul Cardarelli, i
Gonthier, Scott Green, Kevin O'Brien, Mike Peterson, John Cammarata. Third Row: Phil Bellisimo, Jim Govini, W
"House" Maganzini, Bill Squires, Paul Grenham, John Didier. Fourth Row: Jim Connell, Tedd Brown, Tony DiMi
George "Ducky" Clement, Bill Stratton, Victor Fournier, Mike Bibilos, Paul Connell, Fr. Walsh. Fifth Row: J
Montenegro, Steve Varga, Dave Grace, Mike Provenzano, Marc Blanchard, John Thomas, Claude Cormier, John Spot
Shawn Oles, Scott Carpenter.
Above Left: George Clement and Paul Above Right: Missy Kennedy gets
Grenham talk to their speaker from ready to donate blood at the annual
Panama. blood drive with help from Jim Connell
photo by Jude Wolsh
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j ounded in October of
984, Pi Theta Epsilon is the
bldest existing sorority at
[Uerrimack College. PTE has
I'ontributed to the campus
ommunity both academically
ind socially. They sponsor and
o - sponsor many social
ctivities on campus. As a
orority, the sisters work
jgether to donate time and
ffort to many charitable events
nd organizations. This past
ear PTE helped to collect for
ihristmas food drives and
worked with the elderly in the
ommunity.
i Above: Back Row L-R: Kelly Killeen, Christina Cole, Mary Beth Autio, Katie Bryan, Krisan Evaul, Allisa Rulli, Colleen Long,
te/ow; After a whole semester of Joan O'Brien, Mellissa Elia. Third Row: Karen Defronzo, Eileen McQuelon, Maureen Archer, Lynne Pilat, Darlene Thorpe,
Pledge tasks, the newly inducted Kristen Philpott, Ann Sears, Katie Finnegan, Heather MacNeil, Maura Moynihan, Katie Jones, Katie Flanagan. Second Row:
listers of PTE bask in their moment of Devony McIntyre, Erin McGreely, Christine O'Reilly, Lora Van Zandt, Patty Kelley, Lisa Walsh, Michelle Veech, Tracey
ilory. Bowker . Front Row: Joanne Manning, Marilyn Whitaker, Shelley Napier, Lori Apprich.
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Sigma Phi Omega was
recognized as a sorority in the
Spring of 1 988. Since then we
have grown and we are very
active in the Merrimack College
environment. One of the aspects
of our sorority we find to be very
important to us is the charitable
work we enjoy doing. In the Fall
of 1989 we collected and
donated money to Oxfam and
delivered food to the homeless
shelters at Thanksgiving.
One of the more fun
events we have sponsored for
charity was the "Tuck-ins."' Th is
was a great success and was
enjoyed by all involved.
We have also been
successful in sponsoring open -
campus parties. These are
always a great way for students
to get out and enjoy themselves
with their friends.
We are planning to
continue many of these
traditions through the Spring
semester and for many years.
We, the sisters of Sigma
Phi Omega, would like to wish
all members of the Senior class
happiness and success in the
future, especially to our
graduating sisters.
Could these women be potential
SPO CATS? Only time will tell. Fun
times were had by all at the Student
Activities Fair held In the cafeteria.
SPO really showed its' colors.
Front Row L-R: Kathy Slinger, Pam Quinlan. Second Row: Paula Randalph, Megan Sullivan, Linda Annese, Anne
Canway, Marianne Caring, Jennifer Curtis, Tracy Abel. Third Row: Vanessa llardi, Stephanie Hubachek, Karen
Clemens, Patty Brennan, Marina lannalfo, Nicale Christopher, Pam Blago, Jennifer Williams, Allison Goiczewski,
Jennifer Doherty, Leslie Carter.
OomHse
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T au Kappa Epsilon is
he largest international social
raternity, with over 300 chap-
ers and colonies. Famous
eke alumni include Phil
iimms, Digger Phelps, Ron
ieagan, Conrad Hilton and
nany more leaders in busi-
less, politics, sports and phi-
3nthropy. Teke, as one of the
3rgest fraternities at Merri-
nack, is involved with many
ispects of school life. Socially
ictive, the brothers of Teke
lave sponsored many success-
jI events for both the school
ommunityasan wholeand for
ie brothers themselves. Com-
lunity service is a big part of
fe in the fraternity. We help
lut one night a month at the
azarus House, ring bells for
ie Salvation Army, walk in the
erry Fox run for the Cancer
lOciety and sponsor a date
ape awareness seminar once
I semester for the Merrimack
ommunity. Brothers are busy
1 other clubs and organiza-
ons on campus. There are
ekes on the football, soccer,
3crosse and cross-country
jams. Tekes are involved in
iampus Ministry, Interorgani-
ational Club, Resident Life,
GA, STOA and on the Execu-
te Board of the Inter Fraternity
orority Council. TKE offers
lany advantages to the mem-
ers of the Merrimack commu-
ity. Anyone interested in Tau
appa Epsilon should contact
le President of Rush Chairman
irough our mailbox in Student
activities or approach one of
le multitude of brothers on
ampus.
Front Row L-R: Mike McAllister, Andy Price, Paul Brandley, RichCbirico, Pete Tropeano, Mark Grechijian, Mike Parks, Scott
Brindamour, Jeff Fillipelli,, Rob Sheehan, Paul Jordan, George Thomas, Jon Desmarais. Back Row: Mike Matthews, Rick
Saloomey, Bruce Koch, Tom LoRock, Edward Satkowski, Kevin Mulqueen, Bob Tosi, Rich Abadessa, Shawn Kelley, Todd
Cody, Dan Trainer, Chuck Cullen, Tom Dandeneau, Tim Parks Mike Hartman, Matt Schlegel, Chris Riley, Jim Bowker, Mark
Vaden, Mike Burke, Phil Egan, Kevin Freeman, Rob Roache, Aaron Kramer. Missing: Mark Krom, Mike Drew, Lenn Duffy,
J.D. McNuff, Gerry Vailancourt, Andy MacDonald, Jim Boone, Steve Cote, Bob Comito, Doug Russell, Advisor John
Palmucci.
Above: Want to find out more about TKE? The student activities fair was the perfect place to find out all there is to
know from brothers Jordan, Chirico, Kelley, Drew and Mulqueen.

RA's - help or hinder?
Resident Assistants.
Are they really as mean as eve-
ryone thinks they are or are they
just doing their jobs?
The basic job of an RA is to
make sure everything is alright in
the campus housing and to be
sure school rules are followed. It
is an RA's responsibility to be
there for all students- not just
the ones they are officially re-
sponsible for. Because often
times they have to enforce
rules and write fellow stu-
dents up, they get a bad rap.
The main thing that most
RA's find enjoyable about
jriieir job is the fact that they
^et to meet lots of people.
|Megan Sullivan, the RA of
[Monican first West, says "I
ike the girls on my floor. I'm
jiad this is where I was put
}e€ause I got the opportu-
lity to meet freshman that I
>therwise wouldn't have
net." Other positive aspects
)f this tough job are the re-
iponsibilityyou learn and the
esson on time budgeting,
lays Chuck Moran of Moni-
:an third North, "I've learned
iverything from crisis man-
agement to time budgeting.
:veryone should be an RA for
1 year, to see what it's like."
The major complaint of all
le Resident Assistants is the
nconsistency of the Resident Life
)ffice. The rules fluctuate too
luch, and lots of people find
ley aren't sure what to do in a
(articular situation. Says Craig
Vinskowicz, RA in Apartment
V-3, "It's going to be hard when
/e change Resident Directors.
Vith new rules, we aren't going
3 know what they feel is right
lind wrong. We'll get in trouble
pr what we know is the right
ibing to do."
Joe DiVingo, a junior in his
second year of being an RA, is in
Chelmsford townhouse. He
finds no problems with being an
RA. Next year will be his third
and last year at his favorite job.
"There is nobody around who
loves it [his job] more than I do,"
says Joe. Steve Kinsley, from
erhill Center which houses eight
students. The RA's on campus
live in the apartments, dorms,
and the townhouses. These stu-
dents work together under Mau-
reen O'Dea and Kelly Sullivan to
make Merrimack College the
safest and most fun place it can
be.
Megan Loudermilk
Ash, first South, also likes his
job. Says Steve, "You're always
in the limelight, which is good
and bad. It's good when you're
in a good situation, but when I
grab a drunk guy and turn him
around, it's hard when I realize
I just grabbed my best friend."
Barbara Kenny agrees. "It's like
life in a fishbowl. Everybody
knows you."
On campus there are 29
Resident Assistants, and there is
one off campus at the East Hav-
Jobn Boscoe, George Clement, Lisa D' Allessandro, Colleen Faulkner,
Barbara Kenny, Steven Kinsley, Thomas LaRock, Jennifer McCormick,





Back Row L-R: John Spooner,
Bryan Nichols, Charles "Booger"
Cullen, Tim Martin, Steve Viola.
Front Row L-R: Tom House, Jim
Pelletier, Bob Mills, Matt Boyle,
Kevin Collins, Peter Davis, Marc
DesRoches, Dana Bassett, Pat
LeClaire.
3 (
Front Row L-R: Jennifer
McCormick, Alicia ContarcJo,
Ashlee Sakakeeny, Beth Abe
Back Row L-R: Kathleen W
Rachel Solomon, Marie Scha
MaryJo Baldwin, Jenn Cipric
Ash 3rd North
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Ash 1 St East
ry A
W:
First Row L-R: Brian Callahan,
Frank Bucanan, John Halley, Pete
Calanan, Craig Wood, Paul Silveo,
Pat Richards, Tom Nee, Joe.
Second Row L-R: Mike Scott, Tad
Durrenberger, Gilbert Lemarre,
Mike Burke, Steve Ferrari, Dave
Geonatti, Dave Donobedian, Jay
Battesta, Steve Cicilena, Frank
Recuperal, Harry Jeoleano, Chris
McDermott.
Third Row L-R: Mike Gator, Eric
Antkovial, Salvatore Marino, Jay
Desane, John Healy, Mike Dillion.
Back Row L-R: Jen Boland,
arbara Ryan, Sue Healey,
hristine Saake, Kristin Zelter, Amy
uperferschmid. Shannon Murphy.
Middle Row L-R: Jane O'Neil,
iichelle Veech, Ellen Rinaldi, Dawn
Jnsigalli, Sandra Nealon, Karen
oogan, Amy Armstrong.
Front Row L-R: Christine Dufresne,




First Row L-R: John Tramanti,
David O'Keefe, Gianmarco
Salerzaro, Jamie Maglaras, Chris
McKernan, Mike Flynn, George
Clement, Ben Costa, Todd Cody,
Jeff Estella, Jeremy Seibert, Keith
Metters.
Second Row L-R: Joe Magnifico,
Chris Massucci, Chris Karl, Keith
Kim, Mack Todden, Aaron Cramer,
Dennis Folan, Phil Egan, Ed Kugler,
Rob Boisuert, John Paine, Bill
Sullivan, Bob Lund.
Third Row L-R: Randy Barnes,
Matt Buckly, James Murphy, Mark
Freeman, Brian Wilkins, Tom
Carney, John Hallee.
First Row L-R: Ed Crowley, Ma
Schlegal, Jon DesMarsairs, Jim
O'Neil, Gary Wadden.
Second Row L-R: Dave Caccher
Steven Carey, Steve Nyberg, Dc
Foulstam, Mark Russo, Tracy
MacKeruze, Diane Whalen, Tan
McCauly, Jane Schmeidal.
Third Row L-R: Rob Roche, Roi
Sheehan, Bill O'Brien.
Ash 1 st South
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Ash 2nd South
First Row L-R: Ed Crowley, Matt
Schlegal, Jon DesMarsairs, Jim
O'Neil, Gary Wadden.
Second Row L-R: Dave Cacchevio,
Steven Carey, Steve Nyberg, Dave
Faulstam, Mark Russo, Tracy
MacKeruze, Diane Whalen, Tammi
McCauly, Jane Schmeidal.
Third Row L-R: Rob Roche, Rob
Sheehan, Bill O'Brien.
’^irst Row L-R: Ed Crowley, Matt
hlegal, Jon DesMarsairs, Jim
'Neil, Gary Wadden.
Second Row L-R: Dave Cacchevia,
even Carey, Steve Nyberg, Dave
]
lulstam, Mark Russo, Tracy
acKeruze, Diane Whalen, Tammi
cCauly, Jane Schmeidal.





First Row L-R: Carleen O'Neil,
Carrie Girourard, Cheryl Leveile.
Second Row L-R: Rebecca Sullivan,
Krisan Evaul, Maryellen Corkham,
Patricia Leonard, Jill Gaffny, Rachel
LaFrance, Christine Gibney, Katie
Flanigan.
Third Row L-R: Donna Adamcheck,
Simone Kent, Sue O'Brien, Monica
Rulman, Erin McGuirk, Sue Scott.
Fourth Row L-R: Kelly, Sue Porelle,
Lori Chisholm, Claire Morgan, Sue
Connolly, Karen Smith.
Gerald Major RA, Edward Satl
ski, Chris Joaquin, Mark Polask
Mike Gallager, Gary Duda, Cal'
Lyles, Rich Chirico, Steve Currar
Jim Morgan, Kevin Rhodes, Chr
Turner, Tony Borgonzi, Bobby
Jones, Nathan Pierce, Rob Wilsi
Steve Scott, Dean Albanesi, Wa
Bishop, Mark Baxter, Jim Kennt
Mark Bickford, Ed Conley, Barr)
Finkelstein, Steve O'Sullivan, Je
Pierre Guerin, Don Lynch, Ryan





Menican 1 st West
Back Row L-R: Sarah McGrath,
Julie Kenny, Theresa Civiello,
Debbie Hounhan, Jessica Michalak,
Sarah Boyd, Jen Harrington,
Michelle, Manganaro, Kendra
Czyryca, Kristen Havarty, Kelly
Grogan.
Middle Row L-R: Kelly King, Erin
Contois, Cindy Cox, Linda Carleton,
Katie Clisham, Katie Jennings, Jen
DiMento, Colleen Cantillon, Sandy
LaVache, Sara French, Andrea
Brush, Debra Walsh, Jen Gleason,
Kirsten Menary, Lori Indresano,
Susan Martin.
Front Row L-R: Megan Sullivan,
Paula Beale, Melissa Kelso, Cherle
Noiseux, Maureen Dodd, Kim Ryan,
Sarah Lucey, Stacey Lotuff, Regina
McGaffigan.
Back Row L-R: Tim Kelly, Jim
ieBlois, Ed DelGuercio, Geoff
'.ooke, Kevin Gallagher, Ron Cote,
teoffrey King, Michael Civiello, Joe
laggar, Christopher Riley, Brian
icGrath, Chris Westhall.
Aiddle Row L-R: Derek Jenner,
hip Wolcott, Tim Egan, Paul Bonini,
cott MacLeod, Mark Peterson, Mike
iartin, Joe Caswell.





First Row L-R: JoAnn Derrico,
Sharon Masci, Lisa McColgan. Leta
Fongemie, Clare Mclnerney, Janet
Lambardo, Jennifer Slosek, Amy
Harper.
Second Row: Colleen McGrath,
Kim Taylor, Tina Bancore, Amy
DeAngeiis, Shannon Deary, Jennifer
Bonanna, Keara McCarmack,
Patricia Gibson.
Third Row: Jaqueline Carney,
Monica Canty, Jennifer Reilly,
Jennifer Dwyer, Janeen Paghera,
Kristine McLaughlin, Doreen LeMay,
Michelle Page, Tracey Bubencic.
Forth Row: Jessica Hanna, Wendy
Pariseau, Stephanie Maynihan,
Katie Mulligan, Angela DiTare,
Kristin Shallow, Marisa Boyajian
Molly Sullivan Jessica Jahnson Mary
Gallagher, Diane Lorenzetti, Jennifer
Raddish, Alicia Dembrowsky.
Tam Marchant, Dan Gravelle,
Larry Thampson, Chris Librizzi




Lemieux, Jacqueline Smith, Jackie
Buckley, Jeanette Battles, Missy
Kennedy.
David Collari, Chris, Terrence
ySrien, Tommy O'Brien, Mike







Back Row L-R: Devony MacIntyre,
Scott Carpenter.
Middle Row L-R: Craig
Winskowicz, Kelly Killeen.




Molly Burns, Jill Hurley, Nora
McLaughlin, Anne Conway, Kr,





Back Row L-R: Sandi Kusbi, Nancy
Sullivan, Nancy Kerr, Kathy Lowney,
Donna Lazzaro, Tracey Ducott, Lori
Browinski, Lisa Joaquin, Coieen
Moreschi.
Front Row: Sharon Sullivan, PJ
Venturelli, Kristen Lonnberg, Sue
Rudd, Eileen Miguelon, Amy Moran,
Karen McLaughlin
Mike Isotti, James Henderson,
Mike Ehrmanntraut, Kristin Philpott,
Ann Sears, Christine Sheehan, Lori
Apprich, Chris McLaughlin, Christie
Donahue, Christina Cote, Patty
iDowly, Tia Donahue, Mr & Mrs





Back Row L-R: Jason Bukowski,
Kevin Flaherty, Patti Brennan,
Jennifer Williams, Paula Albrandi.
Front Row: Tim Reilly, Brian
Lussier, Felicia Ciaramitaro, Karen
Lambert, Heidi Fagan, Elizabeth
Daley, Meredith Weiss.
Jim Keene, Eric Mitchell, Richi
"Digger" DeGregorio, Bill Feer
Greg Tormey, Jamie Murphy, \
Cerrutti, Sue Fagan, Michelle S
Amand, Frank Storniolo, Mike
Wengal, Jim Tompkins, Daniel
Cataldo, Kim Fields, Jodi Ande
Eileen Connolly, Jackie Cryan,





Lynn Monaghan, Colleen Long,
Mary Beth Autio, Ellen Poirier.
(
Lisa Venezia, Susan Donati,
Elizabeth Joyce, Kim Nugent,
Marianne Biacken, Maryann





Lisa Lee, Nancy Kjellerstedt, Gerry
Vincent, Kim Winer, Erin Butler,
Kevin O'Brien, Paul Malenchini,
Brian Sindani, Jahn Thampsan, Jim
Legris, Russ Langill, Tim Sirard, Jim
Ferrara, Mike Dube, Pete Landry.
Peter Flynn, Bobby Whalen, '




Marina lannalfo, Sue Gorham,
Belinda Brady, Tricia Butler, Marion
Rafferty, Kathy Finnegan, Michelle
Chaput, Joe Cordelia.
aul Connolly, Karen Robillard,
la Rasa, Josephine Cucinotte,
I chael Moriarty, Okie, Ratt, Smitty,
tfitchen P., Mr. John Sayer, Tim








Brian Donahue, Sean McDonn
Thomas Danisch, Scott Lohan, L
Barton, William MacIntyre, Joe
DeVingo, Ryan Clark, Mike Crc
Tim Burns, Larry Fillion, Andrev
Foynes.
Lisa Pfeffer, Suzy Doherty, Dayna
D'ltria, Sharon Tela, Linda Annese,
Tracey Abel, Lisa Bambikidou,
Kathy Mahoney, Sandy Dorta,
Eilleen Saumel.
Dracut House
Back Row L-R: Christine Dufresne,
Nicole Christopher, Sue Szydio,
Sara Toro, Carol Marquardt,
Marianne Carina.
Front: Julie Stango, Jennifer
Curtiss, Peggy Carroll, Stephanie
Naughton.
Georgetown House




Thomas McDermott, Mark Zurcher,
Steven Curley, Paul Spear, Matthew
Cahill, Mark Walsh, Phillip
Bellissimo, Mike Provenzano, Brian
Dillon, Jeffrey Stearns, Eugene
McCarthy, Mike Turner.
Cathy Slinger, Susan CoUigan,
Christine Somers, Maureen Dun
Kristin O'Brien, Maureen Strong
Jodi Mullen, Donna Currier, Jaii
Hodapp, Cathy Mekillop, Christ






Flanagan, Dave Barton, Glen Ritter,
J.C.Cunningham, Scott Murphy,





Brian DeSousa, Matt Kilduff, Kevin
Raurke, John Wait, Kevin Kisiel,
Robert Prusak, Keith Briggs,
Michael Cox, Steven White.




destroyed when someone open





Back Row L-R: Maureen O'Dea,
Gerald Major, Jen MacMillan,
Leanne Morrison, Larry Creban,
Chuck Moran.
Front Row L-R: Megan Sullivan,
Mike Pacheco, Paula Cavalleri,
Rebecca Sullivan.
Apartment Complex RA”s
Back Row L-R: Marina lannalfo,
iJobn W. Thompson, Craig
Winskowicz, Lorraine Rossi.




Above: Where on campus is this mysterious structure? This
is the much heard of Urban Studies Institute located on East
Haverhill Street in Lawrence. The recently renovated structure
includes its own library, fenced in parking lot , resident
assistant and Macintosh computer terminals. It is almost like a
mini-Merrimack College! Participants in the Institute enjoy
free rooming costs at the Institute. photos by Gordon Roberts
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\Warriors Have Best Season Yet!
X he Cross Country team enters the
1 990's in search of a new coach. Don 'Milo'
Singleton has resigned from his position to
further his career.
In Don's third year as coach, Merri-
mack Cross-Country boasted its' best team
in the sport's history. The men had seventeen
runners of which six were returning athletes
and eleven were rookies. The Warriors
excelled both individually and as a team.
The NE-10 Conference Race was an out-
standing finish to the season. Shawn Oles
finished first out of one hundred and one
runners contributing to the team's fourth
place finish. Congratulations Guys! Next
year the men will be without the services of
Seniors Shawn Oles and Kevin Freeman.
The team's size and strength will make them
a top contender in the NE-10 again next
season.
For the first time ever, the women had
a full team for every race - a feat accom-
plished only once last season. Returning
athletes Sue Lacerte, Laurie Pilla and Marion
Rafferty were joined by rookies Jane O'Neil,
Debbie Dastych, Winnie Corsaro, Amy
Armstrong and Shelley Bonert. The goals of
improvement and fielding a team for each
race were easily met as everyone's times
were consistently faster. Looking ahead.
Senior captains Sue Lacerte and Laurie Pilla
will surely be missed. With the other veter-
ans returning next year as juniors the team
should boast more depth.
At the annual Fall Sports Banquet, George
Clement, Tom Urban and Jane O'Neil were
honored as Most Improved Runners. Most
Valuable Runner honors were awarded to
Shawn Oles and Debbie Dastych.
Best of Luck Milo. Thanks for everything-
we' Hall miss you!!
(Above) Marion, you 're supposed to run with youi
OPEN! (Below) Keith Metfers, number four ru
and Tom Urban,number five run in step as they
the home stretch at Quinnipiac.
The Cross Country Team:
(Front L.-R.) Debbie Dastych, Shelley Bom
Jane O'Neil, Amy Armstrong, Marion Raffei
Winnie Corsaro, Sue Lacerte, Laurie Pilla.
(Middle) Bob Simpson, Keith Metfers, Eric Bro\
Kieran Murray, Jim Murphy, George Cleme
Chris Donato, Kevin (Zuul) Freeman, B
MacLeish, Coach Don Singleton.
(Back) Steve Ehrmanntraut, Mike Isofti, Tom I
ban, Shawn Oles, Mike Provenzano, Ed Grei
wood, Kevin Kerrigan.
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(L.) The Women 's Team anxiously awaits the sound
of the gun before they begin their 3. 1 mile trek
through the .campus of St. Michael's College. (Be-
low! George Clement, Ed Greenwood, Chris Donato
and Kevin Kerrigan keep a tight pack as they run
through the wooded trails of St. Michael's 5. 1 mile
course.
Above) Coach Don Singleton, nicknamed Milo,
nspires the women's team, despite the cold and
olistery conditions of NE- 10 conference meet. (1st
1.) Jane O'Neil, the number one runner for the
vomen 's team, has a strong finish as she leads the
vomen's team to the end of their 1 989 season at the
:onference meet. (2nd R.) "Shawn Oles, You just
von the NE- 1 0 Conference Championship with a
ime of 27:00 minutes for 5. 2 miles! What are you





(Rj Winnie Corsaro and Laurie Pilla push one an-
other on as they run the course at Quinnipiac.
(Below) Milo quotes Patton "We're going to kick the
hell out of them all the time and we're going to go
through them like crap through a goose,
"
(Above) Jane O'Neill and Shelly Bonert add
humorous inspiration during the men's race. (R.)
Kieran Murray and George Clement , closely fol-
lowed by Tom Urban and Keith Metters vy for good
positions at the start of the NE- 10 conference meet.




9/9 at St. Michaels 7th out of 8
9/16 Bryant Invitational 17th out of 24
9/23 St. Anselm's Shacklette Invit. 3rd out of 7
9/30 Rhode Island College Invit. 4th out of 12
10/7 UMASS Codfish Invitational 10th out of 16
10/14 St. Anselm's Dual 2nd out of 2
10/21 NE-10 Conference 4th out of 9
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(Above) Sean Oles, the team’s top runner, is seen
here striding full steam ahead through the woods at
the St. Michaels Invitational. (Middle L.j Junior Bob
Simpson, a three year veteran, is seen here in full
stride during the St. Michael’s invitational. (Middle
Insert) A tradition before every meet was to listen to
the beginning speech from Patton in which certain
quotes were applicable to the role ofa cross country
runner. (Middle R.) Phil Bellissimo prepares for the
race ahead by listening to some tunes and doing
some stretches. (Bottom L.) The team gathers at the
coaches house for their annual after the season
party where Milo then bestows various awards to
everyone for a job well done.
Teom photo * Al Pereira
All other photos -James Henderson
"All real Americans love the
sting of battle. When you
were kids you all admired the
champion marble shooter, the
fastest runner, the big league
ball players and the toughest
boxer. Americans love a
winner and will not tolerate a
loser." - George C. Scott in "Patton"
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[football's Final Farewell
[Above] Bill McDonald fakes a moment to r
upon his four seasons of devotion to the squad
L.) Rob Mitiguy soars down the field afte
inspirational interception. (Near L.j Cary Fet
des stuns the opponents with his miraculous i
ception.
The season
began on a positive




was the first time the
Warriors defeate-
dthe Chieftans at








games were lost by





a cold day with
muddy field condi-
tions and came out
with a hard earned
tie. Next on the
Warriors schedule
was the Bentley Col-
lege Falcons. This
game exemplified
the season for the
Warriors. Merri-
mack was in the




breaker. The Warriors lost to Stonehill on an
interception return which was the only score
in the game. The Warriors wrapped up the
season with another fourth quarter loss, this
time to the J.V. team from Dartmouth.
Unfortunately, the team was to suffer
another loss when discussions were held
about the fate of the program at Merrimack
and decisions were made that were beyond
their control. The result led to the resigna-
tion of Head Coach Carven and the termina-
tion of the program altogether. The reasons
as stated by the college administration were
that the initial fee to upgrade the program to
Division III status was too expensive because
of the insurance rates and the entrance fee.
The players noted that private colleges of
comparable size like Stonehill and Bentley
made the transition to Division III without sig-
nificant problems.
The 1 989 football team would like to
thank captains Mike Moriarty and Paul
Burns and the Seniors for the hard work and
dedication they have put into the program.
They would also like to thank Coach Carven,
Coach Leary, Coach Hanson, Coach Ke-
ough and Jerry for the time and effort ex-
pended to keep the program alive. This
being the last season, the team would like to
express their thanks and gratification to all
other players and alumni who participated




(L.) Sean McCarthy-22, Brian 5ullivan-69,
and Mike Mahoney-59 prepare to punch (Above L.-R.j Players John Cronin, John Moda, Keith
through Dartmouth's offensive line. Mahoney, Coach Hanson, Bill McDonald, John
VanBourgondien, and Dave "Delmo" Collari review
the latest game plans during practice.
-photo by Michael Ehrmanntraut
all other photos by Brian Rabeau
The Foot Ball Team: (First Row L.-R.j Joe Hajjar, John VanBourgondien, Frank Slorniolo, Greg Burns, Barry Finkelstein, Derek Santoro, John Healy, John Tramonti, John
Pallaria, Pat Richard. (Second Row L.-R.) Craig Korowski, Bill McDonald, Jim Norton, Dave D'Antona, Bart McDonald, Mike Moriarty (Capt.j, Paul Burns (Capt.j, Chris
Matosic, John Parziale, Tim White, Brian Sullivan. (Third Row L.-R.) Kieth Mahoney, Mark Bickford, Scott Lennon, John Cronin, Sean McCarthy, Dave Collari, Tim Sirard,
leff Fecteau, Derek White, Rich Davis, Mike Pacheco, Rich Crasso, Head Coach Carven. (Fourth row L-R.) Jeff Hopwood, Paul Sobolewski, Derek Jenner, Greg Daly,
Mike Gagne, Shawn Kelley, John Lawn, Peter Vicari, Bob Jones, Rob Mitiguy, Mike Money, Joe Johnson. (Fifth row L-R.) Coach Leary, Coach Tim Carven, Gary Fernandes,
I
Chris Mickle, John Moda, Mike Hart, Coach Hanson.
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(Above) Rob Mitiguy makes a critical tack!
Merrmack's Defense. (R.j Jim Norton-77,
White-75, Derek White-99, and Mark "Bet
Buford-58 congratulate each other on one
great play. (Below) Tim White, Merrimack
time punter, does what he does best du
another awesome performance.
Scoreboard
Date Merrimack Opponent MC Record
9/30 19 at Stonehill 08 1-0
10/8 13 at A.I.C. JVs 16 1-1
10/15 07 at Brown JVs 14 1-2
10/22 07 at Assumption 07 1-2-1
10/28 00 at Bentley 06 1-3-1
11/5 00 Stonehill 07 1-4-1
11/12 07 at Dartmouth JVs 24 1-5-1
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Johnson leads the Warriors in a brutal
against Dartmauth.
Craig Korowski-84 and Joe
Johnson put pressure on
Dartmouth's Quaterback as




The Golf Team: (L.-R.) Coach Jack Stephenson, J.P.
Guerin, Craig McKenzie, Russ Langill (Captain),
Chris Crowley, and Chris Riley. Missing: Mark
Peterson, Peter Callahan, and Ted Conway. (Be-
low) Freshman J.P. Guerin makes a long putt.
(Left) Team Captain, Russ Langill, is seen here
making a short but powerful swing to put the ball
on the green. (Below) Craig Mckenzie has to get
even with the terrain to make the perfect putt.
errimack's Golfers
he men's golf team had an up and down season this
year. Their biggest triumph was finishing second in the North-
east 1 0 Conference. Two golfers were named to the All Confer-
ence team. They are J.P. Guerin and Mark Peterson. The team's
only Senior, Russ Langill, will be missed next season. Also
contributing to the team's success was Chris Crowley, Chris Riley
and Craig McKenzie.
Next year's team looks promising for coach Jack
Stephenson, who did an excellent job in his first year at the
helm. The team will remember road trips like the one to Bow-
doin. Other memories are Bugar, Blockhead, the Nose, Eddy
Munster, Smiley and Jack's farm facts. Off the course, the







(Far L.) J.P. Guerin, who averaged 84.6 for the
season, makes a steady swing that sends the ball
just where he wants it. (L.) Freshman Chris Riley is
careful not to miss such a short putt as he uses all of
his concentration to sink the ball. (L. Below} Junior
Chris Crowley tees off in hopes ofmaking a Birdie.
(Below) J.P., Chris, and Russ discuss their scores
amongst one another.
Scoreboard
Dote Merrimack Opponents Place
9/7 427 AlC 2/2
9/15 — Bowdoin 7/12
9/25 489 MIT 2/2
9/19 448 UNH, Bowdoin,
St. Anselm 3/4
9/29 342 NE-10 2/4
10/2 — Toski Invitational 17/22
10/5 — ECAC qualifier 17/19
10/10 — New Englands 30/41
10/21 .... Wildcat Invitational 11/14
(Above) Coach Jack Stephenson demonstrates the
proper technique for getting the best accurracy. The
Coach believes that the team can become more com-
petitive in the future if the team continues to attract
more talented golfers.
Photos by: Loring Studios
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(Right) With a "face of stone", junior fullback





















a lot of new
faces and a very
of 25) were freshmen or sophomores,
biggest losses came on defense, wl
graduation departures included four-;
starting goalkeeper Tom Bennett, and
ented backs Tony Puccio and Fred Forr
But it quickly became apparent
Merrimack's defense, with junior A
Killmon in goal, was capable of holdin
own. The offense certainly could not get
worse than 1 988's version that sc^ ed
20 goals in 1 8 games.
It was also obvious, however,
jelling time was needed for this young
that went winless (0-3-2) in its first
games. The turnaround came in a hi
game with American International Col
near the end of September.
A Sal Magazzu goal 1 2 minutes
the second half, combined with A
Killmon's first shutout, produced a
triumph over the Yellow Jackets. That
instilled much needed confidence into A
tough schedule early on," said Merrimack's
eighth-year head coach.
Martone knew coming into the season
he had a lot ofwork to do. Thirteen lettermen
were lost from the previous fall, and over half
of the players on the opening-day roster ( 1
4
Men's Soccer Team: (Front L.-R.) Gian Pablo Maguzzu, Robert Sciaudone, Joe LoCoco, Pat McHugh, Cabe
Fiorentino, Mike Fischer, Justin Cook, David O'Kefe. (Middle) Kevin Goulding, Pete Middleton, George
Boukouvalas, Rick Augen, Eric Lusignan, Ron Cote, Steve Cicilline, Gianmarco Salzano, Pat DeSimone. (Back)
Asst. Coach Tony Puccio, Mike burke, Tom Kennelly, Mike Drew, Mike Killman, Mike Aaronson, Mike Walsh, Sal
Magazzu, Jim Kennedy, Coach Tony Martone.
I
(Inset ) Half Back Eric Lusignan smoothly drib
past the opposing team's defense.
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I tone's youth corps, and established a pattern
:that would continue through the rest of the
‘ season; the Warriors recorded three more
one-goal wins.
The win over AlC sparked a 7-1 run,
; in fact that included shutouts against North-
-eastern (2-0) and St. Anselm (2-0). After
losing its first two Northeast- 10 games,
Merrimack went undefeated (6-0-1) in its
- next seven league matchups to capture third
place and a berth in the playoffs for the
second time in the program's history.
Merrimack earned a trip to the semi-
finals by cementing their first ever playoff
iwin in the opening round against St. Mi-
ichael's, 2-1 in overtime. Freshman Rich
Augeri's goal in the first two minutes of the
gamewas Merrimack's only score in regula-
tion. Mike Walsh, Eric Lusignan and Pat
McHugh each tallied in a pressure packed,
penalty-kick shootout, and Killmon allowed
just two of five St. Mike's penalty kicks to get
past him, preserving the victory.
The season ended in a 4-0 semifinal
playoff loss at St. Anselm, a game in which
the final score was notan accurate barome-
ter of how well the Warriors played.
"We outshotthem (St. Anselm) nearly
two to one," said Martone in frustration,
"but we just couldn't capitalize on our
chances. I'd like to have that game back,
but you can't let one game spoil everything
you accomplished during the year."
"All in all we played well," Martone
said of his team that finished 1 0-6-3 overall,
just one win shy of tying 1 987's school
record for wins in a season. "A lot of our
younger players came through, and our
veterans had solid years. Mike Killmon
gave us steady performances in goal all the
way through, and one of our keys was a
more balanced attack. We stayed away
from serious injuries for the most part."
The future looks bright for Merri-
mack's soccer team, as only four seniors will
be lost from this year's squad.
-Paul McCarthy
(Across page L.) The future of Merrimack soccer
remains promising thanks to players such as
George Boukouvalas shown here looking to go
upheld. (Left) Mike Walsh boots the ball upheld.
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(Right) Junior Mike Killman proves his outstanding
goaltending skills once again in a brilliant save.
Killman was a tremendous asset this season, while
Merrimack attained its best record in ten years.
(Below) The Warriors seek encouragement from
Coach Tony Martone during a halftime peptalk .
(Far Above) Senior Tom Kennedy, a full back, I
intense as he concentrates on setting up a play.
(Above) Merrimack's player of the year, Joe LoC
cuts to steal the ball . LoCoco is first in Merrima
soccer history to be chosen for the All New Engl
team.
Scoreboard
Date Merrimack Opponent MC Record




9/13 1 Bridgeport-H 4 0-2-1
9/16 4 * Springfleld-H 4(OT) 0-2-2
9/18 2 Providence 4 0-3-2




9/25 0 NH College 5 2-4-2
9/26 2 Northeastern 0 3-4-2
10/2 4 Lowell-H 0 4-4-2
10/4 6* Assumption 1 5-4-2
10/7 1 * Bryant -H 0 6-4-2
10/9 2
*
St. Anselm-H 0 7-4-2
10/14 0* Bentley 1 7-5-2
10/16 2 Keene State 2(OT) 7-5-3
10/26 4* Quinnipiac 1 8-5-3
10/28 2
*
St. Michael's 1 9-5-3
10/31 2# St. Michael's-H 1 10-5-3
11/2 0# St. Anselm 4 10-6-3
* NE-10 game # NE-10 Playoff Game -{H}ome game
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I (Below) Seniors Sue LaPlanfe (All American) and Kathy
,
Mahoney, are two veterans of the four year NE- 1
0
Women 's Scoccer Dynasty! (Far Below) A familiar
; sight: Carolyn Sarantal<is,B the leagues leading scorer
i and Rookie of the Year, lines up another goal.
TFeam Raptures Fourth Consecutive i
Conference Title
Led by two-time All-American goalkeeper
Sue Plante, plus a high-powered offense that
featured "rookie of the year" Carolyn Saran-
takis, Merrimack won its fourth consecutive
Northeast- 1 0 Conference crown with an 1 1 -
5-5 overall record.
The Lady Warriors were undefeated in the
Northeast- 10 (6-0-3) for the third time in
four years as they shared the title with
Springfield. The two rivals played to a 1-1
double-overtime tie in the championship
game marking the second time in three sea-
sons they shared the title.
Plante, a Senior co-captain from Auburn,
Ma., capped off a brilliant career by starting
in every game and posting a 1 1 -5-5 record,
a 0.74 goals against average and nine
shutouts. She led the Conference in goal
against average for the fourth straight sea-
son. Named All-American for the second
year in a row, Plante's career record is a
phenomenal 55-19-9 with 36 shutouts and
a 0.69 GAA.
And Plante wasn't the only outstanding
player on this years squad. The senior
keeper was joined by senior forward Beth
Licopoli, junior back Bethann O'Leary, sen-
ior midfielders Cathy Walsh and Kate
Murphy, and freshman forward Carolyn
Sarantakis as All-Northeast- 1 0 and All-
New England selections. Freshman forward
Sarah Boyd was also a Conference all-star.
Licopoli, a two-time Academic All-America
from Sutton, Ma., finished her career with
38 goals (1 5gamewinners!),tyinga school
record shared by Michelle Muise ('88). Lico-
poli passed the torch to freshman sensation
Carolyn Sarantakis, who led the Northeast-
10 Conference as a rookie, netting 1 2 goals
and dishing off 1 1 assists for 35 points.
The Lady Warriors also qualified for the
ECAC Tournament for the fifth straight year,
only to lose to eventual champion New
Hampshire College, 1 -0, in the semifinals.
The Women's Soccer Team (L.-R.) Ist Row-Cathy
Walsh, Beth Fradette, Beth Licopoli, Sue LaPlante,
Kate Murphy, Bethann O'Leary, Allison Taylor. 2nd
Row-Sarah Boyd, Michelle Curran, Elana Delusky,
Carol Marquardt, Kathy Mahoney, Pam McBrien,
Julie Dadmun, Sue Curran. 3rd Row-Janice Ven-
detti, Michelle humphreys, Jane Schmiedel, Michele
McDonald, Maureen Dodd, Danielle Fay, Karen
Wisniowski, Jen hlarrington, Pam Sarantakis,
Carolyn Sarantakis, Coach Gabe Mejail. (Left) A





(Below) Beth Licopoli toys with a defender before leaving her in the dust. (Right) Coach Gabe Mejail searches
for another victory, (and gets his wish.) (Middle) Carolyn Sarantakis dazzles the oppositon with her fancy
footwork. (Bottom) When Cathy Walsh gets that look in her eye, nobody messes with her.
Scoreboard
Dote Merrimack Opponent MC Record
9/2 5 at Wheaton 0 1-0-0
9/6 2 at Tufts 0 2-0-0
9/9 2 Stonehill 0 3-0-0
9/12 1 at Holy Cross 1 3-1-0
9/16 ** 1 at Springfield 1 (OT) 3-1-1
9/20 ** 10 at Assumption 0 4-1-1
9/23 ** 3 at A. 1. T. 1 5-1-1
9127 1 at Providence 2 (OT) 5-2-1
9/30 1 Keene St. 1 (OT) 5-2-2
10/1 9 Bridgeport 0 6-2-2
10/5 3 Framingham 0 7-2-2
10/7
** 6 at Bryant 0 8-2-2
10/9
** 2 at St. Anselm 1 9-2-2
10/22 1 at S. Hampton 1 (OT) 9-2-3
10/25 1 Franklin Pierce2 9-3-3
10/26 ** 0 Quinnipiac 0 (OT) 9-3-4
10/28 ** 1 St. Michael's 0 10-3-4
10/29 1 at NH College 2 10-4-4
n/1 ## 2 at St. Anselm 0 11-4-4
11/3 ## 1 at Sprinfield 1 (OT) 11-4-5
11/4 $$ 0 at NH College 1 11-5-5
•• NE-IOGame. ## NE- 10 Playoff. $$ ECAC's
(Right) Sophomore Carol Marquardt breaks down the
wing to send a rocket towards the net. (Middle) Tri-
Captain Kate Murphy blows by another defender.
(Below) Tri-Captain Beth Licopoli, sprints in to beat
(up) the goalie and score.
(Above) Freshman
Sarah Boyd takes out
yet another goalie on
the way to victory.
(Bottom left) Kathy Ma-
honey demonstrates the
perfect technique for a
half-field blast. (Right)
Merrimack students of-
ten come out to support
the soccer team during
home games.
(Below) The Women's Tennis Team: L-R Front Row- Susan Sarni, Leigh McCarthy, Jane Morgan, Kristen D'Eramo, Sue Martin, Allison Coleswc
and Jennifer Hatem. Back Row- Coach Sheryl Allen, Saundra Nealon, Jane Dough, Miriam Meyer, Katie Mulligan, Jen Terwilliger, Hec
Goodwin. (Lj Co-Captain, Jennifer Hatem is seen here doing what she does best as the singles and # I doubles for the 3rd consecutive y
She also was the Division II New England Singles champion earning the team's MVP award.
(Above) The Lady Warriors
gather for a team shot after the
1 989 New Englands at Spring-
field College. (R.j Senior, Co-
Captain Allison Colesworthy was
#5 singles player.
Scoreboard
7-2 NE- 1 0 Conference
(loss to Springfield
and Assumption)
9-2 Overall for the
Season
-Tied for 2nd at
NE-10 Confer
ence.







Their determination and endurance
enabled theWomen's Volleyball team to win
the Keene State Tournament. This improved
their overall record from 1 1 -1 5 to 16-15.
The team is only losing two players
this year; It will be difficult to replace the
talent of Captains Lisa Venezia and Kathy
Woods. They will certainly be missed but the
team hopes to hold onto the encouragement
and support that Lisa and Kathy so gener-
ously brought to the them.
Maryellen Corkhum
(Left) Kathy Woods jumps up and shows Bryant
College why she is one of Merrimack's top
blockers.
(Right) Nancy McDermott and Karen Robil-
lard use their great strength in an attempt to
prevent the opposing teams spike from land-
ing on Merrimack's side of the net.
(Below) Nancy McDermott executes a smooth serve.
ITeam Rallies to An Excellent Finish!
Women's Volleyball Team (L-R) Front - Karen Lomasney, Karen Robillard, Kathy Woods, Lisa Venezia, Jackie
Swift, Jennifer Boland. Back- Maryellen Corkhum, Mari Bracken, Vicki Cavanaugh, Nancy McDermott, Laurie
Gill, Coach Edith Houlihan.
ifBelow) "The game is not over and our strong determi-







IL.I Vicki Cavanaugh makes her approach to the net
in anticipation of the ball. (Across pagel Many fans
wait patiently with the faith that coach Edith
ffoulihans’s strategies will still be effective while she
speaks during a time out. (Bottom] Jenifer Boland,
Lisa Venezia, and Kathy Woods are ready to put on
the sweats after a long, hard game with Bryant
College.
Scoreboard
Date Opponent W-L Final MC
Scores Record
9/9 SMU L 3-2 0-1
9/14 NH College W 3-0 1-1
9/16 Franklin Pierce W 3-0 2-1
9/17 at Quinnipioc L 3-0 2-2
9/19 Colby Sawyer W 3-0 3-2
9/21 at Simmons W 3-1 4-2
9/23 at Bryant Invite
Franklin Pierce W 2-0 5-2
Molloy W 2-1 6-2
Bryant L 2-1 6-3
Bentley L 3-0 6-4
9/24 Southampton L 3-0 6-5
9/26 at Bentley L 3-0 6-6
9/27 at Gordon L 3-0 6-7
10/1 at St. Michael's W 3-2 7-7
10/2 Bryant L 3-0 7-8
10/6&7 at Southern Connecticut State College
Eastern CT St. L 2-0 7-9
Sacred Heart L 2-0 7-10
Quinnipioc L 2-1 7-11
Franklin Pierce W 2-0 8-11
Quinnipioc L 2-1 8-12
10/10 At Keen State W 3-1 9-12
10/12 Springfield L 3-0 9-13
10/16 AtAIC L 3-1 9-14
10/20 At Assumption W 3-0 10-14
10/24 Stonehill L 3-2 10-15
10/26 At Wheaton W 3-0 11-15
10/28 At Keen State Tournament
Franklin Pierce W 2-0 12-15
Southern Conn. W 2-1 13-15
Keen State W 2-0 14-15
Middlebury W 2-0 15-15
Keen State W 2-0 16-15
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ITopj Sean Etmon and Tony Gomes wish Lawrence
Boys Club MVPMark Edmonds good luck as be steps
onto the court. (Above) Coming from the locker
room, the Warriors prepare to win another game of
hoop. (R.j Most Improved Player Mark Pulaski and
Captain MVP Paul Neal fight against Stonehill for a
tough rebound.
(L.) The 1989/1990
Men 's Basketball Team:
Frant L-R: Co-Captains
Steve Scott and Paul














(Above L.) Mark Pulaski snatches a rebound as he's fouled from behind by
Stonehill. (Above R.j Gary Duda, recipient of the Coaches Award, anxiously
searches for an open teammate.
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(L.j Coach Burt Hammel calls a time out to instr
players and get them hyped up for the rest
game.
(Above L.j Ray Gallant Award recipient, Curtis Nelson jumps for two more Merrimack points. (Above R.j Captain Paul Neal shows his style as he sinks a be
for the Warriors.
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.top L.) Mark Edmonds adds another two points to
t lerrimack's score. (Top R.) Steve Scott shares his
youghts on the evening's performance. (Above)
^ iny Gomes at the foul line.
1989-1990 Men's Basketball
Date MC Opponent OPP
11/18/89 66 U Lowell 70
11/28/89 70 @ Keene State 76
11/30/89 68 New Hampshire College 81
12/02/89 78 *@ Quinnipiac College 75
12/05/89 100 Clark University 87
12/09/89 85 *A.I.C. 76
12/28/89 73 Buffalo(Pepsi Tourn) 77
12/29/89 71 Keene State(Pepsi Tourn) 68
01/02/90 81 @ Florida Atlantic 90
01/04/90 77 @ Nova (Florida) 64
01/08/90 81 @ Rollins College 89
01/13/90 69 *St. Michael's College 61
01/17/90 97 *Stonehill College 88
01/20/90 86 @ *Bentley College 69
01/23/90 83 ^Springfield College 66
01/27/90 93 *Bryant College 75
01/29/90 77 @ *Assumption College 92
02/01/90 68 @ *A.I.C. 82
02/03/90 63 *St. Anselm's College 61
02/07/90 77 *Quinnipiac College 70
02/10/90 75 @ *Stonehill College 83
02/14/90 98 ‘Bentley College 92
02/17/90 61 @ ‘Springfield College 49
02/21/90 74 @ ‘Bryant College 75
02/24/90 80 ‘Assumption College 97
02/27/90 75 @ ‘St, Anselm's College 83
03/01/90 66 @ ‘St. Michael's College 84
03/06/90 77 “Quinnipiac College 68






h Toughs but Promising Future
The Women's Basketball Team: (Frant L.-R.) Co-Capfains Diane Coughlin, Sue Stewart, and Melissa McGinn.
(Standing) Assitant coach Beth Radian, Sarah Lucey, Kristen Kingston, Clare mclnerney, Barbara Kenny, Nancy
McDermott, Tricia Lentz, Chrissy Reynolds, Pam Moran, Head coach Debbie Cogan.
averaging 9 points a game. The only other
senior, Melissa McGinn, also showed her
true colors this season. She averaged 6.8
points a game and played 483 minutes.
These two co-captains, along with third
captain Susan Stewart, led the team in their
final victory over Assumption.
The team is a very young one, consist-
ing of six freshmen . Rookie of the Year Clare
Mclnerny, Chrissy Andreson and Rachel
Reynolds all came together to produce a
strong upcoming starting team. Togetherthe
girls will prove their real talent and will get
'em next year. Megan loudermilk
N ot because of lack of effort did the
1 989 Lady Warriors basketball squad have
a tough season. These girls worked their
hardest to produce a winning team. Their
final Northeast- 1 0 record was 3-15. Over-
all, however, they were 6-20. Their record
does not show the encouragement of Coach
Debbie Cogan or the determination of the
players. No matter what, they were always
willing to step back onto the court.
Senior Diane Coughlin showed an
outstanding final season. She helped the
team both on and off the court by playing a
total of 717 minutes during the season and

(R.) A mob of Stonebill play-
ers go for the ball while
Melissa McGinn wails far
the perfect time ta make her
move. (Far R.j Senior Diane
Coughlin overcomes a
Stonehill block for another
two points. (Below Lj An
encouraging clap from
coach Debbie Cogan. (Be-





Date MC Opponent OPP
11/18/89 48 U Lowell 70
11/19/90 65 Pace University 55
11/21/89 79 At Franklin Pierce 75
11/28/89 79 At Keene State 87
11/30/89 64 New Hampshire College 82
12/02/89 68 At *Quinnipiac College 71
12/06/89 61 At *St. Michael's College 85
12/09/89 76 *A.I.C 60
12/29/89 93 At Dowling 52
12/30/89 76 At Adelphi University 79
01/02/90 67 Harvard 102
01/11/90 59 At *St. Anselm's College 71
01/13/90 56 *St. Michael's College 78
01/17/90 72 *Stonehill College 73
01/20/90 61 At ‘Bentley College 89
01/23/90 57 ‘Springfield College 66
01/27/90 75 ‘Bryant Collegee 61
01/29/90 72 At ‘Assumption College 82
02/01/90 71 At ‘A.I.C. 73
02/03/90 74 ‘St. Anselm's College 84
02/07/90 63 ‘Quinnipiac College 76
2/10/90 65 At ‘Stonehill College 90
02/14/90 57 ‘Bentley College 90
02/17/90 56 At ‘Springfield College 65
02/21/90 62 At ‘Bryant College 96
02/24/90 63 ‘Assumption 56
*NE-10 Game
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Warriors Face Biggest Challenge inYears
As They Enter Hockey East.
Xhe Merrimack Hockey team faced an
unknown destiny as they entered Hockey
East this year. The Warriors finished their
inaugural season with an overall record of
10-24-1 and a 3-1 8 league record. "It was
pretty much what we expected. We ex-
pected to struggle this year because of a
rebuilding cycle. It tries your patience and
character to go through a season like this,
but we certainly enjoy the challenge," said
coach Ron Anderson.
Merrimack ended its regular season
on a high note with a 10-9 overtime win
against ULowell. The Warriors were then off
tofaceB.C. in first round playoff action. B.C.
won game one by a 3-1 margin, but Merri-
mack came back with a vengeance to take
game two by a score of 6-3. It was Merri-
mack's firstwin over Boston College in eight
games. The win was sparked by Senior co-
captain Andy Heinze. He had Hockey East's
fastest hat trick in history (5: 1 0 minute span).
Yannick Gosselin also contributed to the
Warrior's momentum. He had twenty three
saves in game one and forty five saves in
game two. Alas, Merrimack's surge in game
two was not enough to win the series. B.C.
beat the Warriors 8-5 in game three.
The 1 989- 1 990 season was only the
beginning for the Merrimack Hockey team.
They ended the season confident of them-
selves and what they could accompi
Coach Anderson summarizes the tea
perseverance best, "We've been baptize
think our attitude was good all year Ic
There were times we knew we weren't gc
to win a hockey game, but we never qu
The team will be without the serv
of seniors Andy Heinze, Ed Locke (9-9-'
Frank Schofield (8-1 1-19) and Brian H
ward (7-1 1-18) next year. Returning (
letes Howie Rosenblatt, Ben Lebeau (S
15), Tim Doyle (1-2-3), Sean Dooley (1
3), Jamie Sullivan (0-2-2), David Moore
6-8), Doug Greschuk (1-4-5), Agosi
Casale, Claude Maillet, Jeff Massey (7-
20), Brendan Locke (1 -7-8) and Matt Hi
ges (1-2-3) will continue their strong
f
formances as the Merrimack Hockey te
asserts its position in Hockey East in the 9
Coach Anderson is anxiously aw
ing next season. "We're really going to r
the seniors, but I think we've got a pr
good nucleus coming back and we tf
we've got some outstanding prospects c(
ing in to fill some shoes. I'm anxious to
if we pick up where we left off this year
-Paul McC
All action photos: Brian Rabeau
Team portrait: Al Pereira
(Above) Brendan Locke battles a Maine skater along
the boards. (R.j Freshman Mike Doneghey antici-
pates the shot.
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The Hockey Team: (Front L-R) Mike Doneghey, Brian Hayward, Doug Greschuk, Asst. Coach Rick Mills, Coach Ron Anderson, Asst. Coach Stu Irving, Andy Heinze,
Frank Schofield, Yannick Gosselin. (Middle) Manager Scott Whalen, Jamie Sullivan, Howie Rosenblatt, Tim Doyle, Ben Lebeau, Brendan Locke, Guy Ragault, Steve
D'Amore, Matt Hentges, Jeff Massey, Sean Dooley, John Barron, Claude Maillet, Ed Locke, Manager Mike O'Connor. (Back) Steve Cardosi, Eric Antkowiak, Jason
Lawton, Rusty Jordan, Dan Gravelle, Don Monteith, Matt Crowley, Joe D'Alelio, David Moare, Bryan Miller, Agostino Casale, Teal Fowler.
I
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(R.j Dave Moore winds up for a slap shot vs. Maine. (Across Page R.) Freshman Matt Crowley prepares for
a faceoff vs. Maine. (Below L.) Brendan Locke is pressured to send the puck out of Merrimack territory.
(Across Page Center) Jeff Massey and Rusty Jordan defend against Maine.
(Above) Ed Locke is congratulated after scoring against the Maine Black Bears.
1
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(Below) The Warriors huddle around their goaltender for some inspiring words. (Bottom Across Page) Sean
Dooley and John Barron steal the puck for a break away.
Warriors 1989-1990 Season
Date MC Opponent OPP
10/27/89 4 St. cloud St. 6
10/28/89 4 St. Cloud St. 3
11/01/89 3 ‘UNH 6
11/04/89 0 @ ‘Boston University 8
11/07/89 1 @ ‘Boston College 3
11/11/89 6 @ ‘Northeastern 5
11/17/89 3 @ ‘ULowell 4
11/20/89 1 ‘University of Maine 5
11/22/89 5 Alasko-Anchorage 2
11/28/89 8 ‘Northeastern 4
12/02/90 1 @ ‘Providence College 7
12/05/89 3 ‘University of Maine 5
12/29/89 6 @ RPI Tourney (Brown) 4
12/30/89 3 @ RPI Tourney 6
01/06/90 4 R.l.T 1
01/09/90 6 A.I.C. 6
01/12/90 5 @ Air Force 4
01/13/90 4 @ Air Force 8
01/19/90 3 @ ‘Boston College 8
01/23/90 1 @ ‘University of Maine 6
01/25/90 3 ‘Boston University 6
01/27/90 3 @ ‘Providence College 7
01/31/90 2 @ ‘UNH 4
02/02/90 1 ‘Boston College 10
02/06/90 3 @ ‘ULowell 4
02/09/90 4 @ ‘Boston University 5
02/14/90 3 @ ‘UNH 7
02/16/90 1 Kent State 4
02/17/90 5 Kent State 0
02/19/90 4 ‘Norhtea stern 8
02/24/90 1 ‘Providence College 7
02/27/90 10 ‘ULowell 9
03/02/90 1 @ “‘Boston College 3




5 @ “‘Boston College 8
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(Top L I Seniors Ed Mahoney and Tom Limoncie
discuss strategy for the afternoon 's game. (Top i
Excitement shows on this Warrior's face as he cc
nects for a line drive over the second basemai
head. (Center L.) Junior Jeff Murray heads back
first to avoid being picked off. (Center R.j Coach i
Morrison disputes the umpire's call.
LL
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(Top) The 1 990 Baseball Team: Frant L-R.: Mike Howard, Scott DiClacomo, Jeff Murray, George Evangel-
ista, Jason Deschaines, Chris Morcone. Middle L-R.: Mike Danais, Angelo Fucillo, Tom Limonciello, Bob
Whalen, Ed Mahoney, Greg Forte, Peter Delvecchio, Rich Mugherini. Back L-R. Jeff Webb, Randy Barnes,
David Smith, David Miles, Matt Colarusso, Mark Walsh, Lance Boynton, Mike Moriarty, Rob Kennedy, Jay
Viatkivicius, Chuck LaRosa, Asst. Coach Al Jean. (Center R.-L.) Lance Boynton in action. Lance winds up and
-There's the pitch!
(Top L.j Catcher Rick Mugherini throws for the play at second. (Top R.) Junior George Evangelista congratulates Mike Howard on a great game. (Middle L-R.j Sophor
Chuck LaRosa follows through for a base hit.
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-ST?
(Top! Chuck LaRosa plays if close to the ground to catch a ground ball. (Bottom) George Evangelista slides safely into home for another Merrimack run.
Baseball 1990
DATE MC OPPONENT OPP RECORD
3/17/90 9 # Bluefield St. 12 0-1
3/18/90 5 # Bluefield St. 3 1-1
3/19/90 15 # Queens 0 2-1
3/20/90 1 # Williams 7 2-2
3/21/90 9 # McKendrie St. 2 3-2
3/22/90 7 # Indiana-Wesleyan 4 4-2
3/23/90 11 # Indiana-Weselyn 1 5-2
3/23/90 12 # McKendrie St. 11 6-2
3/24/90 6 # Bloomfield St. 3 7-2
3/28/90 20 So. Conn. St. 4 8-2
4/5/90 0 Lowell 9 8-3
4/7/90 3 * A.I.C. 0 9-3
4/7/90 6 * A.I.C. 7 9-4
4/8/90 15 * St. Michael's 6 10-4
4/8/90 13 * St. Michael's 3 11-4
4/9/90 1 New Haven 10 11-5
4/10/90 6 UNH 4 12-5
4/14/90 4 BU 5 12-6
4/14/90 7 BU 1 13-6
4/16/90 9 * Assumption 20 13-7
4/16/90 13 * Assumption 10 14-7
4/18/90 0 Bridgewater St. 13 14-8
4/19/90 2 * Bryant 4 14-9
4/22/90 9 * Springfield 2 15-9
4/22/90 8 * Springfield 9 15-10
4/23/90 1 * St. Anselm 0 16-10
4/23/90 6 * St. Anselm 2 17-10
4/24/90 1 * Bryant 0 18-10
4/25/90 7 * Stonehill 10 18-11
4/26/90 8 NHC 1 19-11
4/26/90 16 NHC 0 20-11
4/28/90 7 * Quinnipiac 16 20-12
4/28/90 7 * Quinnipiac 4 21-12
4/29/90 8 Brandeis 9 21-13
5/2/90 5 Lowell 6 21-14
5/3/90 6 * Bentley 2 22-14
5/4/90 5 * Bentley 6 22-15
5/6/90 4 $ Quinnipiac 2 23-15
5/6/90 3 $ Assumption 2 24-15
5/12/90 5 $ A.I.C. 9 24-16
5/14/90 6 $ A.I.C. 5 25-16
5/18/90 6 ** Sacred Heart 10 25-17
5/18/90 2 “New Haven
# Wes Rinker Tournament in Sanford, Florida
* NE-10 Regular Season
$ NE-10 Championship
** NCAA Regionals in New Haven Connecticut
19 25-18
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A Strong Season Promises a Bold
Future for Merrimack Lacrosse.
The Merrimack men's Lacrosse team
had one of their best seasons, finishing with
a 9-4 record this spring. The Warriors won
their first five games over New Hampshire
College, UMass, Assumption and Bates. The
Lax team then took to the road losing to
Plymouth State and New England College.
Our Warriors came home to slap M.l.T. and
Roger Williams but suffered a heartbreaking
loss to Division I Holy Cross. This loss kept
Merrimack from the playoffs. Undaunted,
the Warriors showed their character with
three winson the road against Western New
England College, New Haven College and
St. Michael's. Merrimack ended their sea-
son with a loss to Colby.
Anchored by Ken Sarni, Pete D'Er-
ano, John Cassedy and goalie Bill Bredir
the team's defense was their strongest poin
The team goals against average was clos
to the top in Division III all year.
The future of Merrimack Lacross
looks promising. Next year's captains ar
Doug Fernandez, Len Galvin and Pete Davi:
They will be joined by Rookie of the Year Ei
DeBryan, MVP Kevin Kisel and Most Im
proved player Scott Ettenhoffer. Unsuni
Hero Greg Kleva and "Big D" award winne
Ken Sarni will be missed next season. De
spite some tough breaks, the 1 990 Lacross
team has successfully led the program in th
right direction for the years to come.
-Ken Sar
(Top Lj John Cassedy quenches his thirst with the number one juice cooler, Gatorade. (Center) Dean Albanesi
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The Lacrosse Team: (L-R) FrontRow: Mike Civiello,
Kris Lane, Ed Flynn, Doug Fernandez, Greg Kleva,
Lenny Galvin and Pete Deramo. 2nd Row: Head
Coach Paul Murphy, John Waitt, Rick Abbadessa,
Bill Bredin, Dean Albanesi, Kevin Kisel, Pete
Davis, Mike Macchioni and Asst. Coach Jim
Logan. 3rd row: Scott Ettenhoffer, Chip Wolcott,
Bill Lazdowski, Dan Hogan, Ken Sarni, John
Cassedy, James Koloski and Ed Santa. Fourth
Row: James Winter, Dave Morgan, Eric Mitchell,
Tom MacDonald, David Klinch, Jerry Juliana, Ed
Debruym and Steven Carey. Fifth Row: Tim
Parks, Phas Mompho, Ron Pollina.
I
(Center) Len Galvin, Tim Parks and Dan Hogan converge upon the Holy Cross player in a powerful defensive
move. (Across page) John Cassedy charges after a loose ball. (Above) Ken Sarni, Greg Kleva and John
Cassedy move to strip the ball from a Holy Cross player.
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(Top LI Ken Sami keeps tight coverage on the Holy
Cross offensive player, anticipating a pass. (Top
Center! Pete Deramo fends off a Holy Cross oppo-
nent. (Above L.) Tim Parks sprints into a defender in
route to an offensive goal attempt. (Above R.) Dan
Hogan holds back an offensive attack. (R.j Len Calvin




(Above) Coach Paul Murphy takes a moment to
address the team. (L.) John Cassedy-25, Len
Calvin-26, Bill Bredin-34 and Ken Sarni-28 posi-
tion themselves to protect the goal. (Below) A
Merrimack Lacrosse player throws the ball away
before he is overcome by Holy Cross players.
Photographer: Terry Bleiler: Purdy Vontine Studios
1989-1990 LACROSSE
DATE MC OPPONENT OPP RECORD
3/26/90 12 New Hamphshire 11 1-0
4/2/90 15 At Botes 9 2-0
4/5/90 20 At UMoss Boston 4 3-0
4/8/90 13 At New Haven 6 4-0
4/10/90 18 At Assumption 4 5-0
4/14/90 7 At Plymouth State 12 5-1
4/17/90 12 At New England 13 5-2
4/19/90 16 M.IJ. 8 6-2
4/21/90 12 At St. Michael's 7 7-2
4/23/90 6 Holy Cross 7 7-3
4/26/90 19 Roger Williams 6 8-3
4/28/90 14 At WNEC 6 9-3
5/1/90 4 Colby 18 9-4
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(R.) The Softball Team: Front L-R: Mary Gallagher,
Carrie Cirouard, Jill Bendikian, Lisa Bambakidou,
Susan Fitzgerald, Chris Driscoll, Michelle Page,
Shannon Deary. Back L-R: Asst. Coach Michele
Myslinski, Sue Foulds, Marisa Boyajian, Amy
Kupferschmid, Debbie Carand, Terri Bambakidou,
Megan Loudermilk, Ellen Wythe, Karen Wisniow-
ski, Elana Delusky, Nancy O'Neill, Erin McCreevy,
Coach Bob DeGregorio. (Below) A Merrimack Soft-
ball player prepares to field the ball.
Lady Warriors Rally to Post a Second Place
NE- 10 Finish!
^^espife having seven freshmen on the
roster and ten upperclassmen with limited
playing time, the 1990 Lady Warrior soft-
ball team fared quite well. Even though they
returned from Florida with a record of 2-10,
coach Bob DeGregorio rallied his squad to
post a 27-22-1 record overall. Their North-
east- 1 0 conference record of 16 wins and 2
losses was good enough for a second place
regular season finish.
Senior captains Jill Bendikian, Susan
Fitzgerald and Lisa Bambikidou were main-
stays for the Lady Warriors all year. As the
season progressed, some of the younger
players exhibited their talents as well. Fresf
men Karen Wisniowski, Michelle Pagf
Mary Gallagher and Terri Bambikidou cor
tributed to the Lady Warrior's succes:
Leading the way for the team was sophc
more Sue Foulds who pitched in 26 of th
games, 1 73 innings, had 7 shutouts and
0.728 ERA.
The future of the Lady Warrior softba
team appears to be bright if they continue t
improve and bring in a crop of young pla)
ers as strong as the class of 1 993.
-Megan Loudermli
I
(Bottom L.j Sue Fitzgerald prepares to make
a sacrifice bunt to advance runners to sec-
ond and third.
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(L.j Coach DeCregorio gives his team some point-
ers during practice. (Center) Sue Foulds releases a
fastball for another strike. (Bottom) Nancy O'Neill
connects for a solid line drive.
1990 Women's Softball Scoreboard
Date Opponent Score Record
3/17 California-Penn. 5-3 0-1
3/17 Edinboro 6-1 0-2
3/18 Ashland 5-0 0-3
3/18 So. Ilinois 8-2 0-4
3/20 Kutztown 1-0 0-5
3/20 Eastern CT 10-2 0-6
3/21 DePaul 2-1 0-7
3/21 Drexel 7-1 0-8
3/22 DeFinance 3-0 1-8
3/22 Millikin 9-2 1-9
3/23 Ashland 5-4 2-9
3/23 ST. Xavier 14-2 2-10
3/29 Holy Cross 3-2 2-11
3/29 Holy Cross 0-0 2-11-1
4/7 @AIC# 9-4 2-12-1
4/7 @AIC # 9-1 2-13-1
4/8 St. Michael's # 10-1 3-13-1
4/8 St. Michael's # 5-0 4-13-1
4/9 @NHC 11-3 5-13-1
4/9 @NHC 4-3 6-13-1
4/12 Boston University 2-0 7-13-1
4/12 Boston University 6-4 8-13-1
4/13 Lowell 4-2 9-13-1
4/13 Lowell 7-5 9-14-1
4/16 @Assumption # 2-0 10-14-1
4/16 ©Assumption # 9-4 11-14-1
4/16 St. Anselm # 5-3 12-14-1
4/16 St. Anselm # 4-0 13-14-1
4/18 Bryant # 5-2 14-14-1
4/18 Bryant # 3-2 15-14-1
4/19 ©Keene State 5-3 15-15-1
4/19 ©Keene State 5-0 15-16-1
4/20 ©Bridgeport 3-0 15-17-1
4/20 ©Bridgeport 7-0 15-18-1
4/22 Springfield # 1-0 16-18-1
4/22 Springfield # 6-3 17-18-1
4/23 ©Franklin Pierce 10-1 18-18-1
4/23 ©Franklin Pierce 8-0 19-18-1
4/25 Stonehill # 6-3 20-18-1
4/25 Stonehill # 7-5 21-18-1
4/27 ©South CT St. 3-2 22-18-1
4/27 ©South CT St. 4-3 22-19-1
4/28 ©Quinnipiac # 3-1 23-19-1
4/28 ©Quinnipiac # 3-2 24-19-1
4/29 ©New Haven 2-0 25-19-1
4/29 ©New Haven 10-4 25-20-1
5/2 ©Bentley # 6-0 26-20-1
5/2 ©Bentley # 15-3 27-20-1
5/9 Keene State ## 4-1 27-21-1
5/9 Quinnipiac ## 3-2 27-22-1
# NE-IO Conference Game ## ECAC Playoffs
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(Top) The Men's Tennis
Team: Front L-R: Steve
Gostkowski, Steve




Paul Lucero, Coack Rick
Edelman. (Center L.j De-
termination shows in
Paul Lucero's face as he
prepares to return the
ball. (Center R.j Caach
Rick Edelman displays his
patented return. (Bottom
L.j Brian Dassault perfects
his backhand. (Bottom
R.) Kirk Holmquest pre-






(Top) Steve White returns the ball in hope ofscoring
a point. (Center L.) Chris Macucci vollies to catch his
opponent offguard. (Center Middle) Mike Proven-
zano attempts a difficult move. (Center R.) Steve
Gostkowski connects with a low serve. (Bottom L.)
Kirk Holmquest, Coach Rick Edelman and Steve
White discuss strategy for the team's next match.
(Bottom R.) Steve White, Paul Lucero and Mike
Provenzano share a laugh during practice.
Photos: Purdy Vontine Studios
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Intramural sports give Merrimack stu-
dents an opportunity to participate in or-
ganized sports activities. A fev/ of these
sports, such as Football, Street Hockey and
Coed Softball are pictured here. Peter Pal-
adino. Director of Intramurals, tries to offer
a broad range of programs that interest a
wide range of students. The quality of intra-
murals reflects the number of students who
participate. Join a team or gather your
friends together and start a new one!
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An Alternative to Varsity
Competition
1989-1990 Standings









A League: Monican Heat












We at the L.A. Grill Restaurant would
like to thank and wish the best to all the






And a special thank you to all the
Merrimack College faculty, staff, and
alumni who have supported us over the











Drycleaning you can trustfor
all your fine fabrics

















GRADUATING CLASS OF 1990
Good luck to the






























Vour Portraits Expertiy Shot
C-. Processed in 1 hour
HIGH QUALITY
• LOW COST











"Andover's Elegant Little Department Store"
specializing in
Women's sportswear. Lingerie, Jewelry, Hosiery
and Cosmetics with lines such os
ESTEE LAUDER, LANCOME, CLINIQUE
and ELIZABETH ARDEN
39 MAIN SL ANDOVER, MASS
475-8874 HOURS: M-SAT 9 - 5:30
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At Confettis we not only nl*
serve tasty food and dnnk,
we servegreat entertainment




Comedy and Middle Eas Night
With Mitchell Kalaunas & Ensemble
Functions
THURSDAY •FRIDAY •SATURDAY






Congratulations & Best Wishes from: Phil DiGloria,









If you have a talent to share
as a Singer or Instrumentalist
Then be sure to attend the first
rehearsal in September
For more Information contact:
Director: Bernadine Kensinger (ext.5450)
A Student Activities Organization
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Well, it's finally over! That's right Mom, I can
come home now. It has been on amazing year. All
across the world great historical changes have oc-
cured. Our generation has witnessed the unification
of Germany, democratic movements all around the
globe, and Glastnost in the Soviet Union. Is it no
wonder that equally amazing changes have, and
continue to occur right here at Merrimack College? I
will not reiterate what is already covered in "The Bold
New Look into the Nineties", but I want to stress that
changes can occur with the right leadership and
attitude. This means that you, the students of Merri-
mack must get involved with campus activities. Do
not complain about something you disagree with,
only to sit back and let it grow. Think of the best way
to solve the problem and get involved. This weekend
in church, my pastor was going over fables and
parables in his eulogy. One of these fables illustrates
my point. In one of Aesop's fables, the Sun and the
Wind were in disagreement over which one was
more powerful. Down on earth a man in an overcoat
was walking down a path. The Sun and the Wind bet
each other that the first one to get the man's coat off
would be declared the winner. The wind was elected
to go first. She blew as hard as she could, but with
every gust the man held onto his coat even tighter.
Finally the exhausted wind gave up. The sun thought
over the situation, aimed a consentrated light beam
toward the man, and turned up the heat. Within
seconds, the man had taken off his overcoat. The
moral of this story is that there always is a better way
to win, and that violence is not the best method.
For those of you who actually endured read-
ing that paragraph, and still have nothing better to
do, here are some time consuming thank yous. To
everyone who had their name spelled wrong or
missed, I offer my sincere apology. Next time a
yearbook photographer takes your picture write
your name on their forehead. To Security, especially
Lt. Charlie McCarthy and George Bodenrader for all
the times you had to unlock Student Activities for us.
To Carol, Margaret
and Bruce for all your
assistance and the
use of your laser
printer, without
which this book
would not be pos-
sible. To Kelly Sulli-
van for your help and
guidance, especially over break. To all yearboc
staffers, especially Heather and Marion, you'v
worked hard and made many sacrifices to get th
finished - THANKS! To my partner, my fellow Editor, m
roommate, my friend Bob, we did it! Next year's goin
to be different, right? To my parents who endure
several weeks of me running off to yearbook befoi
cleaning up the mess I brought back home. (I'll do
tonight Mom, I promise) To my summer job boss, wh
probably is still wondering where I am. And last, bi
certainly not least, to my caring girlfriend Shelle;
thank you for bearing with me and my time consumin
jobs - 1 love you. Be excellent to one another...









I hope that you hove enjoyed the 1 990 Yearbook. The planning
for this book began in March 1 989 and was completed July 1 6,
1 990. When I first started proposing the idea that there could be
A Bold New Look for the Merrimackan a lot of people thought that would be excellent,
but I do not believe they thought they would ever see proof of such assertions. Surprise,
everything was true!!!
Upon writing the final words to this extraordinary effort I am obligated to reveal the
insights that have emerged over the course of my struggle as an Editor-in-Chief. One
thing which you will probably gather is it is seldom an easy task since yearbooks are
about people. In this case the people were not familiar with the aspirations of the Bold
New Look proposal which the book desperately deserved and needed to survive. A few
examples of this is the introduction of Copy throughout the book. Many people were
satisfied with the picture book mentality which was troublesome for me to accept
because captions and stories would be the one thing that would make memories come
alive down the road. Yearbooks do have an initial appeal, but chances are it will get
tossed around with all the rest of your belongings until you come across it in a frenzy
to capture your youth. At that point you will be happy that somebody had hopefully
done a decent job at preserving your past. Well enough of yearbook philosophy!!!
Where is the yearbook going in the Nineties? Well I believe that the yearbook can
continue to grow both with capital purchases like a laser printer and possibly a computer
with a color monitor. Even as this book goes to the press technology is changing the face
of yearbooks. Already there will be a new program named Pagemaker 4.0 that will
allow one-hundred percent of the book to be produced computer style. However the one
thing that the program will need is dedicated students and a commitment from the
college to obtain that talent. This means that Merrimack must make another
Bold step into the future and compensate its student leaders in some way,
shape, or form. This is standard at other colleges throughout the country.
Finally, it will take the Merrimack College Community to rally and support its
yearbook whenever it can. This for instance may mean submitting a writeup
when requested or telling the photographers when a good time would be to
have a picture taken.
In closing this chapter of yearbook history I must ask that people remember
to give thanks to those people who made this book happen. Yes, there are a
few problems with this book and I could pick out every single one but they are
insignificant compared to the sum total of our effort. Special thanks must go
to Mike Ehrmanntraut, Heather Fleming and Marion Rafferty who completed
this book during their Summer Break. I must also thank Michelle Chaput who
helped get the darkroom in order or there would be quite a few pictures
missing.
Its been great being Editor-in-Chief even with all the headaches. Congratu-
lations to the class of 1 990 and best of luck with the rest of your lives.
-Robert L. Simpson III
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he 1990 Merrimackan was brought to you on
292, 8.5 X 1 1 inch paper. Block and white pages
were produced on Dull Enamel and color on Lustro
Color paper. The cover is a combination Plexiglass/ Litho
design with lamination over original art work by Linda
Hachey. The books Endsheets were also the same art
work created for the cover. Cover design and concept
was produced by the team of Hachey, Krako and
Simpson. Typestyles on the cover and in the book were
predominantly Futura with a few twists. Avant Book and
Avant bold were used in the opening and Century Book
and Century Bold were used in the color Seasonal section.
The opening used the process color, black and the Senior
Week section. Cyan for Second Color. The Seasonal color
section employed a variety of colortone shades. The book
used approximately 1 25 rolls of black and white film from
Ilford Hp-5 to Kodak Tri-x usually 400 ISO. 26 rolls of
color film was used from Kodak Kodacolor 200-400 and
Ektar 25, 125 and 1600. A majority of the photographs
were developed and printed by Michelle Chaput, Bob
Simpson and Dominique Spina using Sprint processing
chemicals along with Ilford Multigrade III RC Rapid MGR,
1M and RC Deluxe MGX 44M printing paper. The actual
picture taking was done by yearbook staff members with
the only exception being sports photography which was
started by Loring Studios and completed by Purdy-
Vantine Studio. The 1 990 yearbook will be published at
1,850 copies at $22.00 a book generated from student
sales. Advertising accounted for $3,300 dollars. The
yearbook was printed by Hunter/Jostens Publishing
company with special thanks to Guy Garon for represent-
ing our school.
No part of this publication can be reproduced in whole or in part
without the express written consent of the Merrimackan staffand its
Editors, Merrimack College J 990 ©.
290 Colophon
Staff Members
First Row- Steven Ehrmonntraut, Robert Simpson and Michael Ehrmonntraut. Bock
Row- James Henderson, George Tetreoult, Linda Carleton, Rita Potter, Kelly Walters,
Eileen Connolly, Jen Curtiss and Sue Jensen.
Advisor - Kelly Sullivan
Special Thanks to: The Entire Bursar's Office, Bruce Baker
and Dr. Lee, Dean Griggs, Margarent
Higgins, Charlene Mahoney, Bert
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Editor-in-chief























{Right} In a cost savings
move Steve and his
brother Mike sort Flyers to
be mailed out. (Far Right)
Maryellen Corkum and
Ann Sears find the perfect
photo. (Middle Left)
Jeanne Passanant
searches the files for vital
information to complete
her layout. (Middle R.)
Claire Morgan looks for a
piece of art for her layout.
(Below L.j James, Mike, and Chris
attempt to identify all objects in the
room. (Below Middle) James Hen
derson works on getting all of the
lines perfect on his layout before
printing. (Below R.) Eileen Con
nolly struggles to put all of the
Senior Portraits in order.




